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Abstract
Photoreactions are ubiquitous and the foundation

of life. The outcome of a photoreaction is mostly

determined by its �rst steps, which happen within

few picoseconds. Therefore the study of the initial

part of a photoreaction is indispensable for its full

understanding. This thesis presents the results of

femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy, the tool of

choice for observing photoreactions on an ultras-

hort timescale, on four di�erent systems: Corrole,

Channelrhodopsin 1, Cph1-Phytochrome and a bi-

molecular ground-state reaction.

Corroles are cyclic tetrapyrroles similar to por-

phyrins. They show promising characteristics as

photosensitizers in photodynamic therapy for can-

cer. Here, a high triplet yield is crucial. My results

show that the addition of bromine to the macrocy-

cle induces e�cient intersystem crossing on a 100

ps timescale with a yield near unity. Observation of

the ISC in the mid-infrared reveals a distinct spec-

trum of the triplet state, useable as a marker for the

spin-state.

Phytochromes are an omnipresent class of photo-

receptor proteins initially found in plants. Phyto-

chromes have two semi-stable states, the red and the

far-red absorbing state. Recent studies show that

these states itself are heterogeneous, but whether

this heterogeneity in�uences the photoreaction was

still unknown. Using Vis-pump IR/Vis-probe spec-

troscopy, we show that this is the case. The transi-

ent spectra expose two di�erent bleaching bands of

the ring-D carboxyl stretching vibration, which we

assign to sub-states with di�erent ring-D orientati-

on. Since these two bands show di�erent transient

changes, we conclude that the heterogeneity indeed

in�uences the photoreaction.

Channelrhodopsin 1 is a transmembrane protein

which functions as a light-activated cation channel.

Channelrhodopsins variants are the primary tools

in the new �eld of Optogenetics. Visible pump vi-

sible probe spectroscopy reveals an unusually fast

100 fs all-trans to 13-cis photo-isomerization of the

retinal photoreceptor and excitation wavelength de-

pendent dynamics. In the mid-IR �ngerprint regi-

on, we �nd evidence that the isomerization depends

on the conformation of the ground-state. Using po-

larisation resolved Vis-pump IR-probe spectrosco-

py, we assign several priorly unassigned bands in

the amide region. Comparision of our results with

the C1C2-chimaera- and a homology-structure sug-

gests that ultrafast appearing amide I band, which

is strong in CaChR1, has its origin in one of the

tryptophans belonging to the retinal cage. Moreo-

ver, my data excludes the existence of protonated

carboxylic groups coupled to the retinal in ground-

state, since no corresponding bands are observed.

Bimolecular ground-state reactions are the most

common reactions in chemistry. They can be descri-

bed by transition state theory, in which the reaction

is described by a potential energy surface. The in-

itial and the product state are minima separated

by a barrier and the shortest path over the barri-

er only depends on a subset of coordinates, called

reaction coordinates. Since they can be represen-

ted by normal modes, it is generally believed that

IR-excitation of the correct modes can initiate the

reaction. However, this idea was not yet experimen-

tally proven.

To �nd the missing proof and make selective

laser-chemistry possible, we applied fs IR-pump

IR-probe spectroscopy to a mixture of cyclohex-

anol and isocyanate, which react to Cyclohexyl-

carbanilate at room temperature. We observe the

rise of vibrational bands belonging to the product

and the rise of bleaching bands belonging to the re-

agents on a 10 ps scale, which shows that the reacti-

on is initiated by the IR-excitation. We support this

�nding by comparing the reaction rates with and

without IR-illumination, showing a 24 % increase.

This �nding o�ers entirely new ways to optimize

low yield reactions.
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Kurzfassung
Photoreaktion sind allgegenwärtig und bilden das Fun-

dament des Lebens. Das Ergebnis einer Photoreaktion

wird größtenteils innerhalb der ersten Schritte auf ei-

ner sub-Pikosekunden Zeitskala bestimmt. Für ein ge-

naues Verständnis einer Photoreaktion ist es daher un-

erlässlich, diese ersten Schritte im Detail zu Untersu-

chen. Die Standardmethode zur Untersuchung des ul-

traschnellen Teils einer Photoreaktion ist die femtose-

kunden Pump-Probe Spektroskopie. Diese Arbeit prä-

sentiert die Ergebnisse der Methode auf vier verschie-

dene Systeme: Corrole, Phytochrome, Channelrhodop-

sin und auf eine bimolekulare Grundzustandsreaktion.

Corrole sind Porphyrin ähnlichen zyklischen Tetra-

pyrole. Dank der speziellen Eigenschaften von Corro-

len eignet es sich als Photosensibilisator in Photody-

namischer Therapie zur Krebsbehandlung. Hierbei ist

eine hohe Triplett-Ausbeute unerlässlich. Wir zeigen,

dass die Addition von Brom zu einem e�zienten In-

tersystem Crossing auf der 100 ps Zeitskala im Corro-

le führt. Im Infraroten hat der entstehende Triplett Zu-

stand ein typisches Spektrum, welches als Marker für

dem Spin-Zustand genutzt werden kann.

Phytochrome ist ein allgegenwärtiger Photorezeptor

welcher zuerst in P�anzen gefunden wurde. Charakte-

ristisch für Phytochrome sind seine zwei semi-stabilen

Zustände, der rot und der tiefrot absorbierende Zu-

stand. Neuere Studien zeigen, dass diese Zustände

selbst heterogen sind. Allerdings ist bisher nicht ge-

klärt, ob die Heterogenität einen Ein�uss auf die Pho-

toreaktion hat. Mittels fs Pump-Probe Spektroskopie

zeigen wir, dass die unterschiedlichen Unterzustände

unterschiedliche Photoreaktion vollführen. Dazu beob-

achten wir die Streckschwingung der Carboxylgruppe

am Ring-D. Diese zeigt zwei Bleichbanden mit unter-

schiedlicher Orientierung und verschiedenen Dynami-

ken. Daraus folgt, dass die Heterogenität einen Ein�uss

auf die Photoreaktion hat.

Channelrhodopsine (ChR) sind lichtaktivierte Io-

nenkanäle, die in der Zellmembran bestimmter einzel-

liger Algen vorkommen. ChR bilden die Basis der Op-

togentik, da es durch Genexpression in Neuronen ein-

gebracht werden kann, welche daraufhin mittels Licht

aktiviert werden können. Durch sichtbare Pump-Probe

Spektroskopie zeigen wir, dass die initiale all-trans zu

13-cis Photoisomerisierung unerwartet schnell mit 100

fs statt�ndet. Desweitern zeigt sich eine von der Anre-

gungswellenlänge abhängige Dynamik. Im IR Finger-

print Bereich �nden wir erstmals Beweise dafür, dass

der Ausgang der Isomerisierung von der anfänglichen

Geometrie des Retinals abhängt. Mittels polarisations-

aufgelöster Vis-Pump IR-Probe Spektroskopie ordnen

wir mehrere Banden im Amide I Bereich zu. Insbeson-

dere zeigt der Vergleich unserer Spektren mit der C1C2-

Struktur und einen Homology-Model, dass die im un-

tersuchten ChR besonders starke ultraschnelle Amide

I Bande zu einen der am Retinal liegenden Trypthopha-

ne gehört. Aus unseren Daten folgt, dass die zum Ge-

genion gehörenden Asp und Glu im Grundzustand de-

protoniert sind.

Bimolekulare Grundzustandsreaktion bilden die

Grundlage der Chemie. Sie können durch die Theo-

rie des Übergangszustandes beschrieben werden, in der

die Reaktion durch eine Potentialober�äche beschrie-

ben wird. Der Initial- und Endzustand sind dabei

durch eine Barriere getrennte lokale Minima. Der

kürzeste Pfad über die Barriere involviert nur einen

Teil aller Koordinaten. Diese Koordinaten werden

Reaktionskoordinaten genannt und können durch

Normalmoden dargestellt werden. Es wird daher im

allgemeinen angenommen, dass es eigentlich mög-

lich sein sollte eine Reaktion mittels IR-Anregung zu

starten. Der experimentale Beweis dafür fehlte bisher.

Um den fehlenden Beweis zu �nden und selektive

Laserchemie möglich zu machen, wenden wir fs IR-

Pump IR-Probe Spektroskopie auf eine Cyclohexanol-

Isocyanat Lösung an. Eine solche Lösung reagiert bei

Raumtemperatur zu Cyclohexyl-carbanilate. Die Ob-

servierung der Produkt- und der Reagenzbanden zeigt

eindeutig eine durch dem IR-pump verursachte Pro-

duktbildung innerhalb von 10 ps. Des Weiteren zeigt ein

Vergleich der Reaktionsrate zwischen beleuchteter und

nicht beleuchteter Probe einen Anstieg der Rate von bis

zu 24%. Dabei wurde darauf geachtet lichtinduzierte Er-

wärmung als Grund des Anstiegs auszuschließen. Die-

ses Ergebnis erö�net völlig neue Wege Reaktionen mit

niedriger Ausbeute zu optimieren.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The �eld of photochemistry describes chemical re-

actions initiated by the absorption of light. Light-

induced reactions are the backbone of life, as they

convert the sunlight into chemical energy usable by

living organisms. Therefore the absorption of light

is the starting point of numerous important pro-

cesses in nature, including photosynthesis, vision,

plant signaling and the formation of vitamin D.

Hence, studying photoreactions is indispensable.

This �eld is interdisciplinary. It involves physics,

chemistry, and (when working with on proteins)

biology. Physics gives us the framework to describe

the interaction of the electromagnetic �eld with

the quantum-mechanical states of the molecule;

chemistry links the photoreaction to the molecular

structure, and biology is necessary to understand

the function.

In this work I present the result of my studies on

four di�erent reactions, focussing on their physical

properties.

1.1 Photoreactions

Photo-induced reactions di�er from temperature

driven ground-state reactions in that a photon pro-

vides their activation energy and, therefore, the en-

ergy is initially con�ned to a single degree of free-

dom.

In most reactions, this degree of freedom is not

identical to the reaction coordinate, and the energy

must �rst relax into the correct modes. This nor-

mally involves the conversion of the electronic en-

ergy into nuclear motion, which then leads to struc-

tural changes (see Fig. 1.1).

For instance the photoreaction in many photo-

Figure 1.1: Schematic of a photoreaction. The

dashed line shows the reaction pathway. After

excitation, the molecule follows the potential en-

ergy surface downwards. It reaches the product

state by passing through a so called conical in-
tersection (CI), thereby converting potential elec-

tronic energy into kinetic energy of the atoms.

receptor proteins starts with the isomerization of

the chromophore, which then induces further

changes later. Therefore, evolution optimized the

structure of proteins to funnel the energy of the

light into the corrected vibrational modes which fa-

cilitate the isomerization. As part of this work, two

of such reactions in proteins, Channelrhodopsin

and Phytochrome, are studied in detail.

However, the reaction coordinate of ground-

state reactions is primarily built up from nuclear

coordinates too. Hence the question arises: Is it pos-

sible to start such a reaction similarly? Can we start

a ground-state reaction by exciting a vibrational

mode?

While this is generally believed to be true, it has

not yet been shown directly. The most signi�cant

result of this thesis – the initiation of a synthesis

9



Chapter 1 Introduction

Figure 1.2: The basic concept of fs pump-probe

spectroscopy. A fs- pulse is split into the pump,

which starts the photoreaction, and probe,

which examines the reaction and is detected by

a spectrometer. The time-delay between pulses

is varied by changing the path length d of one

beam. Non-linear optics (NLO) are used to con-

vert each beam to the needed wavelength.

reaction in solution with IR-light – shows that this

indeed is possible.

If the energy of the excited state cannot be con-

verted to vibrational energy, relaxation continues

via other channels. For single molecules, a lower

state can be reached by spontaneous emission (�uo-

rescence) or by radiation-less inter-system crossing.

In applied photochemistry, it can be useful to tune

the ratio between these two, since applications can

make use of either. As part of this thesis, I show

that small alterations to an aluminum corrole can

drastically change the triplet yield of its photoreac-

tion.

Chapter 2 gives a more detailed look at relaxation

dynamics of excited molecules.

1.2 Pump-probe spectroscopy

The timescale on which the initial steps of the pho-

toreaction happen is incredibly short: after absorp-

tion of the photon, the �rst reaction steps are �n-

ished after few picoseconds at most. Hence to study

these reactions, ultrafast techniques with a time-

resolution in femtosecond (10
−15

s) range are nec-

essary. In this thesis, we use femtosecond pump-

probe spectroscopy. The basic idea behind fs pump-

probe spectroscopy, as is shown Fig. 1.2, is simple:

A femtosecond laser pulse is split into two parts

by a beam-splitter, the pump- and the probe pulse.

Both pulses pass through the same sample volume,

the pump is used to excite the sample and the probe

is used to track the changes induced by the pump.

For that, the intensity of the probe pulse with- and

without the pump-pulse excitation are compared.

The delay between both pulses can be varied by

changing the path-length of one beam with a motor-

controlled stage. By spectrally resolving the probe

this gives the transient spectra of the sample.

The peak-power of fs-pulses is very high; there-

fore non-linear optical processes can be used to gen-

erate almost any wavelength from a given pulse. In

this work, we mainly pump electronic transitions

located in the visible region of the electromagnetic

spectrum. The majority of biological photo-active

systems absorb in this range to make use of sunlight

which has its peak-power around 530 nm.

We observe the pump-induced changes in the

visible and the mid-infrared part of the electromag-

netic spectrum. The former allows us to track the

electronic state of the system. The latter probes

molecular vibrations, which are sensitive to changes

in the structure, the protonation state, the elec-

tronic state and of the temperature. The combina-

tion of the two regions is particularly useful for pro-

teins since the transient spectra only show changes

to the photoreceptor while the IR-spectra allow us

to observe changes in the protein itself.

To simplify the interpretation of the crowded IR-

spectra in proteins, we perform the pump-probe

experiments polarization resolved. The ensemble

excited by linear polarized light is anisotropic be-

cause the probability of the excitation depends on

the angle between the electronic �eld and the tran-

sition dipole moment (tdm). The same is true for

interactions with the probe �eld. Hence it is possi-

ble to extract information about the relative angle

between the pumped and probed tdm. Together

with a given structure, this information can be used

to assign bands to speci�c residues.

More information about femtosecond pump-

probe spectroscopy and an introduction to non-

linear optics is given in chapter 2, where I list possi-

ble signal contributions and discuss the e�ect of us-

ing polarized light in more detail. In chapter 3, I lay

down experimental details of used fs pump-probe

spectrometer. Since the software to control the ex-

periment and to analyze the data is as necessary as

the setup itself, I commit chapter 4 to software. It

explains the design of MessPy, the software which

10



1.3 Studied Systems

controls the experiment, and gives an overview of

the methods employed to analyze the experimental

results.

1.3 Studied Systems

As mentioned before, I examined four di�er-

ent photoreactions for this thesis: Corroles, phy-

tochromes, channelrhodopsins and ground-state

reactions.

1.3.1 Corroles

Corroles are a class of cyclic tetrapyrroles with dis-

tinct properties which make them prime candidates

for many chemical and medical applications. An

e�cient synthesis reaction of corroles was only re-

cently discovered. Hence, the exact properties of

their photoreaction and how it changes between

di�erent corroles is yet unknown. Knowing these

properties can guide further development of cor-

role variants tailored for speci�c applications.

My presented study, introduced in chapter 5, is

about the e�ect of adding bromine to an aluminum

corrole. While this has been known to rise the

triplet-yield, the exact increase and the in�uence

on the initial dynamics were not yet quanti�ed. A

hight triplet yield is vital for applications which

need photo-sensitizers, like photo-dynamic therapy

for cancer treatment.

1.3.2 Phytochromes

Phytochromes are photoreceptor proteins which

play an important role in many organisms. In

plants, they control the germination of seeds, the

chlorophyll synthesis, the elongation of seedlings,

the growth and many other things. In cyanobacte-

ria, they are responsible for the chromatic adoption

of the composition of the photosynthesis appara-

tus. The chromophore of phytochromes is a linear

tetrapyrrole, which initiates the photoreaction by

isomerization.

One specialty of phytochromes is that they are

dichromatic sensors, meaning that they have two

stable states, Pr (red) and Pfr (far red), with di�erent

absorption spectra, which can be inter-converted

via light. Recent studies show that these states itself

are heterogeneous. The impact of these sub-states

on the photoreaction was not known.

In our in chapter 6 presented study on the Pfr-

state of Cph1 we use polarization resolved Vis-

pump IR-probe spectroscopy in combination with

quantum chemical calculations to answer this ques-

tion.

1.3.3 Channelrhodopsin

Channelrhodopsins are also photoreceptor pro-

teins. They were the �rst discovered light-gated

cation channels. Their discovery enabled the �eld

of optogenetics: By expressing channelrhodopsin

in cells, the activity of the cells can be controlled by

light. A better understanding of the function is es-

sential to guide the design of application-speci�c

mutants. Like in other rhodopsins, the initial pho-

toreaction induces the isomerization of the retinal

chromophore.

Chapter 7 presents the �rst studies on the pho-

toreaction of CaChR1. Prior to our studies, only

the photoreaction of CrChr2 has been studied on

an ultrafast time-scale. It was entirely unclear, how

similar the two reactions are and if there is any het-

erogeneity in the ground-state. If so, does the het-

erogeneity in�uences the photoreaction? Another

question we can answer by Vis-pump IR-probe

spectroscopy is the protonation state of the counter-

ion in ground-state of CaChR1. Using polarization

resolved spectra, we can tentatively assign the ultra-

fast amide response found in most rhodopsins to a

speci�c residue.

1.3.4 Ground-state Reactions

At last, I present my results on initiation of a synthe-

sis reaction by IR-excitation. Bimolecular ground-

state reactions are the foundation of chemistry. As

previously mentioned, the reaction coordinate of

these reactions is built from vibrational degrees of

freedom. Yet it has not been shown, that vibrational

excitation via IR-excitation can activate such a reac-

tion.

In chapter 8 I introduce my paper which proves

that such an activation is possible by using IR-

pump IR-probe spectroscopy on the urethane syn-

thesis reaction of phenylisocyanate and cyclohex-

anol. The experimental results are supported by

the �rst calculations which successfully predict the

activation energy of such a reaction.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Principles
This chapter gives a brief introduction to theoreti-

cal concepts behind the physics used in the thesis.

The chapter starts with a short introduction of non-

linear optics. Nonlinear optics are necessary to de-

scribe the frequency conversion process used in the

experiment and provide a frame-work to explain

pump-probe spectroscopy, which is treated after-

wards. Finally, the chapter discusses the possible

relaxation pathways of excited molecules.

2.1 Nonlinear Optics

The short duration of femtosecond pulses has an

advantage other than just the short time resolution.

The high peak power, in the range of gigawatts,

gives us the option to use nonlinear processes. This

section will shortly describe the physics behind the

nonlinear process used in the experiment. A full

treatment can be found in Boyds "Nonlinear Op-

tics"
1
, which the description given below closely

follows.

In optics, the electric �eld E⃗(t) and the induced

polarization per volume P⃗ (t) in a material are con-

nected by the susceptibility χ of the medium:

P⃗(t) = 0χE⃗. (2.1)

If the driving electric �eld is large, the response of

the medium is nonlinear and the equation above has

to be extended. For that, we do a Taylor expansion

P⃗(t) = 0χ (1)E⃗(t) + 0χ (2)E⃗2(t)
+ 0χ (3)E⃗3(t) + . . . , (2.2)

1
(8) Boyd, R. W. Nonlinear Optics. 2008.

where χ (n) are the n-th-order susceptibility tensors.

In isotropic media, the second order vanishes and

can only be observed in anisotropic situations, e.g.,

in birefringent crystals or at interfaces.

Starting from Maxwell’s equations, it can be

shown, under the assumption that there are no free

charges, that

∇
2E − n

2

c2
m2

mt2
E =

1

0c2
m2

mt2
PNL. (2.3)

PNL
is the nonlinear part of the polarization density.

This equation is called the standard nonlinear wave

equation. Generally, the n-order susceptibility leads

to n+1 interacting waves. For example, inserting

E(t) = sin(ω1t) + sin(ω2t) into 2.2 results in:

Pχ (2) (t) = (sin(ω1t) + sin(ω2t))2 (2.4)

= sin(ω1t) + sin(ω1t) (2.5)

+ 2 sin(ω1t) sin(ω2t) (2.6)

= cos((ω1−ω2)t) − cos((ω1+ω2)t) (2.7)

+ 1 − cos(2ω1t)
2

(2.8)

+ 1 − cos(2ω2t)
2

(2.9)

Hence, the interaction of two plane waves in a

nonlinear medium with a non-zero second-order

susceptibility generates oscillations with the fre-

quencies 2ω1, 2ω2 , 2ω1+ω2 and 2ω1−ω2. The �rst

two terms are called second harmonic generation

(SHG), the third is called sum-frequency genera-

tion (SFG) and the last is called di�erence frequency

generation (DFG). We will describe SHG and DFG

in more detail in the next sections.
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χ2
z

L

E1, ω E2, 2ω

2ω1
ω1

ω1

Figure 2.1: Top: Shematic describing the SHG-

model. In a medium of length L with a non-

vanishing second order susceptibility, we have

the pump wave E1 at the frequency ω, which

we assume to be undepleted by the nonlinear

interaction, and the generated wave E2 at the fre-

quency 2ω. Bottom: Energy conservation com-

mands that for every generated photon with the

energyℏ2ω two photons withℏω are annihilated.

2.1.1 Second-Harmonic Generation (SHG)

The most commonly used nonlinear optical e�ect

is second harmonic generation. It is even used in

laser pointers, where the output of a near-infrared

(NIR) laser-diode is converted into visible light by

SHG. Similarly, most fs-femtosecond laser-systems

deliver pulses in the NIR range, either centered at

800 nm or at 1030 nm, and SHG is used to generate

light in the visible region. To describe SHG, we use

the one-dimensional model shown in Fig. 2.1.

Let

Ẽ1(z, t) = E1(z)e−iωt + c.c. (2.10)

= A1ei(k1z−ωt) + c.c. (2.11)

Ẽ2(z, t) = E2(z)e−i2ωt + c.c. (2.12)

= A2(z)ei(k2z−2ωt) + c.c., (2.13)

where k1 = n1ω/c and k2 = n22ω/c. A2 is a func-

tion of z since the SH amplitude changes with z.

The aim is to calculateA2(L), the amplitude of the

generated �eld at end of the medium. For that we

also introduce

P̃2(t) = P2e−i2ωt , (2.14)

with

P2 = 0χ (2)E2

1
= 0χ (2)A2

1
ei2k1z.

As mentioned above, the generation of E2 is gov-

erned by the nonhomogeneous wave equation

∇
2Ẽ2 −

n2

c2
m2

mt2
Ẽ2 =

1

0c2
m2

mt2
P̃2. (2.15)

By evaluation of the terms and applying the slowly
varying amplitude approximation, which drops

the term
m2Ã2

mz2 , we obtain

2ik2
dA2

dz
=
−4ω2
c2

χ (2)A2

1
eiΔkz. (2.16)

The quantity Δk = 2k1 − k2 is called phase mis-

match. If the phase mismatch is not near zero, the

�elds generated at di�erent positions in the medium

are not in phase and will destructively interfere. A

phase mismatch of zero is equal to n1 = n2.

Phase matching is important in all nonlinear pro-

cesses where di�erent wavelengths interact with

each other. Phase matching is ordinarily achieved

by a using birefringent crystal, where the index of

refraction seen by one polarization can be tuned by

adjusting the angle of the crystal. In the so-called

type I phase matching the generated �eld is polar-

ized perpendicular to the pumping �eld which is

aligned with the ordinary axis.

The general solution for the equation at the end

of medium is

|A2(L) |2 =
4ω2

n2
2
c2

[
χ (2)

]2
|A1 |4L2 sinc2(ΔkL/2).

(2.17)

One sees that the intensity of the generated wave

is proportional to the squared intensity of driving

wave and the squared length of the medium. How-

ever, since the sinc
2

function decreases with increas-

ing L for non-zero phase match (see Fig. 2.2), a

comprise for the length has to be chosen. Because

the refractive index n is depended on the wave-

length, thicker crystals have a smaller frequency

range where phase matching is archived. Thus, to

generate short SHG-pulses from intrinsically spec-

trally board fs-pulses, thin crystals have to be used.
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χ2
z

L

E1, ω1
E2, ω2

E3,

ω3 = ω1−ω2

ω2

ω3
ω1

Figure 2.3: Top: Shematic of the DFG model.

The input �elds E1 and E2 generate the wave E3
at the frequency ω3 = ω1 − ω2. Here we assume

ω1 > ω2. Bottom: Energy-level diagramm of the

interacting photons. For each ω1 photon con-

sumed, photons are emitted at ω2 and ω3.
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Figure 2.2: SHG intensity as a function ofΔkL/2.

The product of the phase mismatch and interac-

tion length has to be smaller than π for e�cent

SHG.

2.1.2 Difference Frequency Generation (DFG)

DFG is another second-order process, which is de-

scribed by the driving nonlinear polarization

P (ω1 − ω2) = 20χ (2)E1E∗2. (2.18)

The process is illustrated in Fig.2.3. On a �rst

glance, it looks very similar to sum frequency gener-

ation, but the photon-energy scheme reveals a dif-

ference: for every photon created at the frequency

ω3, a photon of higher input frequency ω1 is anni-

hilated and a photon at lower input frequency ω2
is created.

Hence, DFG can be used to amplify light by gen-

erating the di�erence of a weak �eld (called seed)

with a strong pump �eld at a higher frequency. This

process is also called optical parametric ampli�ca-

tion and is one of the standard tools in ultrafast

spectroscopy. It can be seen as stimulated emission

from the virtual energy level populated by ω1. Like

for SHG, phase matching is crucial for e�cient am-

pli�cation.

The phase-mismatch is given by

Δk = k1 − k2 − k3.
Phase matching is again achieved by using birefrin-

gent crystals.

So far we showed how to generate visible light

from our NIR fs-pulse source by SHG and how

to use it as a pump to amplify light with a lower

frequency via DFG. We still need a way to generate

the seed for the DFG. The common way to generate

the necessary seed from our fundamental beam is

to generate a super-continuum, which is eluded in

the next section.

2.1.3 Super-Continuum Generation (SCG)

Since SCG (or white light generation) is a product

of di�erent nonlinear processes, only a short de-

scription of its main contribution, self-phase mod-
ulation, will be given.

Self-phase modulation (SPM) di�ers from the

so far described processes since it is a third order

process and requires a modulated amplitude of the

input wave (e.g., an optical pulse). The �eld of a

pulse can be written as

Ẽ(z, t) = Ã(z, t)ei(k0z−ω0t) + c.c. (2.19)

where ˜A(z, t) is the pulse envelope andω0 the center

frequency. Assuming the refractive index of the

medium is changed by a strong external �eld, it can

be characterized by

n(t) = n0 + n2I (t) (2.20)

where I (t) = 2n00c
��Ã(z, t)��2. The change of the

refractive index with time leads to time depended

phase change of the transmitted pulse:

φNL(t) = −n2I (t)ω0L/c (2.21)

By de�ning the instantaneous frequency

ω(t) = ω0 + δω(t) (2.22)

= ω0 +
d

dt
φNL(t) (2.23)
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2.2 Pump-Probe Spectroscopy

we directly see that non-linear phase leads to

spectral broadening proportional to the intensity

change. As is shown in Fig.2.4 for a Gaussian pulse,

the front edge of a pulse experiences a red-shift,

while the trailing edge of the pulse experiences a

blue-shift. Additionally, the intensity-dependent

refractive index leads to self-focussing.

For a more realistic modeling of SCG, additional

e�ects like self-steepening, four-wave mixing and

self-focussing have to be considered
2
. Practically,

it is easily implemented: simple focussing with

enough power in a suitable medium leads to SCG.

The resulting output spectrum is very sensitive to

the input power, the medium, the characteristics

of the generating pulse, and the numerical aperture

used to focus the beam. A comparison of SCG in

di�erent bulk media is given by Dubietis et al
3
.
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Figure 2.4: Frequency shift due to SPM. The in-

tensity of the pulse is plotted in red, while the

resulting frequency shift is plotted in blue. The

frequency shift near the maximum is well approx-

imated by a linear function.

2.2 Pump-Probe Spectroscopy

Femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy is a non-

linear spectroscopy. Non-linear spectroscopy is

most commonly described in a semi-classical pic-

ture where the driving �eld is treated classically and

2
(9) Zheltikov, A. M. „Let There Be White Light: Su-

percontinuum Generation by Ultrashort Laser Pulses“.

2006.
3
(10) Dubietis, A., Tamošauskas, G., Šuminas, R., Jukna, V.

& Couairon, A. „Ultrafast Supercontinuum Generation

in Bulk Condensed Media (Invited Review)“. 2017.

the sample quantum-mechanically
4
. A full QM-

treatment is given by Kowaleski and co-workers
5
.

In the semi-classical picture, pump-probe spec-

troscopy can be viewed as a third order e�ect, where

the pump pulses induce transient changes to the

probe pulse via the medium of interest.

P (3) (t) =
∫ t

0

dt3
∫ t

0

dt2
∫ t

0

dt1 S3(t3, t2, t1)

· E(t − t3)E(t − t3 − t2)E(t − t3 − t2 − t1)
(2.24)

Here the S3(t3, t2, t1) is the third-order nonlinear
response function, which is the sum of all allowed

response functions. The response functions each

describe a path in the Liouville space. A full treat-

ment of the response functions is outside the scope

of this work.

Summarized, the state of matter is described by

the density matrix

ρ =
∑
i,j

��cij ��2 ��i〉〈j�� .
Assuming an N level system starting in its ground

state |0〉〈0|, interactions with a light pulse either

increases or decreases (if not zero) the bra or the ket

side. The probability of an interaction is given by

the transition dipole moment

µab = 〈a|qx̂ |b〉

between the states.

Between the interactions with the �elds, the time

evolution of the system is given by the unperturbed

Hamiltonian. Since the pump pulse leads to the

population of an excited state, two simultaneous

interactions with the pump-pulse are necessary to

get the populated density matrix |1〉〈1|. Assuming,

without any loss of generality, that the �nal remain-

ing polarization is on the left, the following probe

pulse can generate either generate |2〉〈1| or |1〉〈0|.
The remaining o�-diagonal polarization oscillates

4
(11) Hamm, P. & Zanni, M. T. Concepts and Methods of 2d

Infrared Spectroscopy. 2011.
5
(12) Kowalewski, M., Fingerhut, B. P., Dorfman, K. E.,

Bennett, K. & Mukamel, S. „Simulating Coherent Mul-

tidimensional Spectroscopy of Nonadiabatic Molecular

Processes: From the Infrared to the X-Ray Regime“.

2017.
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with the frequency ω21 or ω10, which generates an

electric �eld which interferences with the �eld of

the probe itself (this is called homodyne detection).

Neglecting coherent e�ects, pump-probe experi-

ments can be described in a simpler picture in which

the pump-pulse simple promotes part of the initial

population into an excited state. The three signal

contributions are explained below.

2.2.1 Signal Contributions

The observed signal in pump-probe experiments is

the sum of the following three contributions:

Ground state

Excited state

or Product state

Probe

Bleach: The initial pump excitation depopulates

the ground state. Hence, compared due to the un-

pumped sample, the sample has less ground state

absorption (dashed arrow), and more probe light is

transmitted. While bleaching is typically assigned

to the depopulation due to the initial excitation,

later process can also depopulate the ground-state

after the excitation. For example, if the excitation

initiates a reaction which consumes non-excited

molecules in the sample.

Ground state

Excited state

Probe

Stimulated emission: If the probe light is reso-

nant with an allowed transition between a popu-

lated excited state and a lower state, the excited sys-

tem will drop to the lower level by emitting a pho-

ton (solid arrow). The direction, polarization and

phase of the emitted photon are identical to the

stimulating �eld.

Since SE depends on the existence of an excited

state, it’s not seen in slower time-resolved spec-

troscopy. While the existence of SE requires an

excited state, the absence of it does not mean the

system is in the ground state: structural changes

in the excited state could make a transition quasi-

forbidden since the transition dipole moment also

depends on nuclear coordinates.

Ground state

Excited state

or product state

higher Excited state

or product state

Probe

Photoinduced Absorption Newly populated

states have di�erent absorption spectra from the

initial state. Hence, the probe light is absorbed by

these transitions (solid arrow), reducing the trans-

mittance of the excited sample. The absorption of

an excited state to a higher excited state is called ex-

cited state absorption (ESA), the absorption of a

product is called product absorption (PA).

2.2.2 Polarization

For dipole transitions, the transition probability

between to states interacting with an external �eld

is proportional to

Pin ∝
��⃗ · µ⃗in��2 (2.25)

∝ cos
2
(
φ
)
. (2.26)

Here, is the �eld vector of the electric �eld and µ is

the transition dipole moment (tdm) associated with

the transition between the states, φ is the angle be-

tween them. In solution, the initial distribution of

the tdms is isotropic. The interaction with a linear

polarized �eld leads to anisotropic sub-ensemble of

the tdms, with a preferred µ orientation parallel to .

The tdms of the pumped and probed transi-

tion can be di�erent. If both belong to the same

molecule and the geometry of the molecule does

not change, the angle between both tdms is �xed.

Hence, the resulting distribution of the probed

tdm is a cone around the direction of the pumped

tdms. Therefore the ratio of the signals measured

with parallel and perpendicular polarizations of
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Figure 2.5: Left: The dichroic ratio for a given relative angle ξ between the pump- and probe-tdm. The

signal for parallel tdms is 6 times heigher then for perpendicular tdms. The signals are equal if the angle

is the so-called magic angle with 54.73°. Right: The anisotropy for a given angle.

the pump and probe depend on the angle between

the tdms. Following Parson
6

, assuming the pump-

polarization lays in x-plane the so-called dichroic
ratio is given by

I‖
I⊥
=
(x̂ · ˆµpu)2(x̂ · ˆµpr)2

(x̂ · ˆµpu)2(ŷ · ˆµpr)2
(2.27)

=
(1 + 2 cos2(ξ ))/15
(2 − cos2(ξ ))/15 (2.28)

=
1 + 2 cos2(ξ )
2 − cos2(ξ ) , (2.29)

with ξ being the angle between the tdms and f be-

ing de�ned as averaging over all orientations of f.

Fig. 2.5 shows the dichroic ratio for a given angle.

Instead of dichroic ratio the anisotropy de�ned as

r =
I‖ − I⊥
I‖ + 2I⊥

(2.30)

is often used. Here the sum in the denominator is

the scaled isotropic signal 3Iiso, which can also di-

rectly measured by setting the angle between pump-

and probe polarisation to 54.7°
7
. For a given angle

ξ this results in

r =
2

5

(
3 cos

2(ξ ) − 1
2

)
(2.31)

The anisotropy and dichroic ratio are time-

depended. In addition to changing with state transi-

tions and geometry changes of the excited molecule,

6
(13) Parson, W. W. Modern Optical Spectroscopy: With Ex-

amples from Biophysics and Biochemistry. 2007.
7
The isotropic signal is very useful since the signal is not

impeded by rotational di�usion.

they also decay due to rotational di�usion. While

the anisotropy decays to zero, the dichroic ratio

decays to one. The decay, which depends on the

solvent, the molecule and the temperature, can be

directly measured by polarization resolved pump-

probe experiments.

Polarization resolved measurements can be very

useful when analysing transient spectra. They can

help to disentangle spectra and to attribute bands

to speci�c transitions. E.g. if a spectra has zero-

crossings which are not at the same position for

both polarizations, one can conclude that the band

is made-up from at least two transitions with di�er-

ently orientated tdms.

IR-spectroscopy itself is already structural sensi-

tive, since the band-position and strength of the ob-

served transition depends on the associated bonds

and atoms. Unlike electronic transitions, mid-IR

vibrations tend also to be localized. Therefore we

can almost directly translate the calculated angle

from the dichroic ratio to an bond-angle.

If a structure is available, it can be used to assign

bands to speci�c groups with the correct orienta-

tion of the tdm. Similarly, one can calculate the ori-

entation of the excited tdm
8

from the dichroic ratio

of three di�erent probed transitions with known

orientation. Likewise, one can use Vis-pump IR-

probe spectroscopy to di�erentiate between a vi-

bronic progression and a second electronic tran-

8
(14) Linke, M., Theisen, M., von Haimberger, T., Mad-

jet, M. E.-A., Zacarias, A., Fidder, H. & Heyne, K. „De-

termining the Three-Dimensional Electronic Transition

Dipole Moment Orientation: In�uence of an Isomeric

Mixture“. 2010.
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Principles

sition, under the condition that directions of the

electronic tdms are di�erent.

2.3 Relaxation dynamics

In a sense ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy is the

study of relaxation dynamics: a sample in equilib-

rium with its surroundings is suddenly perturbed

by the absorption of energy. In the beginning, the

energy is restricted to the few degrees of freedoms

which were accessible by direct excitation. In the

case of a narrow excitation in the infra-red, we have

a single excited vibration, while a visible excitation

leads to a electronically excited state and possible ex-

cited vibrational bands which are Franck-Condon

active a therefore couple to the electronic transi-

tion. In both cases, assuming no stable product is

formed, the localized energy will be redistributed

over time until a statistical equilibrium is reached

again.

2.3.1 Vibrational Relaxation

For vibrational modes, this process is called vibra-
tional energy relaxation (VER) and consists of two

e�ects: Intramolecular vibrational redistribution

(IVR) and vibrational cooling (VC). IVR describes

how the energy from one mode �ows into other

modes while conserving the total energy. Vibration

cooling, also called external vibrational relaxation

(EVR), describes how the energy dissipates from

molecule to the solvent.

While there is no clear boundary between these

two, as a VC can happen in a very IVR fashion and

even excite solvent modes coherently, there are some

general guidelines. For a medium-sized molecule

with an excited high-frequency mode, the molecule

�rst relaxes via IVR into a combination band or a

higher harmonic of a lower frequency mode. This

continues until mostly low-frequency modes are

populated, which contribute a channel to deposit

energy into the solvent bath. At room temperature

the modes up to 200 cm
−1

are populated according

to the Boltzmann distribution.

The size of the molecules is of importance

because the number of vibrational modes in a

molecule is 3N − 6, with N being the number of

atoms of the molecule. More modes lead to a higher

state density per energy, hence making IVR more

likely since there are more possible acceptor states.

For the extreme case of a diatomic molecule, there is

only one mode, and therefore IVR is not possible.

This picture presented here is simpli�ed, since

it only accounts for energy conservation. But both

IVR and VC can only populate modes which cou-

ple to the excited vibration. Two kinds of couplings

dominate the relaxation process: dipole-dipole cou-

pling and mechanical coupling. Both have coupling

strengths which scale strongly with distance, in-

ducing locality to the IVR process. Therefore, the

excess energy dissipates from its origin similar to

heat di�usion in macroscopic materials
9
. In larger

molecules vibrational energy relaxation can also

have ballistic behavior, e.g., the energy distributes

over the volume with a constant velocity. This was

shown by observing the frequency shift of spatially

distributed observer mode at di�erent positions

over time. These modes shift when coupled low-

frequencies modes get populated. Comparison of

the rise time of the di�erent observer modes gives a

mean velocity of the energy transfer in the molecule.

If the relaxation is faster than the period of an

accepting mode, coherent contributions of the ac-

ceptor mode are observed
10

In solution at room temperature, vibrational life-

times are generally in the range of 0.1 ps to 20 ps,

since the mean time between collisions with sur-

rounding molecules is also in same range.

2.3.2 Electronic Relaxation

So far the discussion here was restricted to vibra-

tional modes. Including electronic excitations

makes the picture even more complicated. An elec-

tronically excited molecule can lose energy by inter-

nal conversion, light radiation, intersystem crossing

and via energy transfer to another system. An ex-

ample of a typical relaxation pathway is shown in

9
(15) Rubtsova, N. I. & Rubtsov, I. V. „Vibrational Energy

Transport in Molecules Studied by Relaxation-Assisted

Two-Dimensional Infrared Spectroscopy“. 2015.
10

(16) Heyne, K., Huse, N., Nibbering, E. T. J. & Elsaesser,

T. „Coherent Vibrational Dynamics of Intermolecular

Hydrogen Bonds in Acetic Acid Dimers Studied by Ul-

trafast Mid-Infrared Spectroscopy“. 2003; (17) Heyne,

K., Huse, N., Dreyer, J., Nibbering, E. T. J., Elsaesser,

T. & Mukamel, S. „Coherent Low-Frequency Motions

of Hydrogen Bonded Acetic Acid Dimers in the Liquid

Phase“. 2004.
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Figure 2.6: Energy levels of a triatomtic molecoule where two modes have the same frequency and the

third half the frequency. If the (200) state would have been populated, the energy could be transfered

to �ve other isoenergetic states due to IVR. VC leads to lower states via dumping energy into the

surounding.

Fig. 2.7.

The most common decay path and normally the

fastest is internal conversion (IC). IC describes the

process where the electronic energy is converted to

vibrational energy via a conical intersection (CI).

A CI represents the intersection of the potential

energy surfaces (PES) of two electronic states. The

passing of the conical intersection hence leads to

conversion of electronic to vibrational energy in the

form of kinetic energy of the nuclei.

The second way to lose energy is to emit light

acompanied with a transition to a lower state. If the

transition is between two singlet states, it is called

�uorescence. In most molecules, even �uorophores,

only the �uorescence of the lowest excited state is

observed (This is known as Kashas rule.), regard-

less of the initially excited state. This a consequence

of the fast internal conversion between the higher

excited states: as a rule of thumb, the higher the en-

ergy di�erence between two states, the slower the

internal conversion: The intersection will be fur-

ther away from the PES minimum. Similarly, the

displacement between the minima of the PES is in-

versely proportional to the distance between the

Franck-Condon region and the CI. This is all vi-

sualized in Figure Fig. 2.7. Hence, �uorescence is

mostly observed in molecules with a small displace-

ment.

Another transition to an electronically lower

state is intersystem crossing (ISC). Ultrafast ISC

can be seen as internal conversion between states

with di�erent multiplicity. Slower ISC not involv-

ing a CI can be described by tunneling and often

has a similar rate as emission. Additional coupling

between the states, e.g., by spin-orbit coupling due

to heavy atoms, accelerate ISC.

Excess energy can also be lost by an electron trans-

fer (ET). Here the excited electron moves to a suit-

able acceptor. Slow ET is well modelled by the Mar-

cus theory, which is very similar to the transition

state theory for reactions. The di�erence lies in the

composition of the reaction coordinate, which is

dominated by the solvents electronic dipole orien-

tation for the Marcus theory. For an ultrafast ET,

the wavefunctions of the donor and accepter-states

need to overlap, and the spectra of both states need

to be similar. The ET is typically followed by a back

electron transfer (BET). If the BET occurs not from

the highest occupied orbital, the process is called

Dexter Energy Transfer, since the excitation energy

of the donor was transferred to the acceptor with-

out a lasting change in the oxidation state of the

molecules.

The energy can also be transferred to another

molecule by Förster Resonance Energy Transfer

(FRET). Here, dipole-dipole coupling leads to de-

excitation of the initially excited state by exciting

the accepting molecule. Therefore it is sensitive to

the distance and the relative orientation of both

donor and acceptor.

2.4 Summary

Non-linear optics are required to describe the

light-matter interaction for ultra-short pulses.

In birefringent crystals with a phase-matched

orientation, the second-order susceptibility

can be used for second harmonic generation
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Figure 2.7: Relaxation after electronic excitation.

Shown are the potential energy surfaces (PES) of

the electronic states along the 1D-representation

of the reaction coordinate. The blue line shows

the relaxation path: The initial S0- to the S2 ex-

citation promotes the molecule to the so-called

Franck-Condon region (FC). The system then

follows the PES downwards until it reaches the

conical intersection (CI) with the vibrationally

excited S1 state. Here, the part of the electronic

energy is converted to vibrational energy. After

passing the CI, the system relaxes to the mini-

mum of the PES via vibrational cooling. Since

further internal conversion is not possible, the

system either emits light - the �uorescence - or

does inter-system crossing to the lower triplet

state T1.

(SHG) and di�erence frequency generation

(DFG).

DFG can be used to amplify a given seed wave-

length. To generate a broadband seed, a high-

power pulse is focussed into a medium. There,

self-phase modulation, a third-order e�ect,

leads to strong spectral broadening of pulse.

Pump-probe spectroscopy is also described

by third-order process. However, the simpler

picture where the pump-pulse promotes part

of the ground-state population to an excited

state is enough to explain most observations:

The signal is comprised of three contributions:

bleaching, stimulated emission and excited-

state absorption.

A linear polarized pump-pulse generates an

anisotropic population of excited molecules.

By probing this distribution with two di�er-

ent polarizations, one can retrieve information

about the relative angle between the probed

and pumped transition dipole moment. With

a given structure, this can be used to assign

IR-bands to speci�c groups.

Energy relaxation of excited molecules can be

divided into electronic and vibrational relax-

ation. Vibrational relaxation consists of intra-

and intermolecular relaxation, with the for-

mer being generally faster. High frequency

modes relax into multiple modes with lower

frequencies. Low-frequency modes can cou-

ple well to the solvent and therefore transfer

energy to it. Electronic excited states can con-

vert their energy to vibrational energy by pass-

ing through a conical intersection. Other de-

cay channels for electronically excited states

are �uorescence, intersystem crossing, elec-

tron transfer, and resonance energy transfer.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Methods
This chapter will shortly explain the experimental

setups used. Since the setups varied in between the

di�erent studies and the details are already given by

the accompanying papers, the chapter concentrates

on the implemented improvements to the setups.

The chapter starts with simpli�ed description

of modern commercial fs-laser sources. Next, it

explains the basics of a pump-probe setup before

giving an overview of the capabilities of the used

fs pump-probe spectrometer. The details on the

di�erent spectrometers parts follow.

3.1 fs-Laser Source

This section explains the basic design of commonly

available commercial femtosecond laser sources.

The actual source of the ultrashort pulses is the

oscillator, a laser with a broad gain bandwidth and

a high number of phase-locked modes. The mode-

locking is most commonly achieved by using the

optical Kerr-Lens e�ect. The optical Kerr-Lens ef-

fect leads to self-focussing in a medium, if the laser

power goes over a threshold. By inserting the com-

bination of a Kerr-medium and an aperture in the

laser cavity, only the high powered (mode-locked)

part is self-focused and passes the aperture while

the low powered cw-part is blocked. After several

passes, only locked modes participate in the lasing,

resulting in a pulse train with a frequency in the

MHz range. The pulse train is used as a seed for a

chirped pulse ampli�er (CPA).

In a chirped pulse ampli�er, a grating stretcher

�rst lengthens the seed by inserting chirp via an in-

verted grating compressor. The lengthened seed

pulse is then ampli�ed in a birefringent Ti: Sa crys-

tal by a high-powered nanosecond pump pulse. Af-

ter several passes through the ampli�er, a single

pulse leaves the ampli�cation cavity and is com-

pressed again by a grating compressor. Fast switch-

ing pocket-cells in combination with polarizers con-

trol the injection and the exit of the oscillator pulses.

A grating compressor shortens the ampli�ed pulse

back to tens of femtoseconds.

3.2 fs Pump-Probe Spectroscopy

The most common ultrafast spectroscopy setup is

the pump-probe setup. Here, a short laser pulse

is divided by a beam-splitter. One part, the pump,

is used to excite the sample. The other, called the

probe, passes through the sample at the same spot

and is detected directly. The signal is given by

the change of the absorption when comparing the

probe intensity with and without prior excitation

by the pump pulse. The delay between both pulses

can be varied by changing the path-length of one

beam. Therefore Δτ is given by Δl/c. Today, the

detection of the probe done in a spectrally resolved

way. The signal at the frequency ω and the delay

time τ is than given by

Δabs.(ω, τ) = − log
10

( Ipu(ω, τ)
Inopu(ω)

)
. (3.1)

Here, pu is short for pump and no pu is short for

no pump. For noise reduction, every second pump

is blocked mechanic chopper. The light modula-

tion limits the noise to high-frequency contribu-

tions, which strongly decreases systematic errors.
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The attenuation of light passing through the mate-

rial is given by Beer-Lamberts law

log
10
(Ipass/I0) = λcd,

where λ is the wavelength depended extinction coef-

�cient, c the sample concentration and d the length

of the light path. Hence we need to take the loga-

rithm to get the pump-induced change of the ab-

sorbance.

3.3 The Pump-Probe Spectrometer

All presented results in this work were performed

with a commercial femtosecond laser system from

Coherent, named Legend. The system delivers 80 fs

pulses with a pulse energy of about 2.5 mJ with a

repetition rate of 1088 kHz.

4 Stage
Amplifier

IR-Probe Vis-Probe

NOPA

800 nm, 3mJ,
80 fs, 1 kHZ

470 nm - 750 nm
1 μJ

1000 cm-1- 3500 cm-1 400 nm - 750 nm

SHG,THG
266 nm, 400 nm

Figure 3.1: Overview of the Vis-IR femtosecond

pump-probe spectrometer.

The current setup, schematically shown in

Fig. 3.1, is divided into two probe beams with cor-

responding detection hardware: the simpler visi-

ble probe which is using a supercontiuum detected

by a high-resolution CCD and the IR-probe beam

which consists of a home-build three stages OPA

and a 2x32 MCT array.

Two di�erent conversation and ampli�cation

stages exists to generate the desired pump-pulse.

Visible pulses with a power of about 1 µJ in the

range of 470 nm to 750 nm can be generated by a

non-linear optical parametric ampli�er.

For other wavelengths ranges, a �exible three to

four stage OPA setup is available. While it always

starts by generating NIR pulses in the �rst stage, the

other stages depends on wished output range. For

example, visible pulses at 530 nm can be produced

by amplifying the NIR output of the �rst stage two

times and generating the second harmonic in the

fourth stage.

The laser fundamental centered at 800 nm and

its second and third harmonics at 400 nm and

266 nm can also be used for excitation.

3.4 IR-Probe

Only a short summary of the IR-probe setup will

be given, since details are given in the dissertations

of Y. Yang and M. Linke.
1

The generation of the

mid-IR pulses follows the ampli�cation scheme

proposed by Kaindl et al
2
. The scheme consists

of three stages. The �rst stage OPA ampli�es the

near IR part, around 1400 nm, of a sapphire super-

contiuum. The second OPA stage is used to amplify

the output of the �rst stage. In the last stage, mid-

IR pulses are generated by DFG of the signal and

idler of the second state.

Pum
p

Probe

Probe

Figure 3.2: Balanced polarisation resolved setup to

minimize errors due to the angle between pump

and probe beams. The polarisation of the pump

is switched after every scan.

The generated IR-pulse passes through a tele-

scope and the optical delay-line. Two di�erent varia-

tions of the setup were used for the remaining parts.

In the �rst variant, the probe is �rst split into three

parts by a ZnS window. The transmitted beam is

only used for referencing, while the two re�ections

are used as two separated probe beams. A periscope

rotates the polarisation of one of the beams. Two

80 mm lenses focus the two beams into the sample.

1
(18) Yang, Y. „Echtzeitverfolgung der ultraschnellen Struk-

turänderungen der Pr und Pfr Photoisomerisierungen

in Phytochrom“. 2017; (19) Linke, M. „Analyse

von Photorezeptoren und Antennenpigmenten mit

Ultraschneller Polarisationsaufgelöster Infrarotspek-

troskopie“. 2012.
2
(20) Kaindl, R. A., Wurm, M., Reimann, K., Hamm,

P., Weiner, A. M. & Woerner, M. „Generation, Shap-

ing, and Characterization of Intense Femtosecond Pulses

Tunable from 3 to 20 Μm“. 2000.
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3.4 IR-Probe

In order to minimize systematic errors in measuring

the dichroic ratio, the polarisation of each probe

beam is perpendicular to the plane given by the

pump and probe, as is shown in Fig. 3.2. This setup

was used in the studies of corrole, phytochrome and

channelrhodopsin.

In the second variation, which was used in the

IR induced reaction study, the probe is split into

two beams by an IR-beamsplitter. By increasing the

length of one beam path, a time di�erence of several

nanoseconds between the two pulses is introduced.

Both beams are passing through the same spot in

sample, but the pulse of the leading beam is always

arriving before the pump-pulse and therefore can

be used as a frequency resolved reference.

In both variants, the probe beams are collimated

after the sample and focussed into a Triax 320 grat-

ing spectrometer, equipped with two 32-elements

MCT arrays.

3.4.1 Improvements to IR-Probe Setup

The performance of IR-probe was improved by sev-

eral changes. The next subsections describe these

changes.

3.4.2 Referencing

Two di�erent referencing schemes for the IR-probe

were added to the software and to the setup.

In �rst scheme, a single element MCT-detector

is used to record the total intensity of a part of the

probe beam not passing the sample. In the signal cal-

culation, the spectrum of every shot is dived by the

total intensity, cancelling out the noise due to power

variations. Since the probe is generated by a three

stage OPA, this works remarkable well, since the

random variations between di�erent frequencies is

much smaller. The scheme doesn’t require a full

MCT-array, so it allows for simultaneous recording

of two di�erent polarized beams. The scheme, as it

was implemented, had a drawback: the referencing

beam didn’t pass sample. For proteins and other

samples, small signals are measured against a high

background absorption. Due to sample heterogene-

ity and thickness variations, the background �uc-

tuates strongly when the sample is moved, which

leads to large baseline noise.

Since the large baseline noise impacts negatively

0
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Figure 3.3: Histograms of measured signals with-

out (top) and with (bottom) referencing. The his-

tograms are calculated from 180 measurements

from a single channel. Each measurement used

600 shots. The data was taken from IR-pump

IR-probe experiments on Cyclohexanol. Here

the referencing leads to a reduction of the stan-

dard deviation by a factor of �ve.

on the detection of small signals, we introduced an-

other referencing scheme. As explained above, we

split the pulse in two parts and add a delay to one

of the pulses. The pulse arriving several nanosec-

onds earlier is used as reference. Since the reference

pulse is passing through the same sample spot as

the probe, only at an earlier time, large parts of the

baseline noise are eliminated. This is exempli�ed in

Fig. 3.3. The drawback of this scheme is the lack of

the simultaneous detection of both polarisations.

In both cases, the referencing improves the sta-

bility over time. A carefully aligned probe OPA can

produces pulses with less the 0.5 % noise, but the

stability is very sensitive to the laser system. In prac-

tice, the probe only remains in the low-noise region

for up to two hours. It has to be tested if a combi-

nation of both variants can address the drawbacks

of both variants by leading the reference beam of

the �rst variant through the sample spot.

3.4.3 MessPy

The old Labview software was replaced by the

python software used on visible probe setup, called

"MessPy". In addition to more user comfort, this

change also reduced the measurement time. The re-

duction is mostly due to faster data acquisition: the
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legacy software unnecessarily resets the ADC hard-

ware before every reading, a behaviour copied from

included reference code
3
. This adaptation also al-

lowed MessPy to be used on the IR-pump IR-probe

setup of our other laser-system.

The software is described in more detail in the

next chapter.

3.4.4 ADC Voltage drops

I could also pin-down the reason for erratic voltage

drops in the output of the IR-detection hardware.

These drops were caused by grounding problems

of the MCT-detector: By replacing metal clutch

holding MCT-array with a non-conducting plastic

version the issue was solved.

3.4.5 Stepper Motor driven Sample Holder

The sample scanner used to move the sample is al-

ready described in PhD thesis of M.Linke. It con-

sists of two spindles controlled by two stepper mo-

tor. The old software was only able to send pre-

calculated paths to the motor controller. Therefore,

the area of sample was �xed to discrete sizes. The

updated control software is more �exible, which

has the its downsides: While it is easy to calculate

arbitrary paths, the motor itself can only follow very

speci�c paths. The usable path �les of the old soft-

ware were tested to work for speci�c baud-rates to

result in the requisite path, something which is yet

missing in the new software. Therefore, for move-

ment of the sample the old software is still useful.

Another avenue not explored by the prior soft-

ware is the automatic determination of the focus

size. This can be achieved in two ways, both are

involving a light blocking element in focal plane.

The �rst way uses a pinhole: One maximizes for

maximal transmission through the pinhole. The

intensity is recorded while scanning the position

of pinhole. This results in a intensity map roughly

proportional to the convolution of the pinhole with

focal spot.

The second way involves a sharp edge. The sharp

edge is moved to block parts of the beam while the

resulting intensity is recorded. Doing this for two

perpendicular direction we get x- and y-FWHM

values of an assumed gaussian focus spot. We only

3
This changed in the newer versions.

Water

HR800

Sample

Fiber

From

Delayline

Figure 3.4: Schematic of the visible probe setup.

The 800 nm pulse coming from the delay line is

focused into a 1 cm water cell. A spherical mirror

collimates the SC and a HR800 mirror �lters out

the residual part of the fundamental. A second

spherical mirror focusses the beam into the sam-

ple, after which it is collimated again and coupled

into spectrometer via a �ber.

used the latter method, since it requires less align-

ment, fewer measurement time and does not need

beam adjustment through a very small pinhole.

3.5 Vis-Probe

The current setup of the visible probe, which uses

a super-continuum generated in water, is shown

in Fig. 3.4. The setup is an improved version of

the prior setup, which is described in my diploma

thesis
4

.

3.5.1 Improvements of the Vis-Probe Setup

The visible probe setup was improved in several

points to decrease the necessary measurement time.

3.5.2 Delay-Line

Instead of varying the pathlength of the pump

beam, which has poor spatial mode, we vary the

pathlength of the probe. To further minimize the

in�uence of the pathlength variation, the 800 nm

laser fundamental passes the delay-line before the

supercontinuum generation (SCG). This has two

advantages: First, the mode quality should be de-

cent and the beam should be collimated, since no

collimating optics are passed except the telescope

4
(21) Stenstitzki, T. „Polarisationsaufgelöste Femtosekun-

denspektroskopie an Aluminium-Corrolen“. 2010.
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3.5 Vis-Probe
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Figure 3.5: Spectra of the supercontinuum gen-

erated in sapphire and water. The shown wa-

ter spectrum is measured is �ltered by Schott-

glass for a �atter shape and not corrected for the

wavelength depended quantum e�ciency of the

CCD.

directly at the laser exit. Delay induced changes

are further �ltered out by the whitelight genera-

tion, which starts with a small pinhole selecting

only a small part of fundamental beam. Since the

mode is assumed to be gaussian and centered at the

pinhole, small beam displacements due delay-line

movements are not critical.

This setup proved itself quite resistant even with

our non-ideal laser mode: After careful alignment it

was possible to record transient absorption spectra

over the full 2 ns range, despite a very divergent laser

mode.

3.5.3 Water supercontinuum

Another improvement was the change from sap-

phire to water as the medium for SCG. It is often

believed, that SCG in water is quite unstable. De-

spite this, we were able to generate a stable super-

continuum in 1 cm water cell. The advantage of

water is that the lower wavelength limit of the light

generation is shifted down to 390 nm from 470 nm

in sapphire. In Fig. 3.5 the SCG spectra generated

in sapphire and water are compared. Unlike CaF2,

which generates a SC also going down to 400 nm,

there is no need for mechanical movement of the

SC medium to avoid photo-damage.

To get stable SCG in water, we focussed the beam

in the second half of the cell
5
. The SCG in water

can be roughly dived into three regimes, depend-

ing on the input power: The low power regime,

where an unstable red continuum is generated, the

medium power regime, where a very blueish spec-

trum is generated and the high power regime, where

a very white continuum is generated. The medium

regime seems to be the most stable. It is not always

possible the di�erentiate between stable and unsta-

ble by eye, hence minimizing the standard deviation

of the CCD-signal is recommended. While it is pos-

sible to generate a continuum with less than one per-

cent standard deviation over most of the observed

spectral range, the water continuum has sometimes

short periods of unstable behaviour. If these are

caused by laser �uctuations or due to thermal con-

vection in the water-cell is not clear. Recorded

data from these periods are easily removed in post-

processing via outlier detection.

3.5.4 Detection

Light induced sample degradation can be a real

issue for certain samples, e.g. channelrhodopsin,

hence a reduction in measurement time is very use-

ful. The used Shamrock-spectrometer had three

600 lines/cm gratings installed by default, di�ering

only in their blaze wavelengths. Together with the

512 pixel from CCD (binned down from 2048) and

ignoring deviations resulting from the imaging this

resulted in a nominal spectral resolution of 0.13 nm

per pixel. Even assuming an error of one magnitude,

the resolution is still unnecessary high for spectrog-

raphy in solution, where all spectral bands have an

FWHM of at least 20 nm.

Therefore I replaced one of the gratings with

a 150 lines/cm grating. This change allows us to

record almost the whole spectral range of the SC

at once, decreasing the measurement time by a fac-

tor of three to �ve. The spectrum shown in Fig. 3.5

was recorded with the described grating. The cali-

bration was done with an argon calibration pencil

lamp.

So far our setup was limited to around 1000 nm

due to quantum e�ciency drop of Si-based CCDs

over 900 nm. For broader coverage into the NIR

5
We think that chirp (and by that the duration) of the input

pulse strongly a�ects the generation, it could be that a

too short pulse leads to unstable SCG.
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region, we acquired a prism spectrometer equipped

with an InGaS-based CCD array. Since these don’t

work below 500 nm, this system is not a replace-

ment of our Si-based CCD system. The NIR re-

gion is very interesting for all studied systems in this

work. For corroles and phythochromes, the Q-band

to Soret-band transition is located in the NIR. For

retinal proteins, both stimulated emission and ex-

cited state absorption of the relaxed photoexcited

state are also located in the near IR region.

Calibration of NIR spectrometer was done with

a combination of aluminium corrole, chloroform

and the laser fundamental. I also tried to use green

laser pointer, which normally works by frequency

doubling of a NIR-laser at 1050 nm, which is not

�ltered out. This didn’t work very well, because the

pixel positions of a wavelength is very sensitive to

the alignment of the input beam.

The usefulness of the NIR spectrometer is ham-

pered by the lack of a good NIR supercontiuum

source. Sofar, the tested SCG of sapphire and YAG

only produced light up 1100 nm under stable con-

ditions

The NIR spectrometer was used in examining

the photoreaction of brominated Al-corrole and of

Cph1.

3.6 Noncollinear Optical Parameteric
Amplifier

An additional noncollinear OPA
6

was added back

to the setup. With a second variable visible pump

source available, both probe setups can be operated

simultaneously. A schematic of the NOPA is shown

in Fig. 3.6. The advantage of the noncollinear setup

is a broader spectrum, since the geometry allows

for phasematching over a broader range. For that, a

chirped seed is required.

3.7 Summary

The setup is based on commercial fs-laser sys-

tem, consisting of a seed laser and an chirped

pulse ampli�er.

6
(22) Wilhelm, T., Piel, J. & Riedle, E. „Sub-20-Fs Pulses

Tunable across the Visible from a Blue-Pumped Single-

Pass Noncollinear Parametric Converter“. 1997.

Sapphire

BS

Pinhole

α

Filter

BBO

BBO

Figure 3.6: Schematic of the noncollinear optical

parametric ampli�er. The beam is spilt into two

parts: 10 % are used for SCG in sapphire (SAPH)

after passing a pinhole (PH). The SC is used as

the seed. A bandpass �lter can be placed in the

path of seed SC to generate spectrally narrow

pulses at a given wavelength. The remaining 90 %

are used for SHG in a BBO crystal, generating

the pump-pulses. Both the pump and the seed

are focussed and overlapped with an small angle

in another BBO, generating the signal.

The spectrometer is able to generate sub-

picosecond pulses in the range from 266 nm

up-to 10 000 nm (1000 cm
−1

).

The Vis-pump Vis-probe setup was improved:

A NIR spectrometer was installed to extend

the spectral window into the near infra-red.

The medium for super-continuum generation

was changed from sapphire to water, extend-

ing the spectral window down to 390 nm. To

decrease the measurement time the grating in

the visible spectrometer was changed and now

allows to record the whole range of 390 nm to

750 nm at once.

The IR-probe now uses a same-spot referenc-

ing scheme, strongly improving the signal to

noise ratio.

With the motorized sample holders it is now

possible to measure the focal spot size of the

pump- and probe beams automatically.
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Chapter 4
Software Methods and Design
This chapter is - in part - an opinionated chapter.

First, I will discuss software in science and suggest a

minimum set of best-practices I deem necessary for

usable and maintainable software. Secondly, this

chapter will describe the general design of MessPy,

the software now used in all of our ultrafast spec-

troscopy setups in the lab. Subsequently, I will give

a survey of the methods used to analyze our ex-

perimental time-resolved data in the self-written

python package skultrafast.

4.1 Software in Science

Today’s science is impossible without software.

This still holds true for experimental science: For

controlling the experiment, analyzing the data and

visualizing the result, software is required. A num-

ber of commercial software suites with graphical

user interfaces are available to solve the latter two

points. These work well for simple cases, but for

more complex cases, hand-tailored solutions are fre-

quently necessary. While the commercial solutions

have scripting capabilities, these often lack the nu-

merical algorithms required for state of the art data

analysis. Additionally, using closed source propri-

etary software for science is problematic, since not

every step done in the analysis is reproducible easily

since the source code of the software is not available.

Due to the high variability of experiments and

the need for customizations, there is no stand-alone

commercial solution for controlling scienti�c ex-

periments. Instead, the proprietary visual program-

ming language LabView tries to ease the complexity

of software engineering in this domain.

LabView is the only widely used visual language.

The most prominent advantage of LabView is the

support by the hardware manufacturers; almost all

lab equipment comes with LabView drivers. Due to

the visual aspect of LabView, the drivers also func-

tion as small GUI which can be easily connected to

other devices. However, it has several drawbacks,

most of which it shares with other visual languages:

it does not work with standard version control soft-

ware, it has an unclear separation of the GUI- and

Logic-layer, and larger projects get confusing fast
1
.

Additionally, it is quite expensive and has almost

no users outside the domain of automation.

Software in science has another problem: It sel-

dom produces papers on its own. Hence, it does

not generate funding directly. Thus, software in sci-

ence is mostly seen as necessary busy work, which

in turn leads to bad software practices which then

results in unmaintained programs. Often, a work-

ing program is considered �nished, regardless of its

maintainability and expandability, and the repro-

ducibility of results is only an afterthought.

Besides, capable programmers are sought for by

the industry, whom can o�er higher wages and a

more secure career path than science currently does.

This leads to situations, where the single program-

mer knowing the code leaves and due to the bad

software practices mentioned above it is almost im-

possible for an outsider to change or improve the

program for his or her successor.

Despite all of this, software for developed for

science now powers the world, as they are the fun-

dament of all modern data science.

1
This may not be true for experienced LabView developers,

but even examples which are delivered with hardware are

often unnecessarily hard to follow.
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4.2 Minimal Software Practices

A lot is written about good software practices
2
, but

it is seldom applied for scienti�c software for the

reasons mentioned above. In an ideal world, test-

ing, reproducibility, and documentation would be

as important as new features. However, in the real

world, getting experiment/analysis running with-

out delay is crucial. Even under the constraint of

delivering working software fast, time should be

taken to make the result maintainable. I propose

the following guidelines.

Programming Language Only use a very com-

mon and popular programming language. If

possible, it should be a language which is

used as part of the curriculum. Else, the al-

ready small pool of potential contributors gets

even smaller. A healthy ecosystem of scienti�c

packages, including visualization solutions, is

a big plus. It allows a rapid application of

novel methods. Lab-equipment almost always

supports C via dynamic link libraries (DLL).

Therefore the language should have good in-

teroperability with C-libraries.

Version Control Always use a version control

(VCS) system like git, svn or mercurial. Using

one of the modern distributed version control

systems also serves as a backup solution, be-

cause the code is saved in di�erent locations.

There is no excuse for not using a VCS.

Modularity Modularization is necessary for main-

tainable software and increases reusability.

One of the most common mistakes in sci-

enti�c software is the missing separation be-

tween the graphical user interface (GUI) and

the actual logic. This entanglement of the lay-

ers leads to unmaintainable code and prohibits

code reuse.

A very pragmatic choice of language and VCS

ful�lling the mentioned requirements would be

Python and Git. Git is the clear winner of the new

generation of VCS. Python is now very common,

has a low entry barrier and a very healthy scienti�c

ecosystem and good interoperability with C and

2
(23) Wilson, G. et al. „Best Practices for Scienti�c Com-

puting“. 2014.

C++. I would defer the use of strongly typed lan-

guages like C and C++ since programs in these lan-

guages tend to be hard to change if not well de-

signed. These two languages also lack a real module

system.

4.3 MessPy

MessPy is now the software which now controls

all pump-probe setups in the lab. It was at �rst

a replacement for the old Messnetz software com-

ing from Max-Born Institute. A student job for

maintaining and improving the software was my

introduction to Prof. Heyne group. Another re-

placement for Messnetz written/drawn in LabView

was also successfully replaced by MessPy.

MessPy is written in Python for the CPython,

the Python reference interpreter written in C. It

can be divided into three layers: the instruments

packages, the control/plan packages, and the GUI

layer.

The instrument package contains standalone

modules for controlling and communicating with

the lab equipment.

4.3.1 Controller and Plans

Two parts make up the middle layer, the controller

and the plans.

The Controller initiates and holds references to

the di�erent instruments and does some common

data processing which is used for the diagnostics

which are displayed in the GUI. It also controls the

main loop which runs the current plan.

A plan is a class containing the actual logic and

state necessary to run an experiment. It is also re-

sponsible for saving the recorded data. It must sup-

ply a make_step() method, which is looped by

the controller until it returns false. It should not

contain logic for displaying results. This is handled

in the third layer.

An exemplary plan which scans the spectrum in

a given range is shown in Listing 1. In each step,

it moves the spectrometer grating to a new wave-

length position, reads the CCD and saves the mid-

dle channel of the detector to the memory. When

reaching the last requested wavelength, it writes the

recorded data to a �le. I want to emphasize again,
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Delay Line
set_pos

sig_pos_changed

Spectrometer

set_wl
set_slit
sig_wl_changed

sig_slit_changed

Camera
set_shots
read_cam
sig_shots_changed

sig_read_finnished

Shutter
switch_state
sig_state_changed

DataProcessor
calc_signal

sig_calc_finnished

Data

Controller
loops

Plan
make_step

sig_step_finnished

Data

GUI
Controls
Displays

Plan Viewer
Displays

Legend

Methods

Signals

Other

Holds Ref.

User InterfaceInstruments

Control

Figure 4.1: Simpli�ed presentation of the structure of MessPy program. It can be roughly dived into

three parts.
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class SpectrumPlan:
def __init__(self, fname, from_wl, to_wl, n):

self.fname = fname
self.wls = np.linspace(from_wl, to_wl, n)
self.wl_idx, self.out = 0, []
self.sigStepFinished = Signal()

def make_step(self):
c = controller
if self.wl_idx == len(self.wls):

tmp = np.hstack((self.wls, self.out))
np.savetxt(fname, tmp)
return False

self.wl_idx += 1
next_wl = self.wls[self.wl_idx]
c.spectrometer.set_wl(next_wl)
c.cam.read()
self.out.append(c.data_processor.detA_mean[16])
self.sigStepFinished.emit()

Listing 1: Example plan which scans the spectrum

in a given range for a number of given points.

that the plan itself has no responsibility in visualiz-

ing results.

4.3.2 GUI Layer

The third layer is the GUI layer. It has two parts:

The �rst part, the main GUI, o�ers control widgets

for the instruments and displays several basic plots:

the detector means, their standard deviation, and

the calculated signal. The second part of GUI are

the plan views - custom windows visualizing the

results of a plan while running - and plan con�gura-

tions - dialogs in which the parameters of a plan are

set. Communication of the GUI layer with other

layers happens only through signals, e.g., when the

spectrometer changes the wavelength it will emit its

sigWavelengthChanged signal. The widget which

displays the wavelength is subscribed to the signal

and will update itself when the signal is emitted.

Similarly, plans will emit a signal when a step is

done to tell their subscribed plan view to update

themselves.

Using this design makes MessPy portable and ex-

tensible, it is now used as the control program for

four di�erent ultrafast spectrometer setups. Only

small per setup adjustments were necessary and de-

sign seems robust to extensions.

4.3.3 Supported Hardware

The drawback of Python when it comes to au-

tomation and control of lab equipment is the miss-

ing Python support by the manufacturers. While

recently some manufacturers started to deliver

Python modules, the majority still supplies only

LabView- and C-APIs.

Shared C libraries, DLL-�les in windows, can

easily be called from Python, only a small wrapper

module is enough. These wrappers either use the

cytpes- or cffi-module to call the DLL. Both work

by generating Python-callable functions from sup-

plied function declarations of the C functions. The

newer cffi can automatically parse C-header �les
3

and has better error handling than cffi. Hence it

is the now preferred way for new wrappers. Since

there is no automatic memory management in C,

necessary memory allocations have to be handled

by the python code.

Surprisingly, a huge amount of equipment is still

controlled via a serial connection, either via a hard-

ware COM-port or by providing a Virtual COM

port. Latter is commonly done by new USB based

hardware. Serial-communication in Python is easily

done with the Serial-package.

A list of the MessPy supported hardware is given

in Table 4.1. Every device wrapper can be used out-

side of MessPy.

Table 4.1: Python packages included in MessPy to

control lab hardware. The type annotates which

package is used to communicate with the driver

or the hardware.

Device Driver Type

PI translation Stage ctypes/c�

Ocean Optics spectrometer ctypes

Stresing CCDs ctypes/c�

Thorlabs CCD spectrometer c�

Thorlabs Shutter Serial

Newport rotation stage Serial

Faulhaber motor controller Serial

Triax spectrometer Serial

Shamrock spectrometer Serial

Thorlabs CCD cam c�

CRI Shaper Serial

NIDaqmx package

3
After they passed the C pre-processor or are manually pre-

pared.
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4.3.4 Signal Calculation

For the signal calculation in pump-probe, various

schemes are proposed in the literature. The signal

S (λ, τ) is wavelength and delay depended. Hence

we calculate the signal for each channel and each

delay point independently. In the following discus-

sion, we drop the λ and τ arguments for readability.

The induced absorbance change is de�ned

(Eq. (3.1)) as

S = − log
10
(Ip/I0)+log10(Iu/I0) = − log10(Ip/Iu),

(4.1)

where I0 is the probe intensity without the sample,

Iu the probe intensity with the sample and Ip is

the probe intensity with the sample illuminated by

the pump pulse. Assuming we record N -shots and

the pump pulse is blocked every second shot, we

have N/2-pumped and N/2-unpumped shots to

calculate the signal. By taking the means, we get:〈
Ip
〉
=

N−1∑
i=1,3,5,...

I [i]/N
2

(4.2)

〈Iu〉 =
N∑

i=2,4,6,...
I [i]/N

2
(4.3)

I [i] here means the intensity of the i-th shot. If a

reference detector is used, we divide each shot by the

reference before taking the mean. By inserting the

means into Eq. (4.1) we can calculate the averaged

signal.

If often suggested to calculate the signal from

every sequential pulse-pair independently and then

taking the average of these values. Next I will show

that this is not necessary, since the chopper already

acts as a lock-in ampli�er. This can be easily seen

by expressing the intensity means above in terms of

FFT-terms. The zero frequency component of an

FFT is simple given by the mean

I0 =
N∑

i=1,2,3,...
I [i]/N. (4.4)

which equals to I0 = 〈Iu〉 +
〈
Ip
〉

.

The fastest component has a frequency of N/2.

Therefore it is given by

IN/2 =
N∑

i=1,2,3,...
I [i] (−1)i/N. (4.5)

Similar to the mean this can be written as IN/2 =
2(〈Iu〉−〈Iu〉). It follows directly that

〈
Ip
〉

and 〈Iu〉
can be expressed in terms of these two frequency

components, therefore using a windows does not

help since we already apply Fourier-�ltering by us-

ing the chopper.

To test the hypothesis, I recorded the raw data of

a mid-IR probe with a blocked pump-pulse, caus-

ing a known zero signal. Multiple schemes were

tested on this dataset and neither did outperform

the direct signal calculation presented above. Even

for a medium amount of data all resulting signals

look identical.

4.4 skultrafast

This section will be about the skultrafast package

which contains a plethora of di�erent approaches

to �t and analyze data from ultrafast experiments.

Because the package is not in a publishable state yet

and may never be, this section will only describe

the used algorithms instead of the describing the

package in detail. Latter should be placed inside the

package documentation, which is quite sparse.

4.4.1 Data Preprocessing

Part of package deals with preprocessing the data

as is produced by MessPy. An array with the shape

(central wavelengths, channels, time

points, detectors, scans)

is saved by MessPy . The array-shape is explained

in Fig. 4.2, the colors of the axis captions are as in

the description of the array dimensions above. The

datasets for di�erent central wavelengths will be

merged as the last step. Hence the following steps

are done for each of them in isolation. If the sec-

ond detector was used for referencing, the detector

signal is replaced by the referenced signal.

When doing polarization resolved measure-

ments, we switch the pump polarization between

every scan. This combined with simultaneous de-

tection of both polarization allows for what we are

calling Iso-correction.

Iso-correction is used to correct for two system-

atic error sources: the varying overlap of each probe

beam with the pump (see Fig. 4.3) and the signal de-

cay over multiple scans due to sample degradation.
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Figure 4.2: Graphical representation of the array as it is saved by MessPy. In the experiment, one full

scan before switching to the next central wavelength. In polarisation resolved measurements, the

pump-polarization is switched after �nishing one scan for each central wavelength.

Pump

Probe 1

Probe 2

Figure 4.3: Schematic of the focal spots of the

pump and two probe beams. Di�erences in the

overlap of the probe spots with pump spots lead

to di�erences in recorded signal strengths.

As the �rst step, we generate a characteristic spec-

trum for each scan, by taking the trimmed mean

over a large time range. If no correction would

be necessary, these spectra should be identical for

equivalent polarizations. Now since we have two

polarisation and two detectors, we end with n/2-

scans for each of the four combinations:

det1‖ , det1⊥, det2‖ , det2⊥.

To correct for sample degradation, we can scale each

scan to the �rst scan of the set by simple using least

squares to calculate c:

min
c
|det(scan = i) − c · det(scan = 0) |2

The subtraction here means that we subtract the

spectra element wise. After scaling, we calculate the

robust mean of scans for each dataset. With these,

we construct the isotropic signal for each detector:

det1iso =
1

3
det1‖ +

2

3
det1⊥

det2iso =
1

3
det2‖ +

2

3
det2⊥

With these, we can determine the scaling factor d
necessary to correct for the di�erent overlap condi-

tions of the two probe beams. With that, we can

calculate of polarization depended signals by

sig‖ = det1‖ + d · det2‖

sig⊥ = det1⊥ + d · det2⊥

4.4.2 Chirp Correction

The Vis-pump Vis-probe setup uses a non com-

pressed super continuum as the probe. This octave

spanning probe already generated with a chirp and

it acquires more when passing through optics and

windows, causing di�erent arrival times at sample

for di�erent wavelengths as is shown Fig. 4.4. The

chirp is well described by a polynomial function

of the frequency. Assuming a quadratic chirp, the

time-zero for given wavelengths can be written as

t0(ω) = c2ω2 + c1ω + c0.
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Figure 4.4: Left: Contour map of the non chirp correct data of Al-corrole probed by strongly chirped

super-continuum generated in water. The applied heuristic (shown in red) selects the earliest point

where the absolute signal above a given threshold. The robust quadratic �t (blue) also corrects for the

discrete times found by the heuristic. Right: The resulting chirp corrected data. The time-zero is found

with an error below 70 fs.

All relevant methods for the time-zero correc-

tion are found in the skultrafast sub-package

zero_finding. The approach to �nd the unknown

coe�cients is the same as is presented in my diploma

thesis:
4

, To determine the polynomial coe�cients,

we will �rst use a heuristic to �nd a correct time-

zero for all channels, resulting in a frequency versus

time-zero point dataset. Since we are only using a

heuristic which will fail for some channels, the poly-

nomial has to be �tted to the dataset using a robust

method which insensitive to outliers.

There are various choices for heuristic which

work well for di�erent data sets. E.g. if a pure sol-

vent signal is measured, just determining the posi-

tion of the signal maximum for each trace works

well since the signal is dominated by coherent e�ects.

I found that for regular samples with an reasonable

SNR, using smallest time point where the absolute

signal is over a given small value is solid heuristic.

Using this heuristic systematically underestimates

the time zero since it detects the beginning of the

interaction and the resulting curve has to be shifted

by a small amount.

4
(21) Stenstitzki, T. „Polarisationsaufgelöste Femtosekun-

denspektroskopie an Aluminium-Corrolen“. 2010.

In total skultrafast comes with four di�erent

functions to estimate the time-zero from a given

trace: the already mentioned use_first_abs, returns

the smallest index where signal is greater than a

given limit. use_di� �nds the index where the dif-

ference between to adjacent values is largest. Sim-

ilarly, use_gaussian �nds the index where the con-

volution with �rst derivative of a Gaussian has it

biggest value. use_fit �ts the trance with a convo-

luted exponential sum and optionally a gaussian

and its derivatives, which simulate the coherent con-

tributions when the pulses are overlapping. The

time-zero is a free parameter of the �t. In addition

to the given heuristic the user can supply its own.

For determining the polynomial coe�cients

from the heuristic time-zero estimates, I switched

from the RANSAC-algorithm
5

to the robust �tting

methods provided by the python package statsmod-
els6

. Instead of minimizing the sum of squares of

the residuals, in which outliers have a strong in-

5
(24) Fischler, M. A. & Bolles, R. C. „Random Sample

Consensus: A Paradigm for Model Fitting with Appli-

cations to Image Analysis and Automated Cartography“.

1981.
6

(25) Seabold, S. & Perktold, J. „Statsmodels: Econometric

and Statistical Modeling with Python“. 2010.
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�uence on the �t, it minimizes the Huber-norm.

The Huber norm is quadratic for small residuals

and linear for large residuals. The advantage over

RANSAC are an increase of speed and stability.

The resulting coe�cients can be used in two

ways: Either use them to rebin or interpolate the

2D-spectra, as is shown in the Fig. 4.4, or treat the

dispersion coe�cients as parameters of the global

�t and use the found values as their initial guess.

4.4.3 Exponential Modelling

The most common approach to �t time resolved

spectroscopy data is to use an exponential model.

The rationale to use an exponential model is the as-

sumption, that the observed data is a product of

n-distinct states where the spectra and transition

probabilities between the states are assumed to be

time independent and unidirectional. Hence, the

problem is described by �rst order di�erential equa-

tions:

c⃗ = K c⃗ (4.6)

c⃗ represents the population of the states, while K
is the matrix which elements Kij describe the tran-

sition rates between the states. For a given starting

point c⃗0, the solution of such ODE problem is al-

ways given by the matrix exponential:

c⃗(t) = exp(Kt) · c⃗0 (4.7)

The elements of the solution vector are built from

expontial decay terms. There are at most dim(K)-

di�erent exponential terms. For complicated mod-

els direct computation of the matrix exponential is

not straight forward, hence it best done by a com-

puter
7

or solve the ODE numerically.

To model the �nite system response, the expo-

nential model function, which is zero for negative

delay times has to been convoluted with the instru-

ment response function (IRF).

f (ω, τ) =
n∑
i=0

C (ω, τ)IRF ⊗ exp

−(t−t0)
τi (4.8)

In fs-pump-probe experiments a Gaussian func-

tion is commonly used to model the IRF. This

7
(26) Moler, C. & Van Loan, C. „Nineteen Dubious Ways

to Compute the Exponential of a Matrix, Twenty-Five

Years Later“. 2003.

choice has two main advantages: First, the result

of the convolution can be expressed in terms of the

error function, which can be directly computed,

therefore making a full convolution computation

unnecessary:

folded exp(t, A, τ, σ) = A exp
(
σ2/τ2 − t/τ

)
· 1
2
erfc(−t/σ + σ

2τ
) (4.9)

Secondly, the IRF is determined by a single param-

eter ω, which can be treated as a free parameter of

the function.

Variable Projection

For a N pixel detector, the model described above

has at leastN×k+k free parameters, where k is num-

ber of exponentials. For modern CCD detectors,

N can easily go above 1000, which for k = 4 gives

4004 free parameters. This is above the capabilities

of normal �tting routines, which with some trick-

ery, can solve up to 1600 parameters in several min-

utes. By using the variable projection (also called

separable nonlinear least squares), even the prob-

lem with 4004 free parameters can be solved in few

seconds. A full introspection of application of this

method for the modelling of time-resolved spectra

can be fund in Kate Mullen Thesis
8
.

The method works by �tting the linear and non-

linear parts independently: For given decay times,

the least squares problem reduces to a linear least

squares problem, since only the determination of

the coe�cients C (ω, τ) is left open: If we de�ne

the Matrix A as

Aij = exp
(
ti, tauj

)
(4.10)

the problem of �tting the given exponentials to a

single transient can now ne reformulated as

min
c

��⃗y − A⃗c��2, (4.11)

where the y⃗ is de�ned with yi = y[ti] is the recorded

data. The method generalizes for every regres-

sion problem where the model function can be ex-

pressed as a sum of terms:

y (⃗x, c⃗, θ⃗) =
∑
i
cif (⃗x, θ⃗),

8
(27) Mullen, K. M. „Separable Nonlinear Models: Theory,

Implementation and Applications in Physics and Chem-

istry“.
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with x⃗being the independent variable (e.g. the delay

times), c⃗ the linear coe�cients and θ⃗ the non-linear

variables of the function. The generalized form of

Eq. (4.10) is then

Aij = fj (xi, θ⃗). (4.12)

Notice that each term can depend on an arbitrary

nonlinear parameters and parameters can be shared

between multiple terms.

While a nonlinear least squares problem can

only be solved by iterative approaches, a linear least

squares solution can be calculated directly. Hence,

only the nonlinear parameters will be minimized

by a iterative algorithm. From these, the basis ma-

trixA can be calculated and the coe�cients c can be

determined in addition to the resulting residuals,

which are returned to the nonlinear minimization

algorithm as residuals of the current nonlinear pa-

rameter set.

Assuming that the matrix of the k exponentials

doesn’t change between di�erent transients, the

full linear least squares problem of all transients

is solved computational cheaply by calculation of

the pseudo-inverse A† . With given pseudo-inverse,

solving the problem for a single channels reduces to

matrix multiplication with A†⃗y. The assumption

above is valid when a) the time-points and time-

zeros of the channels is identical and b) the IRF is

the same. We can achieve a) by re-binning or in-

terpolation after chirp correction, for b) we just

use the approximation that the IRF is mostly deter-

mined by the pump-duration, hence the changes

for di�erent wavelengths should be negligible.

The least squares problem with a sum of expo-

nentials as �tting function is numerical unstable

since the matrix containing the exponential matrix

is almost singular. The solver regularly �nds min-

ima where two decay constants are converging to a

single value while the corresponding amplitudes ex-

plode. Normally, this is circumvented by carefully

tuning the starting parameters, which takes its time.

By using a L1-penalized solver for the linear least

squares eliminates the problem almost completely.

Only if too many exponentials are chosen, it shows

up, but even in this case the �t routine aborts much

earlier than without regularization.

A summary of the minimized function is given

in Listing 2. Various steps are taken in skultrafast

alpha = 0.00001
def fit_function(non_linear_parms, data):

basis = update_basis(non_linear_params)
all_residuals = [] #empty list
for trans in data:

coef = solve_lstsq(trans, basis,
alpha)

model = np.dot(basis, coef)
resiudals = model - trans
all_residuals.append(residuals)

return all_residuals

Listing 2: Pseudo-code describing the �t function

given to the nonlinear minimizer. The function

which calculate the exponentials from the nonlinear

parameters is called update_basis to emphasize

the use of caching. If the dispersion is modelled

explicitly, the basis calculation has to be done in the

for-loop, since each transient has its own time-zero.

to accelerate the function. Most importantly, the

resulting basis array is cached and only necessary

columns are updated. This feature is very useful

since we are not supplying a derivative of the func-

tion to the solver. Instead, the solver estimates the

derivative by �nite di�erences, which are calculated

by just changing one variable. If the changed vari-

able is a decay constant, only one column needs to

be updated. Skultrafast can use di�erent backends

for the calculation of the basis functions: while

the default backend just uses numpy functions, the

OpenCL backend provides GPU
9
-accelerated func-

tions. Depending on the system, this can result in

a tenfold speed increase. Also, instead of using the

provided complementary error functions (erfc-), we

use a less accurate but faster version, giving a two-

fold speed increase in the evaluation. The error of

less than 0.0001 is negligible for our purpose. The

acceleration steps are only crucial when modelling

the dispersion explicitly.

Advantages and Disadvantages

There are good reasons exponential modelling is

the standard method for analysing time-resolved

spectra. It is straightforward to do and computa-

tionally cheap and it gives a sensible summary of the

whole dataset. The downsides are that the number

9
Graphical Processing Unit
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of components is not known a priori and that the

necessary conditions for exponential modelling are

violated in ultra-fast spectroscopy, since the spectra

itself evolve in time and processes can have ballistic

behaviour.

The downsides can amplify each other, as the

processes which are not modelled perfectly by ex-

ponentials resulting in bogus extra exponentials
10

.

The problem is exempli�ed in Fig. 4.5. Here, I sim-

ulated a dataset consisting of a stationary negative-

band and a shifting positive band (both gaussian).

The positive band is exponentially red-shifting with

a time-constant of 10 ps. The amplitude of the shift

is 10 cm
−1

. Shown are the residuals and the decay-

associated spectra for �ts with one and two expo-

nentials. The single exponential �t has clearly sys-

tematic errors, which only vanish if we add another

exponential. For larger shifts, even more exponen-

tials would be necessary. The last row shows that

the problem is not visible for lower SNRs. From the

singular values we see that at least 2 components are

necessary (the constant component can be added

two one of them) if we want model the two dimen-

sional spectrum as an outer product of a spectrum

and a transient.

While it is possible to �t a kinetic model to data,

it is also important to emphasize that this model is

not unique solution and there other models �tting

the data equally well. Therefore we only use decay

associated spectra (DAS), which can be taught of

a parallel decay model since they describe the data

without additional assumptions.

4.4.4 Lifetime Density Map

Another approach to �t an exponential sum onto a

dataset is the so-called lifetime density map (LDM).

Basically it uses the same idea as the Discrete Fourier

Transformation,but instead of determining the am-

plitudes of oscillations we calculate the amplitudes

of exponential decays.

The one dimensional DFT can be thought of as

the least squares (LSQ) problem:

min
x
(A⃗x − y⃗)2 (4.13)

10
(28) Marciniak, H. & Lochbrunner, S. „On the Interpreta-

tion of Decay Associated Spectra in the Presence of Time

Dependent Spectral Shifts“. 2014.

Here, A is the so called DFT-matrix. Every column

contains a di�erent sinusoid:

Ak,n = ei2πkn/N

For the DFT, the data is assumed to be equidistant,

hence n/N can be interpreted as a time t[n] = n
and 2πk/N as a frequency ω[k]. The vector y⃗ is

the dataset we want to express as a sum of sinusoid,

which amplitudes x⃗ we want to �nd. In the case

of standard DFT N is equal dim⃗x. If N is smaller

than dim⃗x, only the least squares formulation is

valid since the problem is overdetermined. The so-

lution to this forumlation is called Lomb-Scargle

periodogram.

For the LDM, every row-vector is a di�erent ex-

ponential decay.

Ak,n = exp(−t[n]/τ [k])

In the case of the DFT, the column vectors form a

complete orthonormal basis, hence the coe�cients

can be directly calculated by simple multiplication.

This is not the case for a matrix build from exponen-

tial vectors: neither is their spanned space complete,

nor is the basis orthogonal. Actually such a matrix

is very badly conditioned. Therefore, simply solv-

ing the LSQ-problem does not work. To make the

problem solvable one has to add penalty terms to

the objective:

min
x

��A⃗x − y⃗��2 + αL2 |⃗x|2 + αL1 |⃗x|
This technique is known as regularization. Us-

ing only the �rst term corresponds to Tikhonov-

regularization, also called ridge-regression or L2-

regression. The second term is associated with L1-

regression, also known as Lasso. The combination

of both terms is called elastic net. In the following

we will use the terms L1- and L2-regression.

The introduction of penalty terms to least

squares objective can be interpreted as a prior on

the solution space. L2-regression equals to the as-

sumption of a Normal distribution of coe�cients,

while L1-regression assumes a Laplace prior. Both

distributions are compared in Fig. 4.6. As can be

seen in the �gure, the Laplace distribution prefers

sparse solutions more than the normal distribution,

while both prohibit large solutions.
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Figure 4.5: Exponential modelling of a shifting peak. Top left: Colormap of the simulated data set. Top
right: First singular values of the dataset. Second row: Residuals and DAS for a single exponential.

Third row: The the same for two exponentials. Bottom row: The same as in the second row, but for a

dataset with additional noise.
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Figure 4.6: Probability density functions of the

Normal- and Laplace-distribution. The main

di�erence is the behavior near zero, where the

normal distribution is �at and the Laplace is the

steepest. Therefore, an exact zero is more likely

in L1- than in L2-regression.

The choice of the regularization value is impor-

tant: Too small, the data gets over�tted and the so-

lution has meaningless coe�cients. Too large, the

resulting �t is bad. Both is shown in Fig. 4.7. Hence,

we are looking for largest alpha which still gener-

ates good �t to the data. For the shown dataset,

one would select the alpha value belonging to the

black curve, since smaller values don’t increase the

quality of the �t, while larger values clearly tend

to have systematic errors. There are various meth-

ods to automate the process via cross-validation by

comparing the root-squared residual sum for dif-

ferent alphas. In practice, simply trying out few

value works very well. If the SNR is similar for all

channels, the same value can be applied.

In summary, to generate a lifetime density map,

we �rst have to generate an array of exponential

decays
11

. Their decay times should be equally dis-

tributed on a logarithmic scale spanning the ob-

served time range. Next, we solve the regularized

linear model with an appropriate value of alpha.

This is repeated for all wavelength. The resulting

solution vectors build up the lifetime density map.

As mentioned above, in Fig. 4.7 the results of L1

and L2-regression are compared for a single simu-

lated dataset. One can easily see that the advantages

11
Of course, one also can use exponentials convoluted with

the IRF.

of the L1-regression: it is easier to when over�tting

starts and the actual solution is simpler to inter-

pret because it is sparser. The main drawback is the

di�erent speed of the methods: L2 regression can

be formulated as a standard least squares problem,

therefore it can be solved directly. For solving a L1

problem, a slower iterative method has to be used

instead.

Originally, the �rst application of Tikhonov-

regularization for �tting time-resolved spectro-

scopic data was developed by the Holzwarth
12

, the

same group which also proposed exhaustive search

for calculating error bars on time constants. Being

critically, the original paper is very hard to repro-

duce since it presents the procedure as a modi�ca-

tion of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, which

adds a lot of unnecessary complexity. Positively,

they added a smoothness condition to their ap-

proach by penalizing di�erences between to neigh-

bouring channels.

A closed implementation from is available in Op-

timus
13

. Recently, the group of van Thor published

their own open source implementation, the accom-

panying paper gives a good overview over the history

of the development and application of LDM
14

. My

inspiration came from Groma et al.
15

, who applied

L1-regularized LDM to time-resolved �uorescence

data.

Like global analysis, they share their own set of

problems: a spectral shift is still not well modelled.

Multiple exponentials can merge into one, when

the SNR is not good enough and the time constants

are in a similar range. Shifting peaks can be identi-

�ed by diagonal lines in the map.

4.5 Summary

A short opinion piece about the problem of

software in sciences was given.

12
(29) Holzwarth, A. R. „Data Analysis of Time-Resolved

Measurements“. 1996.
13

(30) Slavov, C., Hartmann, H. & Wachtveitl, J. „Imple-

mentation and Evaluation of Data Analysis Strategies for

Time-Resolved Optical Spectroscopy“. 2015.
14

(31) Dorlhiac, G. F., Fare, C. & van Thor, J. J. „PyLDM -

An Open Source Package for Lifetime Density Analysis

of Time-Resolved Spectroscopic Data“. 2017.
15

(32) Groma, G. I., Heiner, Z., Makai, A. & Sarlós, F. „Esti-

mation of Kinetic Parameters from Time-Resolved Fluo-

rescence Data: A Compressed Sensing Approach“. 2012.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of lifetime extraction by L1- and with L2-penalized regression. On the left, a

simulated dataset (red points) and �ts of it (colored lines) for di�erent values of α are shown. The

resulting coe�cients, o�set for clarity, are shown left. In this graph, the black bars show the true values

of exponential amplitudes used in the simulation. It can be seen, that using a penalty too large leads to

poor �t and using a penalty too small leads to additional model complexity without improving the �t.

Proposal of minimal set of best-practices for

software in sciences, consisting of a popular

programming with a strong scienti�c ecosys-

tem, a modern version control system, and a

strong focus on modularity of the code. A

pragmatic choice of tools are Python as the

programming language with Git as the ver-

sion control system.

Overview of the design of MessPy, the soft-

ware which controls the di�erent spectrom-

eters in the group. It is separated into three

layers: the instrument driver layer, the control

layer and the GUI layer.

The signal calculation and data preprocessing

pipeline is summarized.

An exponential sum is used to the �t data.

Variable projection and other simpli�cations

are used to accelerate the computation.

The exponential model is not ideal for ultra-

fast spectroscopy since it neither models band-

shifting or band-narrowing well.

Lifetime-density mapping via regularized least-

squares is an alternative approach.
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Chapter 5
The Initial Photoreaction of
Aluminium Corrole
This chapter is about our results on the photore-

action of brominated aluminum corrole
1
. Of the

di�erent photoreactions studied in the thesis, cor-

role has the simplest one. It completely follows the

example reaction shown in Fig. 2.7.

The work presented in the article is a continua-

tion of my previous work on corroles, which begun

in my diploma thesis
2
. I found that the addition

of Br to Al-corrole induced an intersystem crossing

with a time constant of approx. 100 ps. The Soret

to Q-band transition, due to overlapping coherent

artifacts was not fully resolved.

Hence, we repeated the Vis-pump Vis-probe

measurements with an extended spectral window

and did complementary Vis-pump IR-probe mea-

surements, observing the full region of the v(C C)-

bands. To get a complete picture, femtosecond

broadband �uorescence upconversion measure-

ments were done at Ernstings group in collabora-

tion with Mario Gerecke. While these didn’t make

it into the paper, they were helpful to con�rm our

�ndings.

The same collaboration resulted in another pa-

per, where we combined time-resolved �uorescence

and absorption data to elude the photo-physics of

antimony corrole
3
.

1
(2) Stensitzki, T., Yang, Y., Berg, A., Mahammed, A.,

Gross, Z. & Heyne, K. „Ultrafast Electronic and Vibra-

tional Dynamics in Brominated Aluminum Corroles:

Energy Relaxation and Triplet Formation“. 2016.
2
(21) Stenstitzki, T. „Polarisationsaufgelöste Femtosekun-

denspektroskopie an Aluminium-Corrolen“. 2010.
3
(6) Zahn, C., Stensitzki, T., Gerecke, M., Berg, A., Ma-

The chapter starts with a description of corroles

before dicussing their possible applications. Most

of these applications tightly depend on the pho-

tophysics of corroles, which are introduced next.

The chapter ends with a description of the goals of

experiments and a summary of the paper.

5.1 Corroles

Corroles are a class of inorganic cyclic aromatic

tetrapyrroles. The name is based on its similarity

to Corrin, the core of vitamin B12. The skeletal

structure of corrin is almost identical to corrole,

but the small di�erences lead to entirely di�erent

conjugated systems. The aromatic corrole is, there-

fore, more alike porphyrin. All three structures are

compared in Fig. 5.1.

Compared to porphyrin, corrole is missing one

carbon atom between two of the pyrrole-rings, lead-

ing to a smaller cavity in middle and to a reduced

D4H -symmetry of corrole compared to the C2v-

symmetry of porphyrin. Additionally, the shorter

ring increases the number of hydrogen atoms in the

cavity from two to three.

While corroles were discovered half a century

ago - in 1960 by Johnson and Kay
4

- their research

progressed only slowly until the turn of the mil-

hammed, A., Gross, Z. & Heyne, K. „Ultrafast Dy-

namics of Sb-Corroles: A Combined Vis-Pump Su-

percontinuum Probe and Broadband Fluorescence Up-

Conversion Study“. 2017.
4

(33) Johnson, A. & Price, R. „The Synthesis of Derivatives

of Corrole (Pentadehydrocorrin)“. 1960.
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Figure 5.1: The basic ring structures of porphyrine, corrin and corrole. The conjugated systems are

marked in blue.

lennium, since no e�ect synthesis path was known.

This changed in 1999: e�cient synthesis-reactions

were found simultaneously by Gross
5

and Paolesse
6

.

The discovery renewed the interest in corroles,

which lead to the development of a plethora of cor-

role based applications, which will be discussed be-

low. Even before 1999, research revealed many of the

exciting properties of corroles. Most importantly,

they can stabilize unusually high oxidation states

of their metal ion ligands, like iron(IV), cobalt(IV)

and cobalt(V), compared to porphyrin. This makes

corrole an interesting and promising platform for

organometallic chemistry. Their strong excitation

coe�cient and high �uorescence yield combined

with their versatility to additions to the ring make

them attractive candidates for many photo-based

applications.

Recently, the generation of air-stable corrole rad-

icals was reported.
7

5.2 Corrole Applications

The review from Aviv and Gross gives a good

overview of corrole based applications
8
. Broadly,

5
(34) Gross, Z., Galili, N. & Saltsman, I. „Erste Direkte Syn-

these von Corrolen Aus Pyrrol“. 1999.
6

(35) Paolesse, R., Mini, S., Sagone, F., Boschi, T.,

Jaquinod, L., Nurco, D. J. & Smith, K. M. „5,10,15-

Triphenylcorrole: A Product from a Modi�ed Rothe-

mund Reaction“. 1999.
7
(36) Schweyen, P., Brandhorst, K., Wicht, R., Wolfram,

B. & Bröring, M. „The Corrole Radical“. 2015; (37) Ya-

dav, P., Rathi, P. & Sankar, M. „Facile Generation of A2B

Corrole Radical Using Fe(III) Salts and Its Spectroscopic

Properties“. 2017.
8
(38) Aviv, I. & Gross, Z. „Corrole-Based Applications“.

2007.

they can be divided into two classes: either they

make use of their transition-metal ligands as a cat-

alyst, or they make use of their optical properties.

The former includes oxidation reactions, reduction

catalysis, group transfer catalysis. The latter include

the use of corrole as an optical sensor, as a dye for

sensitized solar cells and as a photosensitizer for can-

cer treatment.

So far, Corrole based optical sensors mostly use

cobalt- or free-base corroles, since their �uores-

cence and absorption spectra are sensitive to their

surroundings. The free-base corroles have a pH-

dependent visible spectrum, because the number

of H-atom in cavity in�uences the electronic struc-

ture and changes with the pH. Cobalt-corroles can

react reversibly with CO and other small molecules,

which agains lead to spectral changes.

In dye-sensitized solar cells, the dye is used as an

electron donor for a titan dioxide semiconductor.

In combination with an electrolyte – usually io-

dide/triiodide - connected to the TiO2, from which

the dye can be reduced back into the ground-state,

light is converted into an electric current. The

critical parameters of the dye are their absorption

strength, the HOMO to LUMO-gap and the cou-

pling between the acceptor and donator-states.

The few published experiments on corroles used

a dye in solar cells are not yet very promising: the re-

ported photo-currents are low. Here, femtosecond

time-resolved studies could help to dissect the prob-

lem: the time-resolution must be high since the

charge injection is believed to happen on a sub-ps

timescale.

Lastly, corroles are a promising photosensitizer

(PS) for cancer treatment via photodynamic ther-
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nated Aluminum Corrole.

apy (PDT)
9
. In PDT the PS is accumulated in can-

cer a�ected cells. The PS in the cells is then illu-

minated to generate singlet-oxygen, which kills the

unhealthy cell by its reactivity. Therefore, the PS

must have a low toxicity and must be amphipolar

(solvable in polar and non-polar solvents). For cor-

roles, latter can be archived by adding SO3-groups

to the corrole. Important photophysical parame-

ters of the sensitizers are the absorption wavelength,

the triplet yield, and the singlet-oxygen yield. All

three parameters can be modi�ed via changes to the

corrole.

As these examples show, corroles are tuneable for

a speci�c application. Designing the ideal corrole

for a particular application is only possible when the

e�ect of additions and substitutions is well known.

Consequently it is necessary to study and compare

the photophysics of di�erent corroles.

5.3 Photophysics of Corroles

In contrast to porphyrins, the photoreactions of

di�erent corroles are only covered by few studies

(see the references in the paper). Research so far is

mostly concentrated on gallium- and aluminum-

corroles, which can be seen as "model" corroles, sim-

ilar to the status of Zinc-porphyrin.

Two bands describe the visible spectrum, the

weaker Q-band around 600 nm and the strong

Soret-band around 440 nm. In corroles, the re-

duced symmetry compared to porphyrin lifts the

degeneracy of the two Q-band transitions
10

. Ad-

9
(39) Teo, R. D., Hwang, J. Y., Termini, J., Gross, Z. & Gray,

H. B. „Fighting Cancer with Corroles“. 2017.
10

(40) Yang, Y. et al. „Assignment of Aluminum Corroles

Absorption Bands to Electronic Transitions by Fem-

tosecond Polarization Resolved VIS-Pump IR-Probe

ditionally, the Q-bands shows visible vibronic pro-

gression with a frequency of 1350 cm
−1

.

Excitation of the Soret-band is often followed

by a relatively slow internal conversion to the Q-

band, resulting in detectable Soret-band �uores-

cence. The �uorescence decay times for these cor-

roles are in the nanosecond range, in some cases

limited by a co-occurring intersystem crossing. The

transient absorption spectra of corrole in the visi-

ble show a strong and broad excited state absorp-

tion located between the Soret- and Q-band. This

broad excited state absorption only shows minus-

cule changes on state-transitions. Time-resolved IR

measurements on corroles are almost not existent

outside of our group.

5.4 Aim of the Study

The subject of the presented study was brominated

Al-corrole, as is shown in Fig. 5.2. The aim of the

study was two folded:

a) The photoreaction of normal Al-corrole after

excitation in the Soret-band is well researched by

visible transient spectroscopy. Hence, if we see dif-

ferences in the brominated corrole photoreaction,

we can attribute them directly to the bromination

of the corrole macrocycle and therefore characterize

the e�ects of the addition.

b) The application of Vis-pump IR-probe spec-

troscopy to a corrole with an known observable in-

tersystem crossing: From comparison of the triplet

and singlet spectra, we wanted to identify marker

bands sensitive to the spin state. We hope to ap-

ply our �ndings to the non-brominated Al-corrole,

where the decay channel into the triplet manifold

is not yet identi�ed, despite being able to produce

singlet oxygen.

5.5 Summary

We applied femtosecond Vis-pump Vis-probe

and Vis-pump IR-probe spectroscopy to

brominated Al-corrole.

The addition of Br leads to faster conversion

from the Soret-band to Q-band. Instead of the

Spectroscopy“. 2012.
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5.5 Summary

500 fs it takes for non brominated Al-corrole,

it only needs 200 fs.

The Soret- to Q-band transition is followed by

cooling dynamics on a picosecond timescale.

They show as shifting and narrowing of the

stimulated emission in the visible and of the

excited state absorption in the IR.

The addition of the Br leads to a decay of the

stimulated emission with 100 ps, which can be

safely attributed to ISC, resulting in a triplet

yield near 1.

The triplet state has characteristic vibrational

bands at 1480 cm
−1

and 1505 cm
−1

usable a

marker bands of the triplet state.
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Chapter 6
The Initial Photoreaction of the
Phytochrome Cph1
This chapter is about the photoreaction of phy-

tochrome, a very import photosensor protein

found in almost all plants and in many bacteria.

In the included article
1
, we elude the photoreaction

of Cph1 in Pr-state.

The chapter begins with an introduction of the

phytochrome protein, followed up by a slightly

deeper introduction to the photoreaction of the

phytochrome. Next, the aim of the included pa-

per will be listed, before ending the chapter with a

summary.

6.1 Phytochrome

Phytochrome is a ubiquitous photosensor pro-

tein found in many organisms. They are respon-

sible for mediating the photo-response. In plant,

phytochromes are believed to regulate seed germi-

nation, seedling deetiolation, shade avoidance re-

sponses and �owering
2
. In bacteria, phytochrome

was among other things found to be part of the pho-

totaxis and regulating the accumulation ratio of red

and green pigments
3
.

Commonly conserved over the di�erent phy-

tochromes are the PAS-, GAF- and the PHY-

1
(4) Stensitzki, T., Yang, Y., Wölke, A. L., Knapp, E.-W.,

Hughes, J., Mroginski, M. A. & Heyne, K. „In�uence of

Heterogeneity on the Ultrafast Photoisomerization Dy-

namics of Pfr in Cph1 Phytochrome“. 2017.
2
(41) Rockwell, N. C. & Lagarias, J. C. „A Brief History of

Phytochromes“. 2010.
3
(42) Sharrock, R. A. „The Phytochrome Red/Far-Red

Photoreceptor Superfamily“. 2008.

domain, which are the photo-sensory core of the

protein. The structure of Cph1
4

, consisting of these

three domains, is shown in Fig. 6.1. The exact in-

terplay between these domains is still not clear. Re-

cent studies
5

suggest that the photoreaction triggers

a folding of beta-sheets connecting the GAF and

PHY-domain, shorting the distance between the

two domains.

A commonly shared feature of phytochromes is

its covalently attached bilin photoreceptor in GAF-

or PAS-domain, absorbing at the red edge of the

visible spectrum. The exact structure of the chro-

mophore varies slightly between plant-, fungi- and

bacterial phytochromes. In all cases, it is believed

that initial photoreaction involves rotation of the

ring D around the C15=C16 double bond of the

chromophore
6

(see Fig. 6.2). It is believed that the

rotation induces changes to the hydrogen-bond net-

work which facilitate further changes in protein.

Most phytochromes have two thermodynami-

cally stable states, the red-absorbing Pr-state and

the far-red-absorbing Pfr-state. Normally, one of

the states is the signalling state, which slowly re-

4
Phytochrome of Cyanobacterium Synechocystis Stamm

PCC6803
5
(43) Takala, H. et al. „Signal Ampli�cation and Transduc-

tion in Phytochrome Photosensors“. 2014; (44) Nagano,

S. „From Photon to Signal in Phytochromes: Similari-

ties and Di�erences between Prokaryotic and Plant Phy-

tochromes“. 2016.
6

(45) Yang, Y. et al. „Real-Time Tracking of Phytochrome’s

Orientational Changes During Pr Photoisomerization“.

2012.
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6.2 Aim of the Study

PHY

GAF

PAS

PCB

Figure 6.1: Cartoon of the 2VEA structure of Cph1 in the Pr-state. Shown are the three domains of the

sensor-module, PAS-GAF-PHY. The photoreceptor phycocyanobilin (PCB) is cyan coloured. Recent

studies suggest that the Pr to Pfr reaction leads to folding of the β-sheets between the GAF- and

PHY-domain.

verts back to the non-signaling state. As shown in

Fig. 6.2, interconversion between the two states can

be induced by light-absorption, hence the signaling

of phytochrome is sensitive to the relative intensity

of red and far-red light.

However, the yield of the photoreaction is gener-

ally low in phytochromes compared to retinal pro-

teins. If the low yield is due to heterogeneity of the

two ground-states or due to the nature of excited

state reaction-pathway is still heavily debated.

6.2 Aim of the Study

It is now general consensus that the Cph1 Pfr-state

is heterogeneous. This was shown by resonance-

raman, pump-probe-, pump-dump-probe-, NMR-

and IR-spectroscopy. These subpopulations are

called Pfr-I and Pfr-II. However, it remains un-

clear whether the spectroscopic variations due to

structural heterogeneity in�uence the photoreac-

tion. To elude the question we applied femtosec-

ond polarization resolved Vis-pump IR-probe and

Vis-pump Vis-probe spectroscopy to isotopically

labeled Cph1 combined with quantum chemical

calculations. In contrast, most published ultrafast

spectroscopic studies on phytochrome relied on visi-

ble spectroscopy, which is not very sensitive to struc-

tural di�erences. In addition, attribution of the

electronic spectral features is di�cult through over-

lapping contributions. To combat this problem, we

expanded our spectral window up to 1000 nm.

The aim of the study of was to detect signs of het-

erogeneity in the Pfr-state. If so, can we attribute

speci�c dynamics to the di�erent sub states and

does the heterogeneity in�uences the reaction yield.

Can the data be explained by theoretical calcula-

tions?

6.3 Summary

We successfully applied Vis-pump IR-probe

and Vis-pump Vis-probe spectroscopy to iso-

topically labelled Cph1.

Comparable time constants where found in

the electronic and the vibrational spectra.

In the IR-data, a picosecond decay compo-

nent could be attributed to single sub-state.

Since the DAS of the component shows

bleach recovery, we conclude that the yield
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C15

C16

Ring A

Ring B
Ring C

Ring D

A B

Pr

Lumi-R

Lumi-F

PfrDark
Reversion

hv

hv

Figure 6.2: A) The photoreceptor PCB of Cph1 in more detail. Upon light absorption, ring D rotates. B)

The photocycle of Cph1. The Pr-state is the non signaling state populated in the Dark. Light excitation

of Pr-state leads to photoproduct Lumi-R, which further develops into the Pfr-state. The signaing

Pfr-state dark-reverts into the Pr-state. The reversion can be accelerated by illumination with far-red

light.

di�ers between the sub-states. The two states

most likely di�er in the orientation of ring D.

Through band �tting of the polarization re-

solved DAS spectra and comparison of the re-

sult with the theoretical models we assign the

two di�erent states to an active and an inactive

state. Latter can be converted to the former

by light.
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Chapter 7
The Initial Photoreaction of
Channelrhodopsin 1
7.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the work we have done to

elucidate the primary photoreaction of Channel-

rhodopsin I (ChR1)
1

from Chlamydomonas aug-
stea. The chapter start by introducing channel-

rhodopsin and its potential applications, before

summarizing the prior work done on the photore-

action of ChR. It than follows up with explaining

the aims of included papers, before presenting ad-

ditional unpublished work.

7.2 Channelrhodopsin

Channelrhodopsins are sensory photoreceptor pro-

teins in unicellular algae functioning as light-gated

ion channels and are controlling the light response

of the organism
2
.

The protein was discovered simultaneously by

three the groups of Takahashi, Spudich and Hege-

mann around the end of the last millennium (a

more detailed history is given by Hegemann
3
).

1
(1) Stensitzki, T., Muders, V., Schlesinger, R., Heberle,

J. & Heyne, K. „The Primary Photoreaction of

Channelrhodopsin-1: Wavelength Dependent Photore-

actions Induced by Ground-State Heterogeneity“. 2015;

(3) Stensitzki, T., Yang, Y., Muders, V., Schlesinger,

R., Heberle, J. & Heyne, K. „Femtosecond Infrared

Spectroscopy of Channelrhodopsin-1 Chromophore

Isomerization“. 2016.
2
(46) Hegemann, P. „Algal Sensory Photoreceptors“.

2008.
3
(47) Hegemann, P. & Nagel, G. „From Channel-

rhodopsins to Optogenetics“. 2013.

Figure 7.1: Scanning electron microscope picture

of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii.

Soon after their discovery, ChR had already gath-

ered a huge interest in the scienti�c community due

to their application as an optogenetic tool
4
: ChR

can be expressed in cells and therefore in neurons,

where it acts as a photo-switch for neuronal activ-

ity by opening its channel for sodium. Combined

with a cation channel absorbing at a di�erent wave-

length, the activity of a neuron can be turned on

and o� by light. This has a lot potential in Neuro-

science since the activation and deactivation of a

neural path can be localized in space and time.

The proteins can be delivered to the target cells

via repurposed viruses in-vivo. The neural activity

of the host is then sensitive to light. By illuminating

4
(48) Boyden, E. S. „A History of Optogenetics: The De-

velopment of Tools for Controlling Brain Circuits with

Light“. 2011.
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Chapter 7 The Initial Photoreaction of Channelrhodopsin 1

speci�c areas and recording the response of the host,

it is possible to map neural areas of the brain to

speci�c functions.

Together with �uorescent voltage-sensitive dyes,

it is possible to use ChR to map the neural network

in organisms.
5
.

Mapping the neural network is essential for an

understanding of the brain. It is believed that opto-

genetic tools could be helpful in treating Alzheimer,

Epilepsy, Parkinson and other neuronal disorders.

Since di�erent optogenetic applications have dif-

ferent requirements, various ChR-variants are ex-

plored and engineered. Initially, applications al-

most exclusively used ChR2, since the its photocur-

rent is much higher than the one of the earlier dis-

covered ChR1.

Recently proposed variants have all kinds of wt-

ChR as a basis. Due to the limited understanding of

the function, the engineering of new ChR-variants

is done via random mutations; various random mu-

tants are tested until one has favourable characteris-

tics. Therefore better knowledge about the mecha-

nism in ChR translates to a better targeting of the

mutations.

Two important characteristics are already deter-

mined in the initial photoreaction: the upper limit

of the quantum yield and the the absorption wave-

length. The yield gives a upper limit of the photo-

current. The absorption should be as far in the red

as possible, since longer wavelength allow for deeper

light penetration in tissue.

7.3 Structure of Retinal Rhodopsins

Like other rhodopsins, the protein consists of seven

transmembrane alpha helices and a protonated reti-

nal photoreceptor, which is covalently bound to

a lysine residue. and is stabilized by several aro-

matic residues nearby. The positive charge, located

at the Schi� base, is stabilized by the counter-ion.

In rhodopsins, the counter-ion consists of a water,

a glutamate and a aspartate.

So far, only the structure of an arti�cial chimera

of CrChR1 and CrChR2 is available
6
. Fig. 7.2

5
(49) Lim, D. H., LeDue, J., Mohajerani, M. H., Vanni,

M. P. & Murphy, T. H. „Optogenetic Approaches for

Functional Mouse Brain Mapping“. 2013.
6

(50) Kato, H. E. et al. „Crystal Structure of the Channel-

shows the binding pocket of the all-trans retinal

photoreceptor along with several essential side-

chains from the structure. Fig. 7.3 shows the Schi�

base and the counter-ion in more detail, using a

homology model as a basis.

Figure 7.2: Structure of the retinal binding

pocket in the C1C2-structure from Kato et al.

Only selected aromatic amino acids are shown.

The relevant retinal carbon atoms are num-

bered. SB marks the Schi� base connecting

the retinal covalently to the lysine. The crystal

structure shows the ground-state all-trans con-

�guration. Photoisomerization leads to rotation

around the C13 C14-bond, leading into the

13-cis con�guration.

In ChR, the initial retinal reaction is mainly

an all-trans to 13-cis reaction, like in Bacteri-

orhodopsin, a light-driven hydrogen pump, or

Sensory Rhodopsin II, a protein controlling the

photo-axis via structural changes. The photo-

isomerization leads to a twisting of polyene chain

which moves the Schi�-base of the protonated

retinal closer to the counter-ion complex. How

changes to retinal is related to later developments

in the protein is not entirely solved.

7.4 Prior Work

The photoreaction of retinal rhodopsins is well

studied. The reaction of the proton pump Bacte-

riorhodopsin, which also starts with a all-trans to

13-cis isomerization, has one of the best-researched

photocycles of all proteins, especially the initial pho-

rhodopsin Light-Gated Cation Channel“. 2012.
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Figure 7.3: The geometry of the Schi� base (SB)

and the counter-ion. The structure is from a ho-

mology model of CaChR1, for which the Glu

was manually protonated. The counter-ion stabi-

lizes the positive charge of the SB in the ground-

state and is the initial proton acceptor of the SB

after excitation.

toreaction was the subject of a great number of

studies
7
.

Despite this e�ort, the exact nature of the pri-

mary photoreaction is still under debate, and, in

my personal opinion, still not solved. Most of the

discussion is based on visible spectroscopy, which

by its nature is not very sensitive to small structural

changes in the protein. The similarity of the ex-

cited state spectrum with product spectrum is also

problematic, especially because the product band

has the same spectral position as a red-shifted hot

ground-state. The quantum yield of most retinal

reactions is normally around 65 %, therefore 35 % of

the initially excited population are expected to end

in such a hot-state.

When working with retinal proteins, one has to

7
(51) Herbst, J. „Femtosecond Infrared Spectroscopy of

Bacteriorhodopsin Chromophore Isomerization“. 2002;

(52) Moltke, S., Alexiev, U. & Heyn, M. P. „Kinetics

of Light-Induced Intramolecular Charge Transfer and

Proton Release in Bacteriorhodopsin“. 1995; (53) McCa-

mant, D. W., Kukura, P. & Mathies, R. A. „Femtosecond

Stimulated Raman Study of Excited-State Evolution in

Bacteriorhodopsin“. 2005; (54) Schenkl, S., van Mourik,

F., van der Zwan, G., Haacke, S. & Chergui, M. „Prob-

ing the Ultrafast Charge Translocation of Photoexcited

Retinal in Bacteriorhodopsin“. 2005.

be careful about the composition of the ground

state. For retinal proteins with an all-trans to 13-

cis reaction, there are at least two di�erent con�g-

urations of the retinal, the all-trans , 15-anti and

13-cis , 15-syn isomer. Usually, the dark-state has a

di�erent composition of the two con�gurations.

For CaChR1 the question of the exact composition

is still open: Latest NMR-studies report a pure

all-trans dark state, in con�ict with earlier Reso-

nance Raman studies. However, the NMR studies

were done under magic-angle spinning, which puts

the sample under high pressure and are known to

change the ground-state composition of retinal Pro-

teins
8
.

Since our experiments need many repetitions and

we only can guarantee no rapid re-excitation, our

data generally describes the light-adapted species.

This may lead to di�erences with other publica-

tions, which may have a stricter protocol for illumi-

nation of the sample.

Notwithstanding its recent discovery, the pho-

tocycle of Channelrhodopsin is quite well re-

searched. The majority of the research is centered

on CrChR2, since it was and still is the primary tool

of the optogenetic community.

Prior our publications, the initial photoreac-

tion of CrChR2 was already eluded in the lab of

Wachtveitl in three publications
9
. They observed an

all-trans to 13-cis reaction involving a conical inter-

section with 400 fs, followed by changes on the pi-

cosecond range. The visible transient spectra need

two components with time constants of 2.7 ps and

200 ps to describe the picosecond changes. In the

mid-IR, a single component of 10 ps was enough

to model the picosecond dynamic.

8
(55) Kawamura, I., Degawa, Y., Yamaguchi, S., Nishimura,

K., Tuzi, S., Saitô, H. & Naito, A. „Pressure-Induced Iso-

merization of Retinal on Bacteriorhodopsin as Disclosed

by Fast Magic Angle Spinning NMR†“. 2007.
9
(56) Verhoefen, M.-K., Bamann, C., Blöcher, R., Förster,

U., Bamberg, E. & Wachtveitl, J. „The Photocycle of

Channelrhodopsin-2: Ultrafast Reaction Dynamics and

Subsequent Reaction Steps“. 2010; (57) Neumann-

Verhoefen, M.-K., Neumann, K., Bamann, C., Radu, I.,

Heberle, J., Bamberg, E. & Wachtveitl, J. „Ultrafast In-

frared Spectroscopy on Channelrhodopsin-2 Reveals Ef-

�cient Energy Transfer from the Retinal Chromophore

to the Protein“. 2013; (58) Scholz, F., Bamberg, E., Ba-

mann, C. & Wachtveitl, J. „Tuning the Primary Reac-

tion of Channelrhodopsin-2 by Imidazole, pH, and Site-

Speci�c Mutations“. 2012.
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Like in other microbial rhodopsins, an ultra-

fast rising amide 1 band was observed. The band

is located at 1665 cm
−1

and is unusually strong in

CrChR2, it is even stronger than the retinal C=C

stretching band. Unlike other bands, it shows no

decay after its initial rise. The transient spectra of

CrChR2 were independent of the excitation wave-

length. Therefore the authors concluded that the

ChR2 ground-state is pure all-trans .

For CaChR1, only steady-state results from Res-

onance Raman and IR di�erence spectroscopy were

available.
10

. Despite identical methods, these au-

thors came to di�erent conclusions concerning the

ground-state composition. Ogren et al. argued that

it is strictly all-trans , while Muders et al. argued for

a 70:30 mixture of the all-trans and 13-cis . The dis-

agreement stems from di�erent interpretations of

the shoulder of the ν(C=C)-stretching vibration.

7.5 Aim of Study

Prior our work, ultrafast spectroscopic methods

were only applied to the photoreaction of the ChR2.

Hence, the primary objective of our study was to

see if and how the reaction in CaChR1 is di�er-

ent from the reaction CrChR2. Notably, it was of

interest to see if the reaction depends on the exci-

tation wavelength, which would be an indicant for

ground-state heterogeneity.

The experiments in the �ngerprint region were

done to con�rm the assignment of the prior results:

Is the 100 fs component truly the all-trans to 13-

cis isomerization? Can we say more about the two

slower decay components? Additionally, since there

is less overlap in the vibrational spectrum, we hoped

to estimate the quantum yield of the isomerization

reaction.

10
(59) Muders, V., Kerruth, S., Lórenz-Fonfría, V. A., Ba-

mann, C., Heberle, J. & Schlesinger, R. „Resonance Ra-

man and FTIR Spectroscopic Characterization of the

Closed and Open States of Channelrhodopsin-1“. 2014;

(60) Ogren, J. I., Mamaev, S., Russano, D., Li, H., Spu-

dich, J. L. & Rothschild, K. J. „Retinal Chromophore

Structure and Schi� Base Interactions in Red-Shifted

Channelrhodopsin-1 from Chlamydomonas Augustae“.

2014.

7.6 Unpublished Results

The Vis-pump IR-probe data presented in our sec-

ond paper was only a subset of the recorded data.

Firstly, the actual recorded data was polarisation

resolved. Secondly, we also probed the complete

amide range of the IR-spectrum of 1520 cm
−1

to

1750 cm
−1

polarization resolved. Next, I will sum-

marize these results.

7.6.1 Fingerprint Region: Polarization Resolved
Spectra

As shown in Section 2.2.2, the use of polarization re-

solved spectroscopy allows the determination of rel-

ative angle between the pumped transition dipole

moment (tdm) and the probed transition dipole

moment, which is particularly useful if the orien-

tation of either is known. An exact determination

of the tdm requires theoretical calculations of the

transitions, which are still costly and di�cult to do

for medium sized molecules, especially when they

are embedded in proteins. Instead, since the retinal

is almost linear and we are exciting the lowest tran-

sition, we assume that the electronic tdm is along

the retinal polyene-chain. This was also shown by

several studies, which determined the tdm angle

relative to the membrane. Together with known

crystal structures, this shows that the taken approx-

imation is justi�ed.

In Fig. 7.4 two polarization resolved transient

spectra are shown. Since the �ngerprint region

is dominated by modes containing C-C stretch-

ing motions, their tdm is aligned with the retinal

backbone. Since the excited tdm is also along the

same axis the tdms are almost parallel. Therefore

we observe ratios near 3:1 between the parallel and

perpendicular signal for the bleaching bands. It

clearly visible that the signal ratio for the bleach all-

trans C14 C15 stretching band at 1200 cm
−1

is 3:1

and while the ratio in of the 13-cis C14 C15 stretch-

ing band at 1194 cm
−1

is smaller, around 2:1. This is

caused by the geometry change due to the isomeriza-

tion, in which the C14 C15 bond and the associated

tdm change their orientation.

The spectra in the �ngerprint region consist of

multiple overlapping bands. For a more accurate

determination of the angle, the decomposing of the

di�erence spectra into single peaks is necessary. Fit-
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Figure 7.4: Polarization resolved di�erence spec-

tra for 0 ps (red), before isomerization, and 60 ps

(blue), after isomerization and cooling. Lines

with markers are the spectra for parallel polariza-

tion of pump and probe. Thick lines without

marker are the spectra for perpendicular polar-

ization of pump and probe.

ting di�erence spectra is notoriously tricky since the

positive and negative amplitudes can cancel each

other out. Using polarization resolved data can con-

strain the solution space by requiring a solution

which �ts both polarizations well, therefore mak-

ing useful �tting more probable.

I tried this on the data of �ngerprint region: First,

the dataset was binned down to 11 spectra. The

only parameter allowed to vary between the di�er-

ent spectra is the amplitude, the position, width

and angle of a peak are shared between all spectra.

The result is shown in Fig. 7.5. It seems that noise in

the data is much for the complexity of the spectra,

especially at edges of the observed spectral region,

where the broad peaks seem to be used for �tting

baseline noise. Still, the �t clearly shows the neces-

sity of using two peaks for the bleaching band at

1200 cm
−1

. These bands have a slight di�erences in

their orientation. Also the �t suggests, that the dip

in the product band at 1182 cm
−1

is due to a bleach-

ing band. This position is often assigned to 13-cis ,

15-synretinal. It will be interesting to apply the �t-

ting procedure to data with a better signal to noise

ratio.

7.6.2 Protonation State of the Counter-Ion

As mentioned above, we also did polarization re-

solved Vis-pump IR-probe experiments on CaChR

1 in D2O covering the amide region. Here I will

shortly discuss the results.

The initial aim of the experiment was to detect

early signals of protonated carboxylic acids and us-

ing the resulting relative tdm for the assignment

of these bands. These groups are typical proton

donors and accepters and play an important role

in the functionality of ChR
11

and other retinal pro-

teins. Assigning band changes to a single residue

is very useful since these are indicative of possible

proton-pathways in the protein.

Since we are doing di�erence spectroscopy, one

of the following conditions has to be ful�lled

to detect signals of carboxylic sidechains on our

timescale: Either there is a (de)protonation event

on our timescale or there is frequency shift due to

the electrostatic changes. If the former is true, we

expect a bleaching band on the ground-state posi-

tion and a positive band on the product position,

for the latter we would expect signature of band-

shift. One can distinguish the two conditions easily,

since the bands itself are well separated: The CO-

stretching vibration of the protonated carboxyls

is located between 1690 cm
−1

and 1800 cm
−1

while

the asymmetric stretching vibration of the COO
–

-

group lays between 1550 cm
−1

and 1600 cm
−1

.

In retinal proteins, the counter ion which stabi-

lizes the protonated Schi�s base (SB) of the retinal

is a group of Asp, Glu and a water. The protona-

tion state of the residues varies between di�erent

proteins. For CaChR1, Orgen and coworkers
12

con-

cluded that the Glu169 is likely protonated and the

11
(61) Lórenz-Fonfría, V. A. et al. „Transient Protonation

Changes in Channelrhodopsin-2 and Their Relevance to

Channel Gating“. 2013.
12

(62) Ogren, J. I., Mamaev, S., Russano, D., Li, H., Spu-

dich, J. L. & Rothschild, K. J. „Retinal Chromophore

Structure and Schi� Base Interactions in Red-Shifted

Channelrhodopsin-1 from Chlamydomonas Augustae“.

2014; (63) Ogren, J. I. et al. „Comparison of the Struc-

tural Changes Occurring during the Primary Photo-

transition of Two Di�erent Channelrhodopsins from

Chlamydomonas Algae“. 2015; (64) Ogren, J. I., Yi,

A., Mamaev, S., Li, H., Spudich, J. L. & Rothschild,

K. J. „Proton Transfers in a Channelrhodopsin-1 Studied

by Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Di�erence Spec-

troscopy and Site-Directed Mutagenesis“. 2015.
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Figure 7.5: Fit result of the polarisation resolved data. Top: Spectra for parallel polarization of pump

and probe (points), �t (black line) and single peaks (coloured lines), shown for the earliest averaged

spectra, around 500 fs, Bottom: The same for perpendicular polarizations, with annotated peaks. The

annotation lists position, width and the relative tdm-angle of the peak.

Asp is deprotonated. Since one e�ect of the isomer-

ization is a small shift of SB, we would expect at a

small change in the frequencies of the residues lo-

cated close to the SB. These should show up as a

signal as explained above. Therefore , if the assign-

ment of Ogren et al. is correct, we should see signals

in both spectral windows.

But despite investing a lot of e�ort and time, I

was not able to detected a signal in spectral win-

dow of 1690 cm
−1

to 1800 cm
−1

. All the following

hypothesises could explain the absence of a signal:

i) Something in our setup was wrong, e.g. mis-

aligned. Unlikely, since we detected signals in the

amide region under the identical conditions. In ad-

dition, I made several attempts to detected a signal

in the aforementioned region.

ii) The signal is too weak for us to detect. Since

we looked for signals only up to 300 ps, protona-

tion events of the sidechains are unlikely, therefore

the hypothetical signal would have been caused by

a band-shift due to the di�erent electrostatic in-

teraction before and after photoexcitation. These

induced changes are smaller compared to changes

due a hydrogen transfer, which is the origin for the

signal on the longer timescale.

iii) The protonation state only fully recovers late

in the photocycle. Since the photocycle of CaChR1

takes almost one minute, the mean waiting time-

between two excitations may not be long enough

and we instead observe an intermediate where the

protonation state of the counter ion did not yet

return to its initial state.

iv) The assignment of Ogren may be incorrect.

However, this would be surprising since they as-

signed the protonation state by isotopic labelling,

pH-studies and site-speci�c mutations.

To verify that the experimental conditions were

not the cause for the absence of a signal, experi-

ments with R82A-mutant of BR are planned. Arg

82 is located near the counter-ion Asp 85. The muta-

tions changes to pK-value of the Asp to around 7
13

,

13
(65) Heyne, K., Herbst, J., Dominguez-Herradon, B.,
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therefore it is partly protonated at pH 7. Therefore,

we expect to see a signal around 1720 cm
−1

, since the

band-position is sensitive to its environment. If a

signal is still absent, we know the sensitivity of our

setup is lacking.

7.6.3 Amide Region

Fig. 7.6 shows the result of the Vis-pump IR-probe

measurements. Since the sample was short-lived

under measurement conditions and the signals

were weak, we only recorded data with the pump-

wavelength centered at the absorption maxima of

530 nm. Fig. 7.7 shows a coarse designation of the

band origins in di�erent regions. The earliest spec-

tra still show coherent artifacts, partly caused by

dynamics faster than the time resolution.
14

At 1661 cm
−1

, a strong negative signal is observed.

In D2O the position can be assigned unequivocally

to the amide I band since C ND-stretch of the

chromophore is shifted down to approximately

1630 cm
−1

. I will discuss the origin of the amide

I band in detail later. The region around 1630 cm
−1

is dominated by two bleaching signals at 1635 cm
−1

and 1625 cm
−1

, the already mentioned retinal band,

and another band, which is often attributed to the

C N-stretch of an arginine sidechain.

Surprisingly, the stronger changes of the

1625 cm
−1

at earlier times mirror the changes of

the retinal C C-stretching band located around

1540 cm
−1

. This indicates that the band belongs

to the C ND-stretch, which is additionally sup-

ported by the high dichroic ratio, which is a result

from an almost parallel orientation of the elec-

tronic tdm and the vibronic tdm, which is true for

the C ND-stretch. Also supporting this assign-

ment is that the PFID-signal in this region seems to

Alexiev, U. & Diller, R. „Reaction Control in Bacteri-

orhodopsin: Impact of Arg82 and Asp85 on the Fast

Retinal Isomerization, Studied in the Second Site Rever-

tant Arg82Ala/Gly231Cys and Various Purple and Blue

Forms of Bacteriorhodopsin“. 2000; (52) Moltke, S.,

Alexiev, U. & Heyn, M. P. „Kinetics of Light-Induced

Intramolecular Charge Transfer and Proton Release in

Bacteriorhodopsin“. 1995.
14

(12) Kowalewski, M., Fingerhut, B. P., Dorfman, K. E.,

Bennett, K. & Mukamel, S. „Simulating Coherent Mul-

tidimensional Spectroscopy of Nonadiabatic Molecular

Processes: From the Infrared to the X-Ray Regime“.

2017.

be concentrated on the 1625 cm
−1

position and the

Resonance Raman results from Muders et al.

Hence the other band at 1635 cm
−1

has to be as-

signed to a side-chain. According to homology

structures of CaChR1, there is no arginine in di-

rect contact to the retinal; the nearest arginine is

about 7 Å away. Therefore another residue is likely

responsible for the peak. According to Barth, other

possible contributions in this region can be the ring-

modes of tryptophan, phenylalanine and tyrosine.

The former is known to strongly react to the retinal

excitation.

The positive band around 1606 cm
−1

likely be-

long to one of the former bands. The visible peak is

likely from the 13-cis C ND-stretching vibration.

The small amplitude could be explained by bleach-

ing bands at same position.

Two small negative bands can be recognized at

1597 cm
−1

and 1587 cm
−1

, which were not resolved

as bleaching bands in prior studies due to a stronger

positive signal at the same position. The polariza-

tion resolved data clearly shows that these are real

peaks and not signal dips of the positive band. Possi-

ble band-origins in the region are the antisymmetric

carboxylate stretching vibrations Asp 195 and Glu

162.

The Asp carboxylate group is located near the

retinal and likely in�uences the retinal π-system
15

.

Hence it is expected to be very sensitive to the retinal

conformation, leading to a shift in frequency after

excitation.

Glu 162 is near the protonated Schi�-base, which

moves during the isomerization. This change will

a�ect the glutamate as discussed previously. When

comparing the antisymmetric carboxylate stretch-

ing frequencies, the frequency of Asp is generally

higher than the frequency of Glu.

Therefore we tentatively assign the 1597 cm
−1

-

bleaching band to the Asp 195 and the 1587 cm
−1

-

bleaching band to the Glu 162. If this assignment

is correct, it would explain the absence of a signal

above 1700 cm
−1

, since both residues in the counter-

ion would be deprontonated.

The assignments of the bands between 1580 cm
−1

to 1560 cm
−1

is di�cult. It seems that the posi-

tive signal obscures some smaller negative signals

15
(50) Kato, H. E. et al. „Crystal Structure of the Channel-

rhodopsin Light-Gated Cation Channel“. 2012.
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at 1576 cm
−1

and 1563 cm
−1

. While the former one

could be a product of the poor SNR in the region,

the latter one seems to be real. It could be attributed

to phenylalanine ring-modes, most likely originat-

ing from Phe 265. The positive bands could be-

long to the bleaching bands around 1590 cm
−1

men-

tioned before. The assignment to a hot υ(C=C)

stretching mode of the retinal is more probable

since large parts of the signal decay within several

picoseconds, similar to the observations in the �n-

gerprint region. It follows from our Vis-pump Vis-

probe data that excited state contributions can be

dismissed after 200 fs. In the �ngerprint region, we

attributed changes on this timescale mainly to the

non-reacting population.

The Resonance Raman spectrum of CaChR1

shows a broad and structured υ(C=C) band around

1530 cm
−1

, attributed to the retinal ethylenic stretch.

Further band-�tting decomposes the mode into

three peaks 1548 cm
−1

, 1533 cm
−1

and 1525 cm
−1

.

Hence, we assign the strong negative signals to the

bleaching of the ground-state ethylenic stretching

bands. The spectra at time-zero have a similar struc-

ture as the Raman bands: a strong peak located at

the red-edge with a smaller shoulder towards the

blue edge. Later signals still show a broad bleach-

ing signal, but the visible shoulder is lost, support-

ing the assignment of the shoulder to 13-cis ground-

state retinal.

We assign the positive peak at 1520 cm
−1

to the

13-cis band of the non-relaxed retinal in the photo-

product. After its creation outside our observation

window, the band shifts blue and overlaps with the

bleaching bands, resulting in the signal loss.

7.6.4 Origin of the Amide I Response

Next, I want to discuss the strong negative peak

at 1661 cm
−1

. From the position of the peak, it is

likely associated with an amide I vibration since the

retinal has no vibration which could absorb at this

position.

Two facts about the band are quite puzzling:

Firstly, the signal appears almost immediately, even

faster than the very fast retinal isomerization where

we could observe the rise of the associated signals

and secondly, that the signal is missing a correspond-

ing positive peak. Such amide I response bands

where also reported for Bacteriorhodopsin, Sensor

Rhodopsin II
16

and Channelrhodopsin II
17

. By iso-

topic labeling, the group of Diller could exclude

retinal contributions entirely. However, the ques-

tion remains which part of the protein is the origin

of the response and what causes it.

In this section, I want to argue that the source of

the ultrafast protein is the tryptophan 262: From

the peak position it is clear that the source has to be

a carbonyl stretching vibration of the protein back-

bone. Since the response is very rapid, only amino

acids near the retinal need to be considered. Ad-

ditionally, the peak is quite strong, having almost

the same amplitude as the retinal υ(C=C) stretch-

ing band, hence the causing amino acid has to be

tightly coupled to the retinal, e.g., by dipole-dipole

coupling. For this to be the case, the amino acids

should have an aromatic group near the polyene-

chain. From these constraints, we can reduce the

number of suspects down to three: the two tryp-

tophans above and below the retinal (163 and 262)

and the phenylalanine 265 (tyrosin in BR) next to

the retinal. All three are shown in Fig. 7.2.

Next, we estimate the relative angle between the

amide tdm and electronic tdm from our polariza-

tion resolved data. Since parallel and perpendicular

peaks are of near equal strength, the relative angle

should be near the magic angle of 54.2°. For an

amide vibration in a rhodopsin, this is quite sur-

prising, as the majority of amide-carbonyl groups

16
(66) Gross, R. et al. „Primary Photoinduced Protein Re-

sponse in Bacteriorhodopsin and Sensory Rhodopsin

II“. 2009.
17

(56) Verhoefen, M.-K., Bamann, C., Blöcher, R., Förster,

U., Bamberg, E. & Wachtveitl, J. „The Photocycle of

Channelrhodopsin-2: Ultrafast Reaction Dynamics and

Subsequent Reaction Steps“. 2010.
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follow the direction of the alpha helices with an

angle of 70° to retinal tdm.

To estimate the relative angle of the tdms from

the structure, we use the dot-product of the vector

between the C O and a vector along the polyene

chain. For most backbone carbonyl groups this re-

sults in something near the expected 70°. Only one

exception is encountered: the alpha helices contain-

ing the Trp 262 makes a small turn near the retinal,

leading to an angle of 52°, well in agreement with

the angle resulting from the polarization resolved

data.

Since the crystal structure stems not from the

same protein, our assignment has to be taken with

care. Using a homology model of CaChR1 instead

did not alter our assignment. Additionally, for SR

II we estimated an angle of 70° from our polariza-

tion resolved data, which is in agreement with the

SR II structure, where the helix bend is missing, and

all three candidate residues have the same angle.

Our assignment di�ers from the results by

S.Haacke et al. Using ultrafast Vis-pump UV-probe

spectroscopy on BR; he showed by mutation of the

tryptophan residues that the observed non-retinal

signal belongs to Trp 86, corresponding to Trp 163

in ChR. Whether this di�erence is due to di�er-

ences in the proteins or due to the method is not

clear. Since the amide I signal is much stronger

in ChR than in BR or SRII, it is reasonable to ex-

pected di�erent processes to be involved.

The question about the nature of the purely neg-

ative signal still remains. Pure bleaching IR band

are either caused by vanishing of the band due to

structural changes or due changes in the oxidation

state of the molecule. Since a structural change to

the C O-group is very unlikely, the pure bleach-

ing band is mostly a result of some charge change.

If amide band bleach would be caused by the vibra-

tional Stark e�ect due to change of the electrostatic

interaction induced by the excitation, the signal

change should be mostly proportional to the �rst

and second derivative of the initial band
18

. This is

not the case since these changes conserve the total

strength of the band.

However, it is noteworthy that the peak does

not change within the �rst 10 ps and only shows

18
(67) Chattopadhyay, A. & Boxer, S. G. „Vibrational Stark

E�ect Spectroscopy“. 1995.

changes slightly afterwards. Since we observe the

back-reaction of the non-isomerazing population

with a time-constant of about 5 ps, the peak is ei-

ther visible in both populations or is connected to

a successful isomerization.

7.7 Summary

For the �rst time, the initial photoreaction

of ChR I was observed by femtosecond Vis-

pump Vis-probe and Vis-pump IR-probe

spectroscopy.

The reaction consists of all-trans to 13-cis iso-

merization of the retinal, which happens with

a time constant of 100 fs, the fastest reported

all-trans to 13-cis isomerization to date. Addi-

tionally, time constants of 0.5 ps and 5 ps are

needed to model the data.

The quantum yield of the reaction was esti-

mated to be 60 %.

Excitation wavelength depended behavior was

observed, supporting the hypotheses of a het-

erogeneous ground.state. The signal di�er-

ence could be extracted by subtraction after

normalization to later delay-times . It com-

pletely decayed triexponentially within 100 ps.

Identical time-constants were found in the �n-

gerprint region and the visible data. From the

IR DAS, the 5 ps-component is assigned to the

back-reaction of the non-reacting population.

The bleaching bands of the 5 ps- and constant-

component di�er, indicating that structural

di�erences in the ground-state are responsible

for the successes of the isomerization reaction.

Several bands in the amide region could be

assigned. Particularly, we could pin down the

origin of the unusually strong amide I band

to Trp 162.

Since no signal could be detected above

1690 cm
−1

, we conclude that both Asp and

Glu of the counter-ion are deprotonated. This

contradicts prior publications, therefore more

work is necessary.
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Chapter 8
Acceleration of Reactions by
IR-Excitation
8.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces the paper
1

which proves,

that direct initiation of bimolecular chemical

ground-state reactions in solution via mid-IR light

is possible.

The general idea is sketched in Fig. 8.1. An IR-

photon with E (ω) > Eact excites a vibration of a

reagent with a energy greater than the activation en-

ergy. The energy in the vibration gets redistributed,

populating modes belonging to reaction coordidate

in the process, which allows the passing of the tran-

sition state barrier leading to product formation.

To prove our hypothesis, we monitored vibra-

tions of the excited reagents and the forming

product by femtosecond IR-pump IR-probe spec-

troscopy in real-time. To our knowledge, this is the

�rst time a ground-state bimolecular synthesis in

solution was observed in real time.

Observation of bimolecular reactions in solution

is demanding: only if molecules of both reagents

have the correct conformation, they can react and

contribute to the signal.

In 2015 Dunning and co-workers
2

successfully

observed a bimolecular reaction in solution. In their

1
(5) Stensitzki, T., Yang, Y., Kozich, V., Ahmed, A. A.,

Kössl, F., Kühn, O. & Heyne, K. „Acceleration of

a Ground-State Reaction by Selective Femtosecond-

Infrared-Laser-Pulse Excitation“. 2018.
2
(68) Dunning, G. T. et al. „Reaction Dynamics. Vi-

brational Relaxation and Microsolvation of DF after F-

Atom Reactions in Polar Solvents“. 2015; (69) J. Orr-

Ewing, A. „Taking the Plunge: Chemical Reaction Dy-

namics in Liquids“. 2017.
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Figure 8.1: General idea behind the acceleration

of ground-state reactions with IR-light. IR-

excitation of modes connected to the reaction

coordinates leads to crossing of the barrier.

study, they used a UV pulse to photolysis XeF2 for

generation of F-radicals which then react with deu-

terium of the solvent to produce DF. Their study

also con�rmed the need for a very high signal to

noise ratio: the observed signals were in the range of

0.5 mOD; to capture the dynamics a sub 0.1 mOD

sensitivity is necessary.

The chapter �rst describes our concept of the

laser induced chemistry, before detailing the reac-

tion we used to test our idea. Next it explains the

goal of the experiment before explaining the meth-

ods used.
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8.2 Influencing Chemical Reactions by
Laser-light

For a bimolecular ground-state reaction in solution

to happen, the two reagents have (a) to collide with

each other, (b) at the right relative orientation and

(c) have enough vibrational and kinetic energy in

the participating vibrational modes. Because the

occurrence of all three prerequisites depend on the

temperature, acceleration of chemical reaction is

easily obtained by heating.

Heating has downsides: The acceleration is not

reaction speci�c. If one could instead deposit en-

ergy into a single reaction coordinate, only the cor-

responding reaction would be sped up. This could

dramatically increase the yield of reactions when

the desired reaction competes with other unwanted

reactions.

Of course, the idea of using laser radiation to

control chemical reactions is not new. Already

in 1980 the later noble prize winner Ahmed H.

Zeweil wrote a paper which title posed the ques-

tion “Laser selective chemistry — Is it possible?”
3
.

He concluded, that "With sufficiently brief and in-
tense radiation, properly tuned to specific resonances,
we may be able to fulfill a chemist’s dream, to break
particular selected bonds in large molecules."

Only a few years later it was indeed shown that by

excitation with visible light, dissociation reactions

in the gas phase could be accelerated. A decade

later it was also shown, that weakening a bound

by excitation of the corresponding vibration mode

prior a collision also increase the output of speci�c

reactions. Again, this was shown using molecu-

lar beams in a vacuum. The development of pulse

shaping techniques in combination with optimiza-

tion algorithms in a feedback-loop can now pro-

duce speci�c pulses optimizing the reaction path-

way. The �eld which does these experiments is now

called coherent control. While this lead to count-

less successful scienti�c studies, it had not yet lead

to real applications.

The major reason for the non applicability of co-

herent control in the industry is that most reactions

used in applications are synthesis reactions in the

liquid phase. Here the approach used in coherent

3
(70) Zewail, A. H. „Laser Selective Chemistry—Is It Pos-

sible?“ 1980.

control has several obstacles: The initial con�gura-

tion is not as narrowly de�ned as in the gas-phase, in-

habiting the use of complicated schemes depending

on a speci�c geometry. The increased interaction

between molecules – 10
10

collisions per s – leads to

much shorter dephasing and relaxation times. Al-

ready in the gas phase, intra-molecular vibrational

relaxation via anharmonic coupling is a strong ob-

stacle for preparation of higher vibrational states.

The shortend lifetime in solution also limits the po-

tential in�uence of the light pulse to reagents in the

right orientation at the moment the pulse arrives.

Here we use a simpler and more straightforward

approach. We are using an IR-photon to deposit en-

ergy near or into the reaction coordinate. A massive

advantage of this approach is that it does not de-

pend on a short or complicated laser pulse. In fact,

nothing in this approach impede the usage of a con-

tinuous wave laser for the acceleration, which, con-

sidering the recent development of high powered

quantum cascade IR-lasers, is helpful for potential

applications.

While a short pulse is likely not necessary to use

IR-light for reaction acceleration, it is a require-

ment for studying the cause of acceleration. As

already mentioned above, thermal relaxation hap-

pens within picoseconds. Hence to separate acceler-

ation due to energy deposited directly into or near

the RC from acceleration due to increased temper-

ature after relaxation, time-resolved experiments

with sub-ps time resolution are required.

8.3 The Urethane Reaction

First, a suitable reaction has to be chosen: It has

to be slow enough, that over the timespan of the

experiment the concentration does not change too

much. The activation energy should not exceed

the mid-IR region, which gives an upper limit of

approximately 0.5 eV ≈ 3500 cm
−1

. Additionally,

the reaction should be simple, and the participants

should have strong and seperated marker bands for

identi�cation.

From an earlier study from our group in cooper-

ation with O. Kühn
4

we knew that Urethane for-

4
(71) Kössl, F., Lisaj, M., Kozich, V., Heyne, K. & Kühn, O.

„Monitoring the Alcoholysis of Isocyanates with Infrared

Spectroscopy“. 2015.
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Figure 8.2: Infrared spectra of cyclohexanol (CH-ol), phenylisocynat (PHI) and a mixture of CH-ol and

Cyclohexyl-carbanilate (CC), all solved in THF. Details are given in the Text.

mation ful�lls the requirements perfectly. The re-

action consists of an alcohol-group and a cyanate-

group forming an amide group, connecting the al-

cohol with the cyanate.

In the article, the activation energies of the alco-

holysis of mono-urethane (2340 cm
−1

) and of poly-

urethane (1000 cm
−1

) where measured and calcu-

lated. While the activation energy of the mono-

urethane reaction is higher as the poly-urethane

reaction, the synthesis of mono-urethane is advan-

tageous for our experiment as the monomers do

not scatter light, unlike long poly-urethane chains.

Thus, the focus of our study was the formation

of the mono-urethane Cyclohexyl-carbanilate from

Cyclohexanol and Phenylisocynat which are shown

below in Fig. 8.3.

OH

Cyclohexanol

(CHO)

N
C

O

Phenylisocyanat

(PHI)

O
C

O

N

H

Cyclohexyl-carbanilate

(CC)

Figure 8.3: Structures. Top, the starting material;

bottom: the product.

The involved groups all have strong vibrational

bands: the alcohol group has the OH-stretching;

the cyanate has the NCO-stretching and the

product amide-group is identi�able by the CO-

stretching. For the mono-urethane reaction, only

the CH-ol OH-stretching vibration has a frequency

above the activation energy. Hence we will excite

it to initiate the reaction. The energy of v(NCO)

is slightly (100 cm
−1

) under the activation energy.

However, when taking the thermal energy at room

temperature into account (around 200 cm
−1

), the

energy may be still enough to go over the activation

barrier. This experiment will be a likely candidate

for future studies, particularly since the band has

a six times higher extinction coe�cient than the

ν(OH)-band.

8.4 Aim of the Paper

Fig. 8.2 displays the steady-state IR spectra of the

reagents and the product. The absorbance of

strongest bands is outside the working range of the

spectrometer for the used sample thickness and con-

centration. The bands common to all spectra be-

long to the THF solvent, which strongly absorbs

around 2900 cm
−1

.

To accelerate the reaction, we excite CH-ol at the

OH-stretching band at 3500 cm
−1

. To observe the

reaction, we will probe PHI at the NCO-stretching

of PHI at 2260 cm
−1

, the ν(NCO) & δ(CH)-band

of PHI at 1505 cm
−1

as well as th the CO-stretch at

1735 cm
−1

and the δ(NH) at 1520 cm
−1

of the form-

ing CC. Probing the CH-ol bands itself is not very

useful, as any bleach could be either a result of the

IVR induced band shift or due to product forma-
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tion. Since we expect a low yield of product for-

mation, detecting and distinguishing the bleach-

ing caused by product formation from bleaching

caused by hot-bands of Ch-ol seems not possible.

8.5 Methods

We applied two experiments to prove the accelera-

tion of the reaction with IR-light.

In the �rst experiment, conducted by V. Kozich

and F. Kössel, the reaction rates with and without

mid-IR illumination were compared. Heating of

sample is ruled out in two ways: By thermal imag-

ing and by estimating the pump-induced heating.

The former can rule out a steadily increased tem-

perature in the sample volume. The latter gives the

expected temperature rise in the focal volume when

ignoring thermal di�usion. Multi-photon e�ects

can be excluded by using a large spot size.

If an increase in the reaction rate under illumina-

tion is detected, we can calculate the temperature

rise which would to achieve the same e�ect. By com-

paring this hypothetical temperature rise with the

estimated temperature increase in the focal volume,

we can prove or dismiss IR-acceleration. Addition-

ally, we can vary the pump wavelength and com-

pare the results. If pumping of solvent modes does

not increase the reaction rate, we have another ar-

gument to dismiss the in�uence of laser-induced

heating.

In the second experiment, IR-pump IR-probe

spectroscopy, we want to observe the product for-

mation directly. For that, we probe both vibrations

belonging to the initially non-excited reagent and

the product. If we measure rising bleaching signals

of the reagent and rising product bands of the prod-

uct, we would prove that reaction is initiated on an

ultrashort timescale. Since we do not directly excite

the reaction coordinate, the modes belonging to the

RC need to be populated �rst. Thus, we expect the

product build-up to fall on the same time-scale as

intra-molecular redistribution and vibrational cool-

ing. To distinguish spectral changes due to product

formation and due to induced heating, the result

is compared with IR pump-probe experiments on

the reagents or product alone.

Theoretical calculations accompany the experi-

ments. Since prior calculations could not predict

the activation energy correctly, a method is used

where the solvent molecules are included implicitly.

8.6 Summary

For the �rst time, it was demonstrated that

IR-excitation of a vibration connected to the

reaction coordinate could initiate a bimolecu-

lar reaction.

We achieved this by IR pump - IR probe spec-

troscopy, where the vibration of one reagent

was excited and the vibrational bands of the

second reagent and the product were probed.

The data suggests that the energy of initially

excited mode relaxes into the modes belong-

ing to the reaction coordinate. It may be a

general motif of e�cient reactions at room

temperature, that energy is funnelled into the

RC.

Theoretical calculation with implicit solvent

molecules results in two populations with dif-

ferent activation energies. Only the minor

population has an activation energy compara-

ble with the experimentally value.

The estimated quantum yield of 0.3 % is low

but measurable and usable.
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Chapter 9
Summary and Outlook
In this thesis, the results of femtosecond pump-

probe experiments on four di�erent systems were

presented: the cyclic tetrapyrrole corrole; channel-

rhodopsin 1, a light-activated cation channel mem-

brane protein; phytochrome, an important photo-

sensing protein, and a ground-state reaction be-

tween phenylisocyanate and cyclohexanol.

For the three systems, we combined Vis-pump

Vis-probe and Vis-pump IR-probe experiments to

observe the reaction from two complementary per-

spectives. This combination of methods was espe-

cially fruitful for the proteins, where the electronic

spectrum is practically blind to changes in the pro-

tein itself since it is dominated by the chromophore

contributions.

I will �rst discuss the evolution of the used fs

pump-probe spectrometer, before I give a summary

of the results and a outlook of each system sepa-

rately.

9.1 Experimental Setup

In the course of this work, I improved the existing

fs-pump probe spectrometer in several key aspects.

The improvements dramatically increased the sig-

nal to noise ration and data-collection rate. We can

now record better data in less time than before, re-

ducing the required sample amount.

For the IR-probe, this was achieved by better ref-

erencing and improved software. In the case of the

visible probe, the reduction in time was achieved

by expanding the spectral window simultaneously

recorded. We also improved the supercontium gen-

eration by using water as the nonlinear medium,

resulting in a bluer spectrum. Unlike other broader

source like CaF, no mechanical movement is re-

quired to avoid photodamage.

There are still many available avenues to further

improve the setup. The time-resolution could be

improved by integrating pulses compressors, which

could be combined with spatial light modulators.

SLMs would also open the way for 2D-spectroscopy.

Another way in which the setup is not yet optimal

is the IR-detection. Only a small spectral window

of the probe can be detected at once. Here, either

a new MCT-array with more elements or using an

up-conversion scheme to shift the IR-light in the

visible region would help.

Piezo-mirrors and motorized kinematic-mounts

could be used to automate the setup further, but

this would also require new software development.

9.2 Corrole

By applying fs-pump-probe spectroscopy to bromi-

nated Al-corrole (Br-Al-cor) we could show that the

attachment of the bromine introduced an intersys-

tem crossing (ISC) from S1 to a triplet state due to

the increased spin-orbit coupling by the heavy Br-

atoms. We estimate a triplet yield near unity. There-

fore, Br-Al-Cor is a promising photosensitizer for

photodynamic therapy.

Compared to currently used sensitizers, Ru-

and Ir-pyridine complexes, corrole has a much

stronger absorption in the red region of the spec-

trum. Longer wavelengths are preferred for light-

applications in tissues since they allow for deeper

light penetration. Similarly, we could show in a sec-

ond paper that replacement of the Al-ligand with a

heavier Sb atom is enough to introduce ISC with
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300 ps in non-brominated corrole.

The ISC was detected by the decay of the stimu-

lated emission signal belonging to the S1-state. No

bleach recovery accompanied the decay. Hence the

observed decay is due to ISC with a time constant

of approximately 95 ps. The IR transient spectrum

of the triplet-state has a distinct shape in the C C-

stretching region around 1500 cm
−1

. This distinct

shape could allow the identi�cation of priorly un-

known triplet generating reaction pathways.

Another discovery was the increased rate of the

Soret-band to Q-band transition, which happens in

200 fs for Br-Al-cor compared to 500 fs for Al-cor.

The in�uence of the bromination on the electronic

spectra is quite small, only shifting the spectrum by

about 20 nm to longer wavelengths. This change is

comparable to the di�erence of hexa- and pentaco-

ordinated Al-corroles, where the rate of the Soret to

Q-band transition is identical despite the spectral

shift. Hence, it is tempting to assign the increased

rate to the involvement of higher triplet-states par-

taking in the transition. Further studies are needed

to see if this is true.

Additionally, the role of corrole as a photoacti-

vated electron-donor is still unexplored. The com-

bination of the Vis- and IR-probe is advantageous

for the observation electron transfer processes since

the changes in the donor, and the acceptor can be

observed separately by probing molecule speci�c

IR-bands.

9.3 Phytochrome

We applied fs-pump-probe spectroscopy to elude

the photoreaction of Cph1 in the Pfr-state. We

found three di�erent time constants: 0.2 ps, 0.7 ps

and 6 ps. The latter two were found in both visi-

ble and IR transient spectra. The shortest was only

resolved in the visible spectra.

The central question, if the heterogeneity of the

state in�uences the photoreaction, could be an-

swered positively.

Compared to the other components, the decay-

associated spectra of the 6 ps-component has a nar-

rower bleaching band at the position of the ring D

carbonyl stretching vibration. This is supported

by the results of �tting the polarization resolved

spectra: the narrow-component is well simulated

by one band, while the other components need two

bands for a reasonable simulation of the ring D

carbonyl stretching vibration. The tdms of the re-

sulting bands have slightly di�erent relative angles

to the electronic tdm, suggesting di�erent ring con-

�gurations caused by di�erent hydrogen bonds.

Due to the spectral shape of the 6 ps-component

resembling a back reaction and its missing contribu-

tion to the �nal product, we assign the correspond-

ing con�guration to inactive. While this explains

the low quantum yield of the Pfr photoreaction, it

is not clear yet if the heterogeneity has biological

relevance.

The low yield may be induced by the require-

ment of a thermal back-reaction, which is only pos-

sible if �at regions are connecting the two minima

in the PES. This �at surface could have multiple �at

minima near each minimum. For phytochrome,

this results in an only slightly restricted ring D ori-

entation, with serval minima in each ground-state.

What could be the biological relevance of a

state heterogeneity lowering the quantum yield of

a photo-sensor? From an evolutionary point of

view, it could be a trade-o� between the signaling

strength and frequency. The inactive reservoir in-

duced by the heterogeneity could be used for �ne

tuning the photo-response.

Also, the interplay between the ring isomeriza-

tion and the later steps is still unclear. Are only the

H-bond changes due to ring rotation functionally

relevant or does the dipole change in the excited

state also induces relevant changes?

Therefore, more research is necessary to under-

stand the initial photoreaction of phytochrome.

Our research shows that spectroscopy of the elec-

tronic transitions alone gives results which are dif-

�cult to interpret due to the similar spectra of the

di�erent electronic sub-states. Therefore, the in-

creased structural sensitivity of in vibrational spec-

troscopy is essential to understand the reaction in

detail.

9.4 Channelrhodopsin

For channelrhodopsin 1 we were able to elude the

photoreaction in detail. By application of Vis-

pump Vis-probe spectroscopy, we showed that the

conical intersection, likely linked to all-trans to 13-
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cis isomerization, is reached within 100 fs after ex-

citation at 550 nm. Two further time-constants,

0.5 ps and 5 ps, were necessary for modelling the

data. Since the spectra of these components are

well described by derivatives of a peak function, we

attributed them to cooling dynamics.

Tuning the pump-pulse to 500 nm resulted in

di�erent transient spectra for earlier delay time-

times. After 60 ps, both datasets look identical,

and we, therefore, could extract the di�erence. We

attribute the di�erence due to a population of the

13-cis ground-state, but we can not rule out other

explanations.

Next, we analyzed the transient changes of the

retinal in the so-called �ngerprint region around

1200 cm
−1

by Vis-pump IR-probe spectroscopy.

The �ngerprint region consists of coupled C-C

stretching and H-wagging modes sensitive to the

chromophore con�guration. Our results con-

�rmed the assumed all-trans to 13-cis reaction

within less than 200 fs. From the comparison of

the time-zero spectrum with our �nal spectrum, we

estimated the yield of the reaction to about 60 %,

which is very similar to the yield in BR, despite

CaChR1 reaching the conical intersection much

faster.

Exponential �tting resulted in time-constants

identical to the one we found in the visible data,

0.5 ps and 5 ps. The 500 fs consists of unstructured

positive features. We could not extract new infor-

mation from its spectrum. In contrast, the 5 ps-

spectrum revealed some fascinating traits: First-

most the bleaching bands of the component look

di�erently than the bleaching bands of the constant

component. Secondly, the product is mostly unaf-

fected on the 5 ps timescale, while the component

explains the majority of the bleaching band loss.

Combined, this implies that the component is

the non-reacting population, which has a slightly

di�erent spectrum in the �ngerprint region than

the reacting species. This is, to my knowledge, the

�rst time the outcome of the retinal-isomerization

can be directly linked to di�erences in the ground-

state conformation.

In addition to the published work presented

above, the thesis presents some unpublished results,

the �rst being polarization resolved transient spec-

tra of the �ngerprint region.

Here we could show, that the transition dipole

of the C14 C15-stretching vibration in the initial all-

trans state is almost parallel to the electronic tdm.

After isomerization, the angle between the tdm‘s

changes to approximately 20°. The measurement

of the orientation of tdms is useful for assessing and

comparing the quality of di�erent theoretical mod-

els since it gives additional parameters to compare

the experimental results with the theoretical predic-

tions. If the structure is available, the direction of

individual tdm’s can be estimated from it by simply

observing the direction of the bonds.

The usefulness of the polarization-resolved spec-

tra gets very apparent in the identi�cation of the

origin of the ultrafast protein response in the form

of an ultrafast appearing amide I band, which is

one of the main �ndings of our results in the amide

region (1700 cm
−1

to 1520 cm
−1

).

This band, located around 1660 cm
−1

, is ob-

served in all retinal based rhodopsins investigated

by ultrafast IR spectroscopy so far, including BR,

SR2, and ChR2. From the polarization resolved

spectra we deduce that the relative angle between

the observed amide I tdm and the excited electronic

tdm of the retinal is around 50°. This is quite un-

usual, the amide I tdm’s are aligned in the direction

of the alpha helices, which in rhodopsins typically

have an angle of about 70° to the retinal axis. Since

the electronic tdm is along the retinal axis, the num-

ber of possible candidate ν(C = O)α vibrations is

small.

Both, in the C1C2 structure and the CaChR1

homology model based on the C1C2-structure, only

one amino acid remains. The Trp 262 is located near

at the turn of the transmembrane helix, which gives

the unusual direction of the C=O group. While we

could pin down the origin of the band, we are still

missing the explanation for the lack of a positive

band belonging the amide bleaching band.

Other bands in the amide region could also be

tentatively assigned. The assignment di�ers from

prior assignments in several details. Additionally,

no signal in the 1700 cm
−1

to 1800 cm
−1

was ob-

served, therefore our data excludes the protonation

of E162 on the observed timescale and in the ground-

state.

In summary, we now have a good picture of the

initial photoreaction in CaChR1, but work remains.

As for other retinal rhodopsins, the interplay of the

initial reaction and the later steps is still unclear.
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Does the attribution of the amide I response to the

tryptophan generalize to the other rhodopsins? Is

the isomerization relevant for the function? Why

are reactions between the photoreaction of ChR1

and ChR2 so di�erent? It would also be interesting

to apply quantum chemical calculations to ChR1

to elude the origin of the di�erent bleaching bands,

since it could open the way for ChR variants with

higher quantum yields.

9.5 Initiation of reaction with IR-light

We proved, by femtosecond IR-pump IR-probe

spectroscopy on a cyclohexanol-isocyanate mixture,

that a bimolecular ground-state reaction can be ini-

tiated by excitation of a mode connected to the reac-

tion coordinate like transition state theory predicts

it.

The use of ultrafast spectroscopy was necessary

to rule out an increased reaction rate due to the

pump-induced heating. I observed the product cre-

ation with a similar rate as the IVR, around 10 ps.

We expected such a rate since we only excite one

mode which is not directly the reaction coordi-

nate. Therefore, the energy must �rst relax into

the modes spanning the reaction coordinate before

the product can be formed.

Even in the high concentration we used, the ob-

served yield of 0.3 % is quite low. This likely the

part of the explanation why nobody else reported

an IR-activated reaction before.

Several points are responsible for low yield.

Firstly, we only excite one molecule in the bimolecu-

lar reaction. It is likely that the reaction coordinate

has contributions of both modes, requiring energy

transfer from between the reagents.

Secondly, the theoretical calculations predict two

con�gurations, with only the minor fraction having

the experimental predicted activation energy while

the major fraction has an activation energy is too

high to be activated by the IR-excitation.

As we mentioned above, the modes of reaction

coordinate are populated by thermal relaxation of

other higher-energetic modes. The funneling of

energy into the RC could be a general character-

istic of all e�cient reactions at room temperature.

This question can be studied in further since our re-

sults o�er an entirely new way to probe the reaction

coordinate.

If the reported result generalizes to other reac-

tions, the implications for chemical applications

cannot be understated. Especially since nothing in

our data indicates that an ultrashort pulse is nec-

essary to initiate the reaction, our �ndings are am-

pli�ed by the recent development of mid-IR CW

lasers. One could cool down a mixture of reagents,

slowing any reaction down to almost a halt. A suit-

able IR-excitation would then initiate only the de-

sired reaction. Applications could make use of the

temporal and spatial locality of the e�ect, creating

chemical gradients in viscose solutions and forming

laser shaped polymers.
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We combined femtosecond (fs) VIS pump–IR probe spectroscopy with fs VIS

pump–supercontinuum probe spectroscopy to characterize the photoreaction of the

hexacoordinated Al(tpfc-Br8)(py)2 in a comprehensive way. Upon fs excitation at

�400 nm in the Soret band, the excitation energy relaxes with a time constant of

(250 6 80) fs to the S2 and S1 electronic excited states. This is evident from the rise

time of the stimulated emission signal in the visible spectral range. On the same

time scale, narrowing of broad infrared signals in the C¼C stretching region

around 1500 cm�1 is observed. Energy redistribution processes are visible in the

vibrational and electronic dynamics with time constants between �2 ps and �20

ps. Triplet formation is detected with a time constant of (95 6 3) ps. This is tracked

by the complete loss of stimulated emission. Electronic transition of the emerging

triplet absorption band overlaps considerably with the singlet excited state

absorption. In contrast, two well separated vibrational marker bands for triplet

formation were identified at 1477 cm�1 and at 1508 cm�1. These marker bands

allow a precise identification of triplet dynamics in corrole systems. VC 2016
Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/). [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4949363]

I. INTRODUCTION

Corroles are developing class of photosensitizers with significant chemical and photophysi-

cal properties and relatively unexplored potential.1,2 The simple and efficient procedure of cor-

roles synthesis combined with readily tuned physical and chemical characteristics by varying

the peripheral substituents,3–6 central metal,5,7 and axial ligands8,9 has revived substantial inter-

est in employing these contracted porphyrinoids in various fields. Examples for application of

the corroles include dye-sensitized solar cells,7,10 photodynamic therapy,11–13 photodynamic

detection,14 photodynamic inactivation of mold fungi and green algae,15,16 regular and sophisti-

cated optical imaging,17,18 formation of singlet oxygen for catalysis,19–21 and corrole-based

electron and energy transfer systems.22–24 In this context, the ability to control the corrole’s pa-

rameters such as fluorescence,6,25 phosphorescence,26–29 and singlet oxygen quantum yield,30

energy,31 and lifetime of their photoexcited states26,32–34 is fundamental in optimizing the cor-

role based photocatalysts for their specific application.35 However, there are very few in-depth

reports on the physical and spectroscopic features of corroles. The most striking example is

vibrational spectroscopy (IR, RR, and more sophisticated methods), very well established for

porphyrins36–39 but very limited for corroles.40–43 What is more, there is only one prior publica-

tion that focused on the ultrafast vibrational processes involved therein.44 A recent study on

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: Karsten.heyne@fu-berlin.de

2329-7778/2016/3(4)/043210/9 VC Author(s) 2016.3, 043210-1
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other corrole systems investigated electronic dynamics from femtoseconds to microseconds, but

a separation of singlet and triplet dynamics on the short time scale remained difficult.45 An

improved insight into the fundamental properties of post-transition metallocorroles is hence

clearly required for learning how to utilize them in potentially practical applications.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, we investigated hexacoordinated aluminum(III) 2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octab-

romo-5,10,15-tris(pentafluorophenyl) corrole, Al(tpfc-Br8)(py)2, upon excitation at the high

energy side of the Soret band at 400 nm. The absorption spectrum exhibits a Soret band maxi-

mum at 445 nm, and two maxima in the Q band at 600 nm and 637 nm, resulting from the S0

! S2 transition and S0 ! S1 transition.44 Fluorescence maxima were observed at 643 nm and

704 nm, as depicted in Fig. 1. Two pyridine ligands are located above and below the corrole

plane, directly interacting with the aluminum (see Fig. 1 inset).

The electronic dynamics were studied by femtosecond VIS pump–supercontinuum probe

spectroscopy on a time scale from femtoseconds to 280 ps. We investigated the dynamics in a

broad spectral range from 500 nm to 975 nm with a system response of �100 fs. Figure 2(b)

presents the difference absorbance change upon photoexcitation in a 2D map. Bleaching and

stimulated emission signals (negative) are shown in blue, while increased absorption due to

excited state and product bands as triplet absorption are colored in red. As displayed in Fig.

2(b), the positive signal from 500 nm to 574 nm, the positive signal from 670 nm to 975 nm, as

well as the negative signal from 574 nm to 670 nm appear instantaneously upon excitation. We

assign the positive signal to singlet excited state absorption, and the negative signal to bleach-

ing absorption of the ground state. On a time scale of a few hundred femtoseconds, negative

signals rise at the position of the fluorescence at around 650 nm and around 710 nm (see also

Fig. 3). We assign these signals to stimulated emission. On a longer time scale of 100 ps, these

stimulated emission signals vanish completely, indicating the decay of the electronic excited

singlet state. On the same time scale, the bleaching signal from 570 nm to 625 nm increases,

due to the loss of the singlet excited state absorption in this spectral range. This is well visible

in Fig. 3 for long delay times. This demonstrates the triplet formation on a time scale of 100

ps, since the bleaching signal does not recover, while the stimulated emission signal, reflecting

singlet excited state population, vanishes completely.

In Fig. 3, we display the absorbance difference spectra as a function of wavelengths at dif-

ferent delay times. The complete loss of stimulated emission signals around 650 nm and around

710 nm is clearly visible, enabling a definite assignment of the triplet state. Around 600 nm,

FIG. 1. Absorption spectrum (black) and emission spectrum (wine) of Al(tpfc-Br8)(py)2; excitation wavelength is indicated

by a blue bar at 403 nm; inset: Molecular structure of Al(tpfc-Br8)(py)2.

043210-2 Stensitzki et al. Struct. Dyn. 3, 043210 (2016)
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a strong effect of the decaying singlet excited state absorption is displayed; while for wave-

lengths longer than �670 nm and for short wavelength around 500 nm, a significant positive sig-

nal remains. We attribute this remaining positive signal to triplet absorption. Triplet generation

in Br8Al(tpfc)(py)2 was previously observed by the time resolved EPR studies.5 Importantly, the

spectral shape of singlet excited state absorption and triplet absorption are strongly overlapping,

and thus difficult to separate.

Transients at selected wavelengths are presented in Fig. 4. At short wavelengths around

500 nm (red line, Fig. 4), the transient absorbance change is minor, because the loss of singlet

excited state signal around 100 ps is compensated by the newly generated triplet signal on the

same time scale. This indicates a reaction pathway from the singlet excited state to the triplet

state. Transients at 550 nm (dark yellow line) and 590 nm (green line) in Fig. 4 illustrate the

increase of the negative bleaching contribution on a time scale of �100 ps, due to the loss of

FIG. 3. Absorbance changes of Al(tpfc-Br8)(py)2 as a function of wavelength at different pump-probe delay times. Positive

signals indicate increased absorption upon excitation at �400 nm, while negative signals are due to reduced absorption.

FIG. 2. A. Upper panel: Infrared absorption spectrum of Al(tpfc-Br8)(py)2 in the investigated spectral region. Lower panel:

2D map of the vibrational absorbance change upon excitation at �400 nm as a function of wavenumber and delay time.

Negative signals (blue) indicate bleaching signals, while positive signals (red) are due to singlet excited state absorption

and triplet absorption. B. Upper panel: Visible absorption spectrum of Al(tpfc-Br8)(py)2 (black line) and fluorescence signal

(red line) in the investigated spectral region. Lower panel: 2D map of the absorbance change as a function of wavelengths

and pump-probe delay time. Excitation at the same wavelength �400 nm. Positive signals (red) show excited state and tri-

plet absorption; negative signals (blue) indicate bleaching and stimulated emission signals. The transient changes of both

experiments can be compared directly.

043210-3 Stensitzki et al. Struct. Dyn. 3, 043210 (2016)
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singlet excited state absorption. In this spectral range, the triplet absorption is smaller than the

singlet excited state absorption and cannot compensate the loss of positive signal anymore. At

wavelengths of 640 nm (blue line), 650 nm (purple line), 660 nm (wine line), and 710 nm (black

line), the negative signal rises within a few hundred femtoseconds, stays nearly constant, and

decays on a time scale of �100 ps. The transient at 770 nm (grey line) in Fig. 4 exhibits an in-

stantaneous rise to a positive signal due to the singlet excited state absorption that decays on a

time scale of �100 ps to a smaller positive signal. The remaining positive signal is not vanish-

ing, reflecting triplet absorption.

Global simulation of the dataset with a multi exponential approach results in three relevant

time constants of s1¼ (0.25 6 0.08) ps, s2¼ (6 6 2) ps, s3¼ (95 6 3) ps, and a constant s4. The

decay associated spectra (DAS) for these time constants are shown in Fig. 5. Here, we can use

a true sequential model with a sequence of several steps. Upon excitation, the singlet excited

state in the Soret band is formed instantaneously, followed by transfer to the singlet excited

state of the Q band accompanied with the rise of stimulated emission with 250 fs. On the pico-

second time scale, energy relaxation processes occur in the singlet excited state, followed by a

complete singlet excited state decay into the triplet manifold with 95 ps. The constant compo-

nent in Figure 5 reflects the difference between ground state bleaching and triplet absorption.

FIG. 4. Transients of the visible dataset upon excitation of Al(tpfc-Br8)(py)2 at �400 nm (thick solid lines). Simulations of

the transients are presented by thin lines.

FIG. 5. Decay associated spectra (DAS) of the visible dataset upon excitation of Al(tpfc-Br8)(py)2 at �400 nm. Absorption

(grey line) and fluorescence (pink line) are scaled and plotted for comparison.

043210-4 Stensitzki et al. Struct. Dyn. 3, 043210 (2016)
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As a result of the sequential model, the presented decay associated spectra (DAS) in Figure 5

show the decay and rise of intermediate states with the given time constants.

The DAS of s1 (DAS1) exhibits positive signals at the spectral positions of the fluorescence

maxima, and small negative signals around 600 nm. This demonstrates that the stimulated emis-

sion rises with a time constant s1, and probably small excited state absorption increases around

600 nm. The DAS2 exhibits a derivative like pattern with positive/negative contributions at

609 nm (�)/643 nm (þ) and 674 nm (�)/702 nm (þ) and a time constant of about 6 ps (blue

line Fig. 5). This can be interpreted as cooling of vibrational modes coupled to the singlet

excited state absorption, resulting in spectral shifts and narrowing of the stimulated emission.

Extending the global fit to five exponentials results in splitting of DAS2 in two contributions.

This is presented in Fig. S1 with two time constants of 2 ps and 18 ps for cooling.50 DAS3 has

negative signals at spectral positions of the fluorescence, significant positive signals around

600 nm, and small positive signals around 500 nm and 800 nm. We assign time constant s3 to

the singlet excited state decay and triplet formation. Positive signals indicate decay of the sin-

glet electronic excited state signal that is not compensated by the triplet absorption, and nega-

tive signals indicate the decay of the stimulated emission signal. Note that the stimulated emis-

sion signal vanishes completely, best visible at around 700 nm.

Since the stimulated emission and the electronic absorption spectra of excited state, triplet

state, and ground state provide considerable spectral overlap, we decided to investigate the

vibrational marker band region around 1500 cm�1 after excitation at �400 nm.44

The absorbance change upon excitation as a function of wavenumber and delay time is pre-

sented as a 2D map in Fig. 2(a) lower panel. Observed are pronounced bleaching signals at

1501 cm�1 and 1523 cm�1, matching the positions of the absorption bands in Fig. 2(a) upper

panel. These bleaching signals were assigned to C¼C stretching vibrations �(C¼C)1 and

�(C¼C)2 at 1501 cm�1 and 1523 cm�1, respectively. The bleaching band around 1470 cm�1 in

Fig. 2(a) is indicated by a small perturbed free induction decay signal44 at delay times before

time zero in Fig. 2(a). This negative signal is masked by positive contributions for all detected

delay times up to 300 ps. Upon excitation, we observe strong positive signals red-shifted to the

bleaching bands at 1501 cm�1 and 1523 cm�1 due to the vibrations in the singlet electronic

excited state. We assign these vibrations to �(C¼C)1* and �(C¼C)2* vibrations in the S1 elec-

tronic excited state. On a time scale of a few hundred femtoseconds, the positive bands show a

significant broadening to lower energy frequencies. We assign this feature to excitation of

higher low-frequency vibrational states in the S1, i.e., a hot population of the observed vibra-

tions due to fast energy redistribution of the excess energy. A striking feature in Fig. 2(a) is the

decay of the �(C¼C)1* and �(C¼C)2* signals on a time scale of 100 ps, exactly the time scale

when stimulated emission signal vanishes in Fig. 2(b). Accompanied with this decay, new posi-

tive signals rise at 1480 cm�1 and 1506 cm�1. We assign the decay of the �(C¼C)1* and

�(C¼C)2* absorption to a decay of the singlet excited state, and the rise of the positive signals

at 1480 cm�1 and 1506 cm�1 to triplet formation. Hence, the new emerging bands at 1480 cm�1

and 1506 cm�1 represent the marker bands for a triplet state in Al(tpfc-Br8)(py)2.

In Fig. 6, the absorbance difference spectra at different delay times are presented. At early

delay times, no signatures indicative of the triplet marker bands are visible. The positive signal

around 1540 cm�1 exhibits a decay within a few picoseconds. This signal could reflect some

population persisting longer in the electronic excited state of the Soret band, resulting in a

strongly altered C¼C stretching frequency. The early delay times from a few ps to about 30 ps

are dominated by narrowing of the positive bands. The cooling effect is also visible by the

spectral shift of the zero-crossings on the low energy side of the bleaching signals at

1499 cm�1 and 1520 cm�1. These spectral shifts presented in Fig. S2 can be simulated with

time constants of (1.4 6 0.3) ps and (19 6 3) ps.50 This is corroborated by spectral shift of the

bleaching and stimulated emission band around 650 nm (see Fig. S2) with the time constants of

(1.2 6 0.8) ps and (22 6 2) ps.50 The difference spectrum at 300 ps (red dots and line) in Fig. 6

mainly shows triplet absorption (positive signals) and bleaching bands (negative signals).

Fig. 7 presents the transients at selected wavenumbers: At 1516 cm�1 (green triangles) and

1522 cm�1 (yellow circles), a significant part of the dynamic changes in the sub picosecond
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time scale. On a time scale of about 20 ps positive/negative absorption pairs decay at

1495 cm�1 (þ)/1501 cm�1 (�) and 1516 cm�1 (þ)/1522 cm�1 (�). Positive absorption of the

transients at 1480 cm�1 (black dots) and 1506 cm�1 (blue triangles) clearly increases around

100 ps, matching the triplet rise time of 95 ps in the visible data (Fig. 5).

In Fig. 8, we present DAS of the global fit of the vibrational data. We found at least five

components to simulate the data. The fast component with (200 6 100) fs decay time reflects

signal decay around 1460 cm�1 and shifting of bands around 1500 cm�1 and 1520 cm�1. Time

constants of (2.0 6 0.5) ps and (18 6 3) ps show dispersive features around 1500 cm�1 and

1520 cm�1 reflecting cooling, narrowing, and spectral shifts of these bands. The spectral shifts

of the zero-crossings are presented in Fig. S2.50 Since vibrational dynamics are directly con-

nected to its electronic dynamics, common decay times describe the same dynamics. Thus, the

DAS with decay time of (80 6 8) ps displays the decay of the singlet excited state (positive sig-

nals) and the rise of the triplet absorption (negative signals). We obtain the same results upon

analyzing the lifetime map of the vibrational data (presented in Fig. S3).50

In summary, we propose the following photoreaction scheme presented in Fig. 9. After

photoexcitation, the internal conversion in the Soret band is ultrafast, and energy relaxation into

FIG. 6. Vibrational absorbance difference spectra of Al(tpfc-Br8)(py)2 as a function of wavenumber at different delay

times. Positive signals are for increased absorption and negative signals for decreased absorption (bleaching bands).

FIG. 7. Vibrational transient data at selected wavenumbers as a function of delay time upon excitation of Al(tpfc-Br8)(py)2

at �400 nm.
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the Q band occurs with a time constant of 250 fs. In the Q band, energy relaxation processes

on the picosecond time scale take place (see Fig. 9). With a time constant of 95 ps all popula-

tion is transferred from the singlet excited state to the triplet state. We assume that this triplet

state is the T1 state, because we do not detect further relaxation processes on a time scale of

300 ps, but we cannot exclude that the populated triplet state is an excited triplet state. We con-

clude that 100% of the excited state population is transferred to the triplet state, since we do

not observe any bleaching recovery in the 95 ps time scale, and the stimulated emission signal

completely vanishes with this time constant.

FIG. 8. Decay associated spectra of the vibrational dynamics of Al(tpfc-Br8)(py)2 upon excitation at �400 nm. Our true se-

quential model allows to interpret the spectra as spectra of intermediate states increasing/decaying with the given time

constant.

FIG. 9. Sketch of the proposed photoreaction pathways. Upon excitation, a fast relaxation to the Q band (S1, S2) with a

time constant of 250 fs occurs, followed by energy redistribution processes with 2 ps and 20 ps. The complete excited popu-

lation is transferred to the triplet state with a time constant of 95 ps.
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III. CONCLUSION

We present the first comprehensive analysis of the photoreaction dynamics of a brominated

corrole Al(tpfc-Br8)(py)2 by combining electronic and vibrational dynamics for the first time.

We measured a very fast Soret to Q band transition with a time constant of 250 fs, which is

fast compared to non-brominated Al(tpfc)py with a time constant of 500 fs,34 and other corrole

systems.32,34,45 The energy redistribution processes occur on a picosecond time scale, similar to

other corrole systems.32,45

Nevertheless, electronic absorption bands overlap significantly and thus prevent a clear assign-

ment of triplet dynamics. We identified vibrational triplet marker bands at 1480 cm�1 and

1506 cm�1 as ideally suited for characterization of triplet formation and dynamics. In Al(tpfc-

Br8)(py)2 triplet generation takes place with a time constant of 95 ps, significantly faster than

intersystem crossing rates reported for free-base corroles and their germanium and phosphorus com-

plexes,32,45 and with an extraordinarily high yield of about 100%. This exceptional high triplet quan-

tum yield can be explained by the bromine atoms introducing a strong spin-orbit coupling. Hence,

Al(tpfc-Br8)(py)2 is a very promising candidate as a photosensitizer with an expected high singlet

oxygen yield. The identification of vibrational marker bands for separation of singlet and triplet

dynamic opens new strategies to investigate the triplet formation in corroles and related molecules.

IV. METHODS

Femtosecond laser pulses were generated starting from a fundamental femtosecond laser

pulse delivered by a 1 kHz Ti:Sa laser system (Coherent Legend USP, 80 fs pulses at 800 nm).

The fundamental beam was split into two parts for pump and probe pulse generation. The

pump pulses were generated by second harmonic generation in a BBO crystal with a pulse

energy of 0.25 lJ.

Angle balanced femtosecond polarization resolved VIS pump–IR probe measurements were

applied as described elsewhere.46,47 In short, the mid-IR probe beam is generated by a differ-

ence frequency mixing step from near-infrared signal and idler pulses generated by 800 nm fs

pulses in a BBO crystal. Two reflections of the fs mid-IR pulse are taken as probe beams with

different polarizations used at the same time in the same sample volume to detect absorbance

changes. The system response was about 350 fs with pump focus of about 200 lm and probe

focus of about 150 lm. Absorbance changes with mid-IR polarizations parallel (Apa) and per-

pendicular (Ape) to the VIS pump beam polarization were detected. Isotropic absorbance

changes (Aiso) were calculated by Aiso¼ (Apaþ 2 Ape)/3. Here, we presented only isotropic

data. In the IR dataset, we observed a rising featureless background with a delay time. This

background is subtracted in the presented data. The background is probably induced by long-

lasting triplet generation.

For isotropic Vis pump–supercontinuum probe measurements, we used a sapphire white

light supercontinuum with polarization angle between both beams set to the magic angle

(54.7�). Both beams were focused into the sample cell by a curved mirror. Behind the sample,

a filter (HR-800 mirror) was used to suppress the fundamental in the supercontinuum, and the

beam was focused into a prism-spectrometer (Stresing GmbH) equipped with a 512 pixel

InGaAs sensor. Every second pump beam was blocked by a chopper to record excited and not

excited sample volumes alternatively.48 The sample was moved perpendicular to the beam

direction to minimize reexcitation. The system response was better than 100 fs (typically �80

fs). The Al(tpfc-Br8)(py)2 was synthesized as reported previously.5,49 Al(tpfc-Br8)(py)2 samples

of about 0.008 mol/l were prepared with a maximal absorption of about 1 OD in the Q-band at

640 nm in d8-toluene.
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Visible data were also simulated by a global fit with five components and four decay times. The decay associated spectra 

(DAS) are presented in Fig. S1. The major findings are nearly identical with the results of a global fit with four components 

presented in Fig. 5. However, the cooling dynamics simulated by a single time constant of 6 ps in Fig. 5 (blue line) are now 

represented by two time constants of (0.9±0.5) ps (orange line in Fig. S1)  and (16±4) ps (green line in Fig. S1). Spectrally 

shifting bands as observed by cooling are expected to be represented by several decay components with differing time 

constants.[REF] Thus, visible data and IR data can be simulated well by five components with four decay constants. 

 

 

Figure S1: Decay associated spectra from a global fit with five exponentials.  
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Energy relaxation processes lead to cooling of electronic excited states and ground states. These hot states exhibit excess 

energy resulting in a non-Boltzmann population distribution of vibrational states. Low-frequency vibrational modes are excited 

resulting in an effective reduction of vibrational force constant, a broadening, and a frequency red shift of the observed 

vibration. Since excited low-frequency vibrations relax on a picosecond time scale the hot vibrational band cools down to a 

more narrow and blue-shifted band. This effect is presented in Fig. S2. The spectral position of the zero-crossings of the two 

major bleaching bands at 1520 cm-1 and 1499 cm-1 are displayed as a function of time in Fig. S2 upper panel. The zero-crossings 

at the low energy sides of the vibrational absorption bands show spectral shifts with time constants of (1.4±0.3) ps and (19±3) 

ps, matching the time constants assigned to cooling effects in Fig. 9. 

In the visible data the bleaching and stimulated emission band in the spectral range from 643 nm to 660 nm show also a 

spectral shift visible in Fig. 3. The spectral shift of the center of mass of this spectral range is plotted as a function of time in 

Fig. S2 lower panel. A blue-shift of the center of mass by about 1 nm is observed with time constants of (1.2±0.8) ps and (22±2) 

ps. These time constants match the time constants of the cooling processes observed in the vibrational data very well, 

corroborating cooling processes on a time scale from 2 ps to 20 ps. Since we see no bleaching recovery in our measurement 

the cooling processes occur in the electronic excited state. 
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Figure S2: Upper panel: Spectral shifts of vibrations due to cooling. Lower panel: Spectral shifts of the bleaching and 
stimulated emission band due to cooling. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Information on the time constants of the vibrational dynamics are presented by the lifetime map in Fig. S3.The lifetime 

map was calculated by using the approach described in [1]. Only data with delay times longer than 300 fs was used. To generate 

the experimental matrix A, convoluted exponentials were simulated.  Their decay constants are uniformly distributed on log-

timescale going from 0.1 ps to 300 ps.  With n being the number of data samples, each channel data y was fitted to the 

experimental matrix using L1-norm penalized least squares with the regularization parameter α: 
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1
2𝑛𝑛

‖𝑦𝑦 − 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴‖22 + 𝛼𝛼‖𝐴𝐴‖1 

The choice of α = 0.004 was performed by increasing α to the point where the residuals start to show systematic behavior. 

The fitting was done with the Lasso-model of scikit-learn [2]. Lifetime maps are very useful for data with shifting bands [3]. 

The decay constants are depicted as a function of wavenumber for positive (red) and negative (blue) amplitudes. In the spectral 

region of about 1480 cm-1 we observe a negative amplitude for a decay constant of ~100 ps. This reflects the rising of a positive 

signal attributed to triplet formation. Similar decay constants and amplitudes are visible around 1508 cm-1 with negative values, 

and around 1520 cm-1 with positive values. This could indicate that the decaying positive ν(C=C)2
* stretching vibration at ~ 

1520 cm-1 is connected with the rising of the triplet ν(C=C)2 stretching vibration at ~ 1508 cm-1. Parallel pairs of decay constants 

with similar slopes, positive amplitudes at lower wavenumbers, and negative amplitudes at higher wavenumbers reflect cooling 

processes of hot vibrational states. This can be seen around 1510 cm-1, and 1520 cm-1 for decay constants in the range of 10 ps 

to 30 ps in Fig. S3. The low energy side of the positive excited state band decays, due to cooling, and the bleaching band is 

refilled. This results in a blue-shift of the positive vibrational absorption band and a relative blue-shift of the bleaching band, 

both with altering decay constants (see Fig. S3). In Figure S3 left panel the integrated amplitudes of the decay constants are 

plotted. Here, we observe major contributions at 90 ps, at 20 ps to 30 ps, at 2 ps, and a small contribution around 0.2 ps. These 

major contributions were reflected in the global analysis presented in Fig. 9. 

FIG. S3:  Right panel: Lifetime map of the absorbance difference vibrational dynamics as a function of wavenumber and decay 

constants. Positive signals (red) indicate decaying positive or rising negative contributions; negative signals (blue) indicate decaying negative 
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or rising positive contributions. Left panel: Integrated signal over the entire wavenumber range. Strong signals represent major decay constant 

contributions.  
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ABSTRACT

Photoisomerization of a protein-bound chromophore is the
basis of light sensing and signaling in many photoreceptors.
Phytochrome photoreceptors can be photoconverted reversi-
bly between the Pr and Pfr states through photoisomerization
of the methine bridge between rings C and D. Ground-state
heterogeneity of the chromophore has been reported for both
Pr and Pfr. Here, we report ultrafast visible (Vis) pump–
probe and femtosecond polarization-resolved Vis pump–in-
frared (IR) probe studies of the Pfr photoreaction in native
and 13C/15N-labeled Cph1 phytochrome with unlabeled PCB
chromophore, demonstrating different S0 substates, Pfr-I and
Pfr-II, with distinct IR absorptions, orientations and dynam-
ics of the carbonyl vibration of ring D. We derived time con-
stants of 0.24 ps, 0.7 ps and 6 ps, describing the complete
initial photoreaction. We identified an isomerizing pathway
with 0.7 ps for Pfr-I, and silent dynamics with 6 ps for Pfr-
II. We discuss different origins of the Pfr substates, and
favor different facial orientations of ring D. The model pro-
vides a quantum yield for Pfr-I of 38%, in line with ~35%
ring D rotation in the electronic excited state. We tentatively
assign the silent form Pfr-II to a dark-adapted state that can
convert to Pfr-I upon light absorption.

INTRODUCTION
Phytochromes are a family of red/far-red photochromic bilipro-
tein photoreceptors mediating photomorphogenesis and floral
induction in plants and various light responses in bacteria and
fungi (1–3). The bilin (linear tetrapyrrole) chromophore is cova-
lently linked to the protein at a cysteine residue either in the
GAF domain (as in plant and Cph1-like phytochromes from
cyanobacteria) or near the N-terminus (as in bacteriophy-
tochromes). Two thermodynamically stable parent states, namely
the far-red-absorbing Pfr state and the red-absorbing lowest
energy state Pr (4–7), are converted via distinct photoreactions.
The chromophore adopts ZZZssa and ZZEssa geometries in the
Pr and Pfr states, respectively. Upon Pr photoexcitation

(ZZZssa ? ZZEssa), photoisomerization is observed with a time
constant of 30 ps, corresponding to Lumi-R formation (8). In
contrast, photoexcitation of Pfr shows a much faster time con-
stant of 0.7 ps for ZZEssa ? ZZZssa photoisomerization, corre-
sponding to Lumi-F formation. In both cases, isomerization of
the C15=C16 double bond leads to rotation of ring D. In contrast
to the extremely high extinction coefficients of the phytochrome
family, commensurate with the biological role of photoreceptors,
the measured quantum yield of photoconversion for both Pr?Pfr
and Pfr?Pr is surprisingly low (~15%). In contrast, retinal based
photoreceptors, that is rhodopsin, show quantum yields of about
60%. One explanation would be that phytochrome exhibits dif-
ferent ground states with distinct quantum yields, explaining the
low average yield (5,9–11). Recent studies revealed ground-state
heterogeneity of the Pr form in Cph1 from the cyanobacterium
Synechocystis 6803 as well as oat phytochrome A3 (11–13) and
identified an active conformation with photoreaction quantum
yield of about 30% (8). Two Pfr substates (Pfr-I and Pfr-II) were
found forming a temperature-dependent conformational equilib-
rium, differing in structural details of the C-D and A-B methine
bridges: In Pfr-I, the angle between the rings C and D is ~10°
larger than in Pfr-II, whereas the angle between rings A and B is
smaller (14). Although ground-state heterogeneity was observed
for Pfr, the connection between photodynamics and structural
differences at the atomic level remains unclear. Whereas precise
structural information is available for Cph1Δ2 (the N-terminal 1-
to 514-residue sensory module of Cph1) as Pr from magic angle
spinning NMR and X-ray diffraction studies (11,15), equivalent
information for Pfr is not available. The electronic dynamics of
the Pfr photoreaction were described by two decay times in the
range from 300 fs to 600 fs and 2 ps to 5 ps (16,17), matching
the reported photoreaction time constants in plant phytochrome
phyA (18). The complex electronic Pfr photoreaction dynamics
of Cph1 were described with a model involving two subpopula-
tions with 6% and 94% occupancy, respectively. The major com-
ponent showed a Lumi-F photoproduct generation with a time
constant of 1.5 ps and a hot ground-state generation with decay
constants of 770 fs and 2.8 ps (17). Because electronic state
dynamics of phytochromes are spectrally complex, we analyzed
the system by combining electronic state dynamics measured by
femtosecond (fs) visible (Vis) pump–supercontinuum Vis probe
spectroscopy with angle-balanced polarization-resolved femtosec-
ond Vis pump–infrared (IR) probe spectroscopy (19). This
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allows us to separate electronic dynamics from photoproduct
generation and hot ground-state relaxation (20,21). Ultrafast IR
spectroscopy is an ideal tool to identify the appearance of photo-
product bands upon photoexcitation (22–25). Furthermore, polar-
ization-resolved fs Vis pump–IR probe measurements provide
additional information on the angle between electronic transition
dipole moment (tdm) and the vibrational transition dipole
moment (vtdm), fixed within a given molecular structure. In
combination with structural models and DFT calculations, pro-
viding vibrational frequencies and vibrational tdms, polarization-
resolved data can provide structural information on both ground
and excited states and allow structural changes to be tracked.
This was demonstrated by tracking ring D orientation during
photoisomerization of Pr and Pfr in Cph1Δ2. Together with pho-
toproduct generation, photoisomerization time constants were
determined to be 30 ps and 0.7 ps for Pr and Pfr, respectively
(8,26).

Upon excitation of Pfr, we investigated electronic dynamics in
a broad spectral range from 500 nm to 1060 nm, as well as
polarization-resolved vibrational dynamics from 1610 to
1740 cm�1. In combination with structural models for the Pfr
binding pocket and DFT calculations, we identified different
excited-state dynamics related to distinct S0 substates with differ-
ing hydrogen bond patterns or chromophore conformations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Model building. A structural model for the Pfr state of the photosensory
domain of Cph1 was built by homology modeling using the 3D structure
of PaBphB phytochrome from Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Protein Data
Bank code 3C2W) as template (27). The MODELER suite was employed
for this purpose (28). Initial structure alignment between Cph1
(UniProtKB entry:PHY1_SYNY3) and PaBphB (UniProtKB entry:
BPHY_PSEAE), sharing 29% sequence identity, was based on PSI-
BLAST sequence alignment. The biliverdin chromophore in PaBphB was
manually modified into a phycocyanobilin (PCB) molecule. Two
conformations of PCB were considered, namely with up- and down-
orientations of the D ring N-H groups with respect to the coplanar rings
A, B and C (see Figures S8, S9, S10 and S11).

Missing residues at the G462-K466 turn and P72-T82, M99-N102 and
L147-N152 loops were added by hand. Their positions were optimized in
the following modeling steps. Hydrogen atoms were added to the struc-
tural model of heavy atoms by means of the Karlsberg+ software (29),
assuming pH 7. Within this procedure, the H260 that directly interacts
with the PCB chromophore was protonated at Ne, in agreement with
NMR observations (11). The entire system was solvated in a box of ther-
mally equilibrated TIP3P water molecules. Water molecules whose oxy-
gen atoms were closer than 2.8 ��A to any nonhydrogen atom of the
protein were removed. In a first step of structure relaxation, only water
molecules were energy-minimized, while protein atoms were fixed. Next,
all atoms of the system were included in energy minimization. Then, a
5 ns molecular dynamics simulation (MD) was performed for thermal
equilibration. The MD simulations were carried out with the
CHARMM32b2 program (30), using the CHARMM22 force field with
periodic boundary conditions and an isothermal–isobaric (NTP) ensemble
at 300K (31). During the equilibration phase, the backbone atoms of
Cph1 were constrained to their positions after energy minimization and
the geometry of the PCB chromophore was held fixed in a ZZEssa
methine bridge geometry, as expected for a Pfr state.

The two structures of the PCB chromophore and its immediate envi-
ronment were further optimized using a hybrid DFT/CHARMM approach
using the Chemshell program (32). Here, the PCB chromophore together
with the side chains of the ligating Cys259, Asp207, Tyr263, Ser474 and
pyrrole water (117 atoms in total) was described at the B3LYP/6-31G*
level of quantum chemical theory. The remaining residues as well as the
solvent were modeled by the CHARMM22 force field. Only residues
within a 20 ��A sphere from the N(C) nitrogen of PCB were free to move

during energy minimization following the laws of molecular mechanics,
while the rest were kept fixed at their original positions.

Vibrational frequencies and transition dipole moments. The DFT/
CHARMM optimized structures of PCB were used as input for
frequency calculations and computation of electronic and vibrational
transition dipole moments. In all these calculations, the protein
environment is described as a cloud of atomic point charges from the
CHARMM force field. This procedure has been described elsewhere
(33,34). A listing of all calculated vibrational modes and their IR
intensity is given in the Supporting Information (Figure S12). Transition
dipole moments of electronic transitions were calculated by time-
dependent (TD)-DFT theory. The relative angle between the electronic
transition dipole moment (tdm) and specific vibrational transition dipole
moments (vtdm) can be extracted directly from the calculations. These
calculations were made using the Gaussian09 software (35).

Vis pump–IR probe spectroscopy. Pump and probe pulses were
generated using nonlinear optical methods. By difference frequency
mixing in various steps, we obtained mid-IR pulses of 200 fs (FWHM)
or shorter at a repetition rate of 1.088 kHz. Simultaneously, laser pulses
of 200 fs duration at 710 nm were generated and used to photoexcite the
sample at Pfr kmax, thus initiating the photoreaction. Photoselection
experiments were performed using focal pump pulse diameters of
~500 lm, sample thickness of 50 lm, focal probe pulse diameters of
180 lm and pump pulse energies of 350 nJ. This resulted in excitation
coefficients of below 10%. Angle-balanced polarization-resolved
femtosecond Vis pump–IR probe spectroscopy was used in which
transient absorption was simultaneously probed by two mid-IR pulses
with polarizations oriented parallel and perpendicular to the pump pulse
polarization at specific orientations (14,26). Probe pulses were dispersed
with an imaging spectrograph and recorded with a 2 9 32 element MCT
array detector (20). The system response was measured to be ~300 fs
using a thin Ge plate in identical sample holders. Background
illumination at ~640 nm by a diode laser yielded Pfr up to ~70%
occupancy, whereas pump irradiation at ~710 nm specifically excited the
Pfr fraction (see Figure S1). The high repetition rate required that the
sample be moved across the focused laser beams with a Lissajous sample
cell in order to avoid multiple excitation of a specific sample volume.

1 Isotropic conditions: Absorbance changes with mid-IR polarizations
parallel (A║) and perpendicular (A┴) to the VIS pump beam polariza-
tion were detected. Isotropic absorbance changes (Aiso) were calculated
by Aiso = (A║ + 2 A┴)/3.

2 Polarization-resolved conditions: Absorbance changes with mid-IR
polarizations parallel (A║) and perpendicular (A┴) to the VIS pump
beam polarization were detected.

3 Sample preparation: We assembled 13C/15N-labeled Cph1Δ2 apophy-
tochrome with nonlabeled PCB chromophore to yield holoprotein
which was then purified and concentrated in solution at an optical den-
sity of about 0.25 OD at 710 nm in D2O, as described previously (36–
38). Isotopic labeling of the protein results in shifting all m(C=O), m
(C=C) and m(C=N) stretching vibrations of the protein to frequencies
lower than 1670 cm�1. For Vis pump–Vis probe experiments unla-
beled Cph1Δ2 in H2O was prepared as described (39).

Vis pump–Vis supercontinuum probe spectroscopy. The sample was
excited with femtosecond excitation pulses at 710 nm. These were
generated starting from a fundamental femtosecond laser pulse delivered
by a 1 kHz Ti:Sa laser system (Coherent Legend USP, 80 fs pulses at
800 nm). The fundamental beam was split into two parts for pump and
probe pulse generation. The pump pulses were generated in a
noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA). A sapphire white light
supercontinuum was used as seed, amplified in a BBO crystal by
frequency doubled pulses at 400 nm. The instrument response function
was ~100 fs. We selected energies to excite the sample of about 400–
500 nJ per pulse with a pump focus diameter of ~300 lm. At an optical
density of ~0.25 OD in the absorption maximum, we thereby excited
about 10% of the sample. The fundamental for the probe pulses was first
directed over an optical delay line, then focused into a 2 mm Nd:YAG
crystal inducing self-phase modulation and generating the broadband
white light supercontinuum from ~480 nm to ~1300 nm for probing. A
HR-800 mirror was used to filter out most of the 800 nm fundamental
subsequently. Probe wavelengths from 499 nm to 1060 nm were
selected. Both beams were focused into the sample cell, the probe by a
250 mm concave mirror and the pump with a 200 mm lens. The beam
was than focused into a prism spectrometer (Stresing GmbH Berlin)
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equipped with a CCD camera system equipped with two 512 pixel NIR-
CCDs (Hamamatsu G9212-512). The spectral resolution ranged from
0.6 nm at 500 nm, to 3 nm at 1060 nm. Every second pump beam was
blocked by a chopper to record excited and nonexcited sample volumes
alternately. As polarization effects were found to be negligible, pump and
probe beams were polarized perpendicularly to reduce stray light. The
sample cell thickness was 100 lm, and the sample was rapidly moved
perpendicular to the beam direction by a Lissajous scanner to provide a
fresh sample at every shot.

RESULTS

Calculations

Two structural models were developed for the Pfr chromophore
structure within the protein binding pocket, with the PCB N-H
group of ring D in an up- and down-orientation, presented in
Fig. 1b and a, respectively (see also Figures Figures S8, S9, S10
and S11). NMR data reported that (C=O)207b, the backbone car-
bonyl group of Asp207, forms hydrogen bonds with the N-H
groups at rings A, B and C (11). In the down-model (Fig. 1a),
this corresponds to distances between the backbone oxygen of
Asp207 and the hydrogen atoms of the N-H groups at rings A,

B and C of 2.77 �A, 1.85 �A and 3.03 �A, respectively. Moreover,
hydrogen bonds were reported between the carboxyl group oxy-
gens of Asp207 and the N-H group of ring D, as well as
between the hydroxyl group of Tyr263 (OH)263 and the C19=O
carbonyl group of ring D (11). This is also reflected in the
down-model with hydrogen bond distances of 1.85 �A and
3.15 �A between (COO�)207 and the hydrogen of the N-H group
of ring D, and the OH263 and the C19=O group of ring D,
respectively. The down-model agrees well with the reported
NMR data. Both down- and up-models were used to investigate
direct interactions between the chromophore and the surrounding
protein. The excitation energy predicted at 2.03 eV (611 nm) is
only 0.3 eV (105 nm) overestimated with respect to the experi-
mental value of 1.76 eV (704 nm). The relative angle between
the electronic transition dipole moment (tdm) and specific vibra-
tional transition dipole moments (vtdm) was extracted from the
calculations. For the lowest energy electronic excitation, the
angle between the electronic tdm and vtdms of the carbonyl
groups of the chromophore was determined to be 35° and 40°,
and 41° and 48° for the stretching vibrations of m(C1=O) of ring
A and of m(C19=O) of ring D of the down- and up-conforma-
tions, respectively. Moreover, the relative angle between elec-
tronic tdm and vtdm of the stretching vibration m(C=O)207b of
the backbone carbonyl vibration of Asp207 connected to the N-
H groups of rings A, B and C was calculated to be 60.4° and
70.2° for the down- and up-conformations, respectively. This
angle is for both conformations larger than the magic angle of
54.7°, resulting in different signal strengths for parallel and per-
pendicularly polarized absorption signals in polarization-resolved
experiments. While the parallel signal is stronger than the per-
pendicular one for angles below the magic angle, the perpendicu-
lar signal is stronger in that range.

Vis pump–IR probe spectroscopy

Steady-state FTIR difference spectroscopy on thermal stable
and cryo-trapped intermediates provided essential information
on the position of the C=O stretching vibrations of the PCB
chromophore in D2O (40). Experiments with a PCB chro-
mophore isotopically labeled with 18O at the carbonyl group
of ring A identified the C1=O stretching vibration at about
1722 cm�1 in the Pfr form (41). The C19=O stretching vibra-
tion of ring D was found to absorb around 1700 cm�1 in the
Pfr and Pr forms, and around 1720 cm�1 in the cryo-trapped
Lumi-F intermediate (41,42). These frequency positions of the
carbonyl vibrations of ring A and ring D were confirmed in
femtosecond Vis pump–IR probe experiments on Cph1
(8,12,26). Thus, in Vis pump–IR probe experiments excitation
of the Pfr form should result in instantaneous bleaching (nega-
tive) bands around 1700 cm�1 and 1722 cm�1 of ring D and
ring A, respectively, while Lumi-F formation should be
reflected by a rise of a product (positive) band around
1720 cm�1. Femtosecond Vis pump–IR probe spectroscopy is
based on difference signals between excited and unexcited
photoreceptor states, and therefore only detects vibrational sig-
nals from groups changing their vibrational properties. Upon
femtosecond excitation only the chromophore itself and groups
of the protein directly interacting with the excited chro-
mophore change; thus, femtosecond Vis pump–IR probe spec-
troscopy is a method specifically sensitive to changes in and
around the chromophore. Contributions from the 13C/15N-

Figure 1. Structural models of the phycocyanobilin (PCB) chromophore,
Asp207, Tyr263 and a pyrrole water W1 (gray bullet). (a) Down-confor-
mation; (b) up-conformation; hydrogen bonds and distances are indicated
by blue dashed lines, and blue numbers in ��A, respectively. (Stereo views
are presented in Figures S8 and S9.)
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labeled protein are not expected in the spectral range from
1670 cm�1 to 1800 cm�1.

Isotropic conditions. Upon excitation of Pfr at 710 nm, infrared
absorbance difference spectra as a function of wavenumber for
different pump–probe delay times were measured (Fig. 2). The
initial difference spectra at 350 fs after excitation show negative
features from 1610 to 1638 cm�1, from 1696 to 1717 cm�1 and
from 1717 to 1734 cm�1. The negative 1731 cm�1 spike at early
delay times is due to water vapor absorption (20). The negative
signals around 1630 cm�1 show negligible change at ~ 500 fs
but decay on a picosecond time scale. The negative feature
around 1705 cm�1 exhibits a sub-picosecond decay on the low-
frequency side around 1701 cm�1, while the high-energy side
around 1708 cm�1 has a biphasic decay on a sub-picosecond
and a picosecond time scale. A part of the negative signal
remains at long delay times, indicating the loss of the initial Pfr
ground state due to the forward reaction. The negative signal
around 1725 cm�1 decays on the sub-picosecond and picosecond
time scale resulting in a constant positive signal at long delay
times of tens of picoseconds, indicating the absorption of the first
photoproduct, Lumi-F (26). Positive signals are apparent in the
range from 1638 cm�1 to 1696 cm�1. The positive signals decay
on a sub-picosecond and picosecond time scale, reflecting
excited-state absorption. Global fitting of the transient signals
with a biexponential model results in decay times of
s1 = (0.7 � 0.3) ps and s2 = (5 � 2) ps, in agreement with ear-
lier findings (26).

The quantum yield of the forward reaction can be estimated
by inspection of the initial absorbance difference spectrum in
comparison with the absorbance difference spectrum when the
early photoreaction has been completed. In Fig. 3, both spectra
at time zero (red curve) and the constant spectrum (black curve)
were calculated from the global fit. The negative (bleaching)
bands around 1705 cm�1 and 1725 cm�1 were assigned to the
vibrations of the m(C19=O) of ring D and m(C1=O) of ring A,

respectively (14,26). The signal from m(C19=O) comprises two
overlapping bleaching bands whose decomposition leads to
absorption bands at 1702 cm�1 (dotted gray lines) and
1708 cm�1 (dashed gray lines) (14). The difference between the
negative bleaching signals at time zero and after the photoreac-
tion is a measure of the proportion of molecules that change their
ground-state properties. After the photoreaction, the remaining
signal intensities of the bands at 1702 cm�1 and 1708 cm�1 are
15% and 17%, respectively. As two different vibrational bands
for the same m(C19=O) vibration of ring D were observed, it
seems clear that two (or more) different conformations of the
PCB chromophore are present, differing at least at ring D.
Assuming two chromophore ground states, the bleaching band
recovery is a measure of the forward reaction quantum yield or
of structural transitions between the Pfr S0 substates.

Polarization-resolved conditions. To resolve the significance of
the two Pfr S0 substates on the dynamics, polarization-resolved
decay-associated spectra (DAS) were derived for decay constants
s1 = 0.7 ps (DASs1) and s2 = 5.0 ps (DASs2) for parallel (black
circles and black line) and perpendicular (red circles and red
line) polarization with respect to pump pulse polarization
(Fig. 4). From the ratio D=(A║/A┴) of parallel absorption (A║)
and perpendicular absorption (A┴), the relative angle h between
electronic tdm and vtdm can be estimated directly from h = acos
([(2D � 1)/(D + 2)]½). The angles were determined precisely by
simulation of the DAS with a sum of Lorentzians (Figures S2,
S3 and S4). In Fig. 4a, the DASs1 for s1 = 0.7 ps is presented.
A broad positive feature from 1610 to 1697 cm�1 is visible that
we assign to the decay of the vibrational stretching m(C19=O)* of
ring D in S1, and to a lesser extent the dynamics of m(C1=O)* in
S1. The signal from 1660 to 1697 cm�1 with an average relative
angle of 34° experiences an orientational change over time
reflecting rotation of ring D in S1 (26). This was not visible for
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Figure 2. Absorbance difference spectra upon excitation of the Pfr form
at 710 nm for various delay times. Bleaching signals are negative; posi-
tive signals reflect excited-state or photoproduct absorption. Bleaching
signals of ring D carbonyl vibration at 1702 cm�1 and 1708 cm�1, and
ring A carbonyl vibration at 1721 cm�1. Excited-state signal of ring D
carbonyl vibration around 1680 cm�1.
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the signal around 1640 cm�1 due to the poor signal-to-noise
ratio. The negative features around 1705 cm�1 were assigned to
the m(C19=O) stretching of ring D of two different S0 substates
Pfr-I and Pfr-II at 1702 cm�1 and 1708 cm�1 with relative
angles of 47° (1r error range: 45° to 50°) and 39° (1r error
range: 36–42°), respectively. Although the broad negative signal
at 1725 cm�1 might comprise two substates Pfr-I and Pfr-II at
1718 cm�1 and 1727 cm�1, with relative angles in the range
from 25° to 54°, we were not able to resolve orientational differ-
ences between them. Thus, this negative band was assigned to
one stretching vibration of ring A m(C1=O) with an angle of 40°
(1r error range: 25–54°). The relative angles between the elec-
tronic tdm and the vtdms of m(C1=O) and m(C19=O) of the Pfr-I
substate are in agreement with calculated angles of the ZZEssa
PCB up-model at 40° and 48°, respectively. Moreover, the rela-
tive angles of m(C1=O) and m(C19=O) of the Pfr-II substate are in
agreement with calculated angles for the ZZEssa PCB down-
model at 35° and 40°, respectively. Thus, our experimental data
demonstrate Pfr-I and Pfr-II substates matching the ZZEssa PCB
up- and down-models, respectively.

In Fig. 4b, the DASs2 for s2 = 5.0 ps is shown. The signa-
tures for the bleaching bands of the m(C19=O) and m(C1=O)
stretching vibrations differ from DASs1 significantly. While

DASs1 exhibits two bleaching bands for the m(C19=O) stretching
vibration at 1702 cm�1 and 1708 cm�1, DASs2 has only one (at
1708 cm�1). The absence of the 1702 cm�1 component indicates
that the latter has only fast dynamics of 0.7 ps and no slow
dynamics of 5 ps. Additionally, the broad feature of the m(C1=O)
stretching vibration at 1725 cm�1 in DASs1 is much narrower in
DASs2. The positive signal around 1695 cm�1 with a relative
angle of 46° in the DASs2 reflects the dynamics of the m(C19=O)
*, and to a lesser extent the dynamics of m(C1=O)* in S1. Sur-
prisingly, a new negative signal at 1635 cm�1 and a positive sig-
nal at 1660 cm�1 appear in the DASs2. Both signals exhibit
stronger absorption for perpendicular than for parallel polariza-
tion, demonstrating a relative angle >54.7°. If this signal were to
arise from chromophore vibrations, the only possible assignment
would be to m(C=C) stretching vibrations or the m(C=O) or m
(COO�) vibrations of the propionate side chains. However, in
femtosecond excited state stimulated Raman spectroscopic
(FSRS) experiments on Cph1Δ2, only very fast m(C=C) stretch-
ing dynamics around 1600 cm�1 with a time constant of 260 fs
were observed, with no dynamics in the spectral range up to
1800 cm�1 (26). In contrast to Raman experiments, IR experi-
ments are sensitive to protein contributions. Typical vibrational
frequencies of a protein in this spectral range are m(13C=O)
stretching vibrations, with a frequency range from 1660 cm�1 to
1740 cm�1 for m(12C=O) in native proteins. Moreover, asymmet-
ric stretching vibrations m(COO�) of the propionate side chains
of the chromophore are predicted to absorb around 1650–
1630 cm�1. Thus, it is very likely that the feature at 1635 cm�1

(�)/1660 cm�1 (+) arises from the propionate side chain vibra-
tion or from the 13C/15N-labeled protein.

To further elucidate the origin of the feature at 1635/
1660 cm�1, structural models were evolved to address the impact
of directly coupled amino acids on the chromophore. As
reported, the Asp207 residue forms a tight hydrogen bond
between its backbone C=O group and the N-H groups of rings
A, B and C. Our structural models allow the calculated relative
angle between electronic tdm and vtdm of the Asp207 backbone
m(13C=O)207 stretching vibration to be determined. Angles of
60.4° and 70.2° were determined for the down- and up-models,
respectively, both matching the measured angle of ~60° for the
bleaching band at 1635 cm�1. The asymmetric stretching vibra-
tion m(COO�) of the propionate side chain at ring C exhibits
angles of 61.5° and 67.9° for the down- and up-conformations,
respectively. The calculated angle for the propionate side chain
at ring B is <20°. Moreover, the signal strength of the bleaching
band at 1635 cm�1 is comparable to that of m(C1=O). This is in
line with the calculated IR signal strengths for the m(13C=O)207b

of the backbone Asp207 as well as for the m(COO�) of the pro-
pionate side chain at ring C. Thus, both (1) the m(13C=O)207b and
(2) the m(COO�) of the propionate side chain at ring C are
appropriate candidates for the signals at 1635 cm�1 (�) and
1660 cm�1 (+). Both assignments match with both conforma-
tions. In detail, the following two conclusions are possible:

1 On the basis of our structural model, we assign the signal at
1635 cm�1 to the bleaching band of the carbonyl backbone
stretching vibration of Asp207 (m(13C=O)207b). As carbonyl
vibrations experience a redshift at this frequency of up to some
tens of wavenumbers, we assign the positive signal at
1660 cm�1 to the m(13C=O)207b+ vibration that is blueshifted
due to weakening or breaking of the hydrogen bonds to the N-

Figure 4. Decay-associated spectra of the (a) s1 = 0.7 ps and (b)
s1 = 5.0 ps component. Signals taken for parallel (black circles) and per-
pendicular (red circles) polarization of the IR probe beam with respect to
the Vis pump beam. Simulations with multiple Lorentzians are presented
for parallel (black line) and perpendicular (red line) polarizations. Rela-
tive angles between tdm and vtdm derived from the simulations are plot-
ted next to the peak positions (see Figures S4 and S5).
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H groups of rings A, B and C. This can be explained by a
reallocation of electron density during the electronic excited
state, facilitating the reduction of the C15=C16 double bond.
This change in electron density at ring D can result in a break-
ing of the strong hydrogen bond between the N-H group of
ring D and the COO- group of Asp207. This would directly
influence orientation of Asp207 and the character of the hydro-
gen bonds to rings A, B and C. The suggested change in ori-
entation between the absorption of the m(13C=O)207b at
1635 cm�1 and m(13C=O)207b+ at 1660 cm�1 could derive
from the reduction in hydrogen bonding and deformation of
the carbonyl orientation.

2 In S1, the m(COO�) of the propionate side chain at ring C
experiences a fast change of the electric field due to the reallo-
cation of the electron density. This leads to a frequency shift
and an orientational change of the COO- group that decays
together with the electronic excited state. Under this assump-
tion, we would also expect a contribution of the m(COO�) of
the propionate side chain at ring B with a different angle,
which, however, was not observed.

Thus, we favor the assignment of the m(13C=O)207b stretching
vibration to the bleaching band at 1635 cm�1. As a result, it
seems unlikely that excited-state proton transfer upon Pfr excita-
tion takes place with protonation of the C=O group at Asp207
(43). This would cause the m(13C=O)207b vibration to deplete and
the new C-OH vibration to appear in a different spectral range.
Here we see the m(13C=O)207b+ vibration at 1660 cm�1 as a
result of the interaction with the electronic excited state, and no
additional time scale for the m(13C=O)207b vibration was
observed.

The two different S0 substates Pfr-I and Pfr-II differ in geom-
etry and dynamics. Pfr-I exhibits a m(C19=O) stretching vibration
of ring D at 1702 cm�1 with a relative angle hD between elec-
tronic tdm and vdm of 47°. The ring A absorption around
1725 cm�1 has an angle hA of 40°, and we found a broad vibra-
tional signature of the electronic excited state ranging from
1610 cm�1 to 1697 cm�1 with an average angle hES of ~34°.
The signal is dominated by the m(C19=O)* stretching vibration of
ring D in S1, changing its orientation with a time constant of
0.7 ps, indicating rotation of ring D with photoisomerization
(26). We found no contributions of the protein in the observed
spectral range with a time constant of 0.7 ps. As the bleaching
signal of Pfr-I m(C19=O) exhibits only a single time constant of
0.7 ps and the photoisomerization takes place with the same time
constant, it seems reasonable to assign the Pfr-I dynamics to a
single decay time constant of 0.7 ps. It was reported that about
~35% of the chromophores rotate in the electronic excited state,
while the remaining ~65% do not change orientation. This
matches with the ratio of the initial bleaching signals at t = 0 at
1702 cm�1 (Pfr-I) and 1708 cm�1 (Pfr-II) of about ~0.6 (see
Fig. 3) (14). However, it cannot be excluded that interconversion
of Pfr-I* and Pfr-II* takes place in the electronic excited state on
a time scale of hundreds of femtoseconds, before isomerization.

Pfr-II exhibits a m(C19=O) stretching vibration of ring D at
1708 cm�1 with a relative angle hD between electronic tdm and
vdm of 39°. The ring A absorption around 1725 cm�1 has an
angle hA of 40°. The electronic excited state shows a biexponen-
tial behavior. Starting from a broad vibrational pattern in the
electronic excited-state from 1610 to 1697 cm�1 with a decay
time of ~0.7 ps, the excited-state signal narrows to around

1695 cm�1 with a decay time of 5 ps. Transition from Pfr-II* in
the electronic excited state to Pfr-I* seems not to occur in the
5 ps time range because no bleach recovery at 1702 cm�1 was
detected. In addition to the chromophore signals, Pfr-II excitation
induces changes in the surrounding protein assigned to weaken-
ing or breaking of the hydrogen bonds between carbonyl back-
bone of Asp207 and the N-H groups of rings A, B and C.

Vis pump–Vis supercontinuum probe spectroscopy

Vis pump–Vis supercontinuum probe spectroscopy reflects the
dynamics of the electronic excited and ground states. In Fig. 5,
the absorbance changes upon excitation from fs to 50 ps are
plotted as a function of wavelength from 500 to 1050 nm, blue
and red colors indicating negative and positive signals, respec-
tively. Initially, a strong negative signal around 725 nm is seen,
due to the bleaching band of Pfr absorption and stimulated emis-
sion accompanied by a strong positive signal from 500 to
650 nm representing excited-state absorption (ESA). At early
delay times, the negative signal in the spectral range from
750 nm to 950 nm, reflecting stimulated emission (SE), and the
major part of the positive signal from 500 to 650 nm (ESA)
decay on a time scale of about 300 fs. This is accompanied by
the emergence of a positive signal around 780 nm, well visible
on a time scale of ~0.4–1.2 ps. The positive signal around
780 nm could either originate from a vibrationally excited Lumi-
F photoproduct or from a long-lived S1 absorption. For longer
delay times, a blueshift of the positive signal around 780 nm is
seen, resulting in a reduction in the positive and bleaching sig-
nal. This is in agreement with cooling effects observed for the
Lumi-F vibrational band of ring D, as well as with a decay of an
electronic excited state to the ground state (26). Global fitting
and analysis of decay-associated spectra result in three decay
constants of sV1 = (0.24 � 0.05) ps, sV2 = (0.7 � 0.1) ps and
sV3 = (6 � 1) ps with decay-associated spectra (DAS) presented
in Fig. 6. The fast dynamics of a few hundred femtoseconds cor-
responding to DASsV1 is clearly visible in Fig. 5 and represented
in Fig. 6 as a blue line. This exhibits a broad flat positive

Figure 5. Absorbance difference signals from Vis pump–Vis probe
experiments. Negative absorbance indicates bleaching and stimulated
emission signals; positive absorbance shows excited-state and photopro-
duct signals. The signal strength of positive (red) and negative (blue)
absorption is presented in a contour plot. Linear time axis up to 1 ps;
logarithmic axis from 1 ps to 50 ps.
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contribution from 500 nm to 630 nm and a negative part from
630 nm to 1000 nm with a maximum around 800 nm. Contribu-
tions from the bleaching band with peak at 704 nm are weak
compared to the stimulated emission signal in this fast process.
The observed time constant agrees with time-resolved Raman
experiments (FSRS), where the 260 fs component is assigned to
C=C stretching vibrational dynamics in the excited state as the
preceding step for ring D rotation (26). The fast process can be
explained by a strong and fast shift of the S1 absorption to short
wavelengths, due to fast relaxation on the excited-state surface
increasing the transition energy to higher-order excited states. On
the same time scale, the stimulated emission shifts to longer
wavelengths with increasing delay time, visible by the small tilt
of the fast negative signals from 780 nm to 950 nm in Fig. 5.
These two processes reflect excited-state relaxation as reported
for other systems, for example rhodopsin (44). This fast process
was not observed in the time-resolved IR data due to limited
time resolution of 300 fs.

The DASsV2 in Fig. 6 (orange line) shows a broad positive
signal from 550 nm to ~ 900 nm overlapped by a negative
contribution around 720 nm. As the 0.7 ps time constant
matches the IR time constant for photoisomerization, we
assign this to the photoisomerization process accompanied by
loss of excited state and stimulated emission signal. Lumi-F
absorption is presented in Figure S2 and is very similar to Pfr
absorption, resulting in negligible contributions to the DASsV2.
Thus, the broad positive absorption from 550 nm to ~900 nm
reflects excited-state absorption of the reacting and relaxing
populations.

The DASsV3 has a different shape with a broad negative sig-
nal with maximum ranging from 685 nm to 710 nm, and a posi-
tive contribution peaking at 760 nm. The negative signal is
clearly stronger than the positive. We assign the positive and
negative signals to S1 ? S0 decay and bleaching recovery,
respectively. This matches the interpretation and time constant
from the IR data. The absorption peaks in the absorption spec-
trum of Pfr provide information on the S0 ? S1 transitions with
energy of 704 nm (14200 cm�1) and to the S2 state (Soret band

absorption) with energy of 385 nm (26000 cm�1). The resulting
energy difference between the S1 and S2 states is about 847 nm
(11800 cm�1), that is excited-state absorption. Figure S3 shows
three transient signals in this spectral range with positive absorp-
tion signals on a picosecond time scale, corroborating the exis-
tence of an electronic excited state on a picosecond time scale,
after ring D photoisomerization. After decay of all excited states,
the absorption signal arises from molecules in the photoproduct
Lumi-F (positive signal) and their (negative) bleaching signals.
As presented in Fig. 6 (constant, red line), the total signal is
dominated by negative contributions, demonstrating a higher
extinction coefficient of the Pfr ground state compared with the
photoproduct Lumi-F in the visible spectrum.

The electronic and vibrational dynamics support a model of
excited-state dynamics with a sub-picosecond time constant of
0.24 ps, followed by the photoisomerization with 0.7 ps. Not all
molecules undergo photoisomerization, but stay in the electronic
excited state and decay with a time constant of ~5 ps.

DISCUSSION

Two Pfr S0 substates

Our time-resolved IR data show clearly the existence of two dis-
tinct S0 substates of Pfr (Pfr-I and Pfr-II), with a Pfr-I/Pfr-II ratio
between 0.6 and 0.7 (see Fig. 3 and Figures S4 and ST3). The
substates probably differ in the orientation of ring D and their
dynamics upon excitation. Both visible and IR data point to two
different S1 substates with distinct decay times and spectral fea-
tures. By comparison of the bleaching recovery dynamics in the
IR with the excited-state dynamics in the IR and visible data, we
associate the excited state Pfr-I* with the fast decay time of
0.7 � 0.3 ps, the time constant of photoisomerization (26), and
Pfr-II* with the slow decay time of about 5 � 2 ps. Hence, the
slow time constant represents an inactive photoreaction pathway.
We tentatively assign the 0.7 ps time constant observed for Pfr-
II to a transition of Pfr-II* to a potential energy surface position
close to Pfr-I*, followed by relaxation to the Pfr-I ground state.
This would allow a fraction of the Pfr-II* population to relax to
the Pfr-I ground state without forming Lumi-F. The total quan-
tum yield was determined to be 17% (�7%, 3r range), with
bleaching recoveries of 15% and 17% for Pfr-I and Pfr-II,
respectively. As we envisage a fast transition from Pfr-II* to Pfr-
I, the individual bleaching recovery yields cannot be assigned to
single conformations. However, considering that Pfr-II is inac-
tive, the remaining bleaching signal of Pfr-II should originate
from molecules undergoing Pfr-II* to Pfr-I transition. Under this
assumption, ~45% of the Pfr-II* molecules are transferred to the
Pfr-I substate, and the resulting photoreaction quantum yield of
the active Pfr-I substate would be about 38%. In this scenario,
all Pfr-I* chromophores show ring D rotation, about 60% form-
ing Lumi-F. This model agrees with the observation that about
35% of all Pfr PCB chromophores show ring D rotation in the
electronic excited state of Cph1 (26), and provides the first con-
clusive explanation of this fraction. The concept of a photoactive
and a silent conformation was also suggested for the photoreac-
tion of the Pr substates of Cph1 with different ring D conforma-
tions (12).

The two distinct S0 substates of Pfr (Pfr-I and Pfr-II) can be
well separated by femtosecond Vis pump–IR probe spectroscopy.
On the time scale of solid-state NMR experiments, the separation

Figure 6. Decay-associated spectra of the Vis pump–Vis probe experi-
ments in a spectral region from 499 nm to 1000 nm. The complete data-
set is described by time constants of 240 fs (blue line), 700 fs (orange
line), 6 ps (green line) and a constant contribution (red line). The con-
stant contribution represents the signals after the photoreaction is com-
pleted on a time scale of 50 ps.
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is not observed (6), suggesting that the substates are linked to
dynamics faster than the microsecond time scale.

Possible origins of Pfr conformations. There are two different
explanations possible for the Pfr-I and Pfr-II S0 substates.

1 Similar to the Pr ground state of Cph1, the two Pfr substates
described here might be associated with different PCB ring D
conformations. We developed two structural models with the
PCB N-H group of ring D in up- and down-orientations
(Figs. 1, S7, S8, S9 and S10). The down-conformation exhi-
bits a tilt angle between rings C and D of 146.6°, and a hydro-
gen bond between the N-H group of ring D and the COO�

group of Asp207, with distance of 1.85 �A. By contrast, in the
up-conformation, the respective values are 139.3° and 3.94 �A,
too far for a hydrogen bond. The calculated tilt angle differ-
ence of 7° between rings C and D of up- and down-conforma-
tions is in agreement with an angle difference of ~8° between
Pfr-I and Pfr-II between electronic transition dipole moment
and vibrational transition dipole moment of m(C19=O) stretch-
ing vibration of ring D (14). In contrast to the up-conforma-
tion, one would expect that the down-conformation would not
participate in photoisomerization to the active Pr form (12),
because of the additional barrier on the excited-state surface
caused by the steric interaction of the methyl groups at rings
C and D. This is supported by the observation that the Pfr-I
substate shows only bleaching recovery on the time scale of
0.7 ps, clearly demonstrating that the substates have distinct
dynamics. Distinct down- and up-conformational substates
would lead to a system comprising both photoactive (up-con-
formation, Pfr-I) and silent (down-conformation, Pfr-II) sub-
states, rather similar to the likely situation in Pr of Cph1 (12).
The photoactive conformation would photoisomerize, while
the silent conformation would partly transfer to the photoactive
conformation upon excitation. The other part of the silent con-
formation would stay in the electronic excited state with a
large amount of excess energy that induces distortions of the
chromophore via energy redistribution. These distortions might
lead to a breaking of the hydrogen bond between the COO�

group of Asp207 and the N-H group of ring D, as well as
between m(13C=O)207b and the N-H groups of rings A, B and
C. Were the 1635 cm�1 (�)/1660 cm�1 (+) signal to reflect
the m(COO�) absorption of the propionate side chain at ring
C, a change in the hydrogen bonding network in that region
might be induced that decays with the electronic excited state.
High-level excited-state calculations or time-resolved CD
experiments should be able to support or contradict the sug-
gested system of down- and up-conformations.

2 The two substates Pfr-I and Pfr-II might result from a down-
conformation with a different number of hydrogen bonds
between ring D and the protein. It was reported that in Pfr the
N-H group of ring D forms a hydrogen bond to the COO�

group of Asp207, and that hydrogen bonds exist between the
backbone C=O group of Asp207 and the N-H groups of rings
A, B and C. Additionally, a weak hydrogen bond between the
OH group of Tyr263 and ring D is possible. The hydrogen
bond has a distance of 3.15 �A between the oxygens of the
Tyr263 and of the C19=O group of ring D. The stronger the
hydrogen bonding to the C19=O group, the stronger the fre-
quency down-shift. Because we found two substates Pfr-I and
Pfr-II with m(C19=O) absorption at 1702 cm�1 and 1708 cm�1,

respectively, Pfr-II can be interpreted as a down-conformation
with no or weaker hydrogen bond at the carbonyl group of ring
D, and Pfr-I as a conformation with one hydrogen bond at ring
D to Tyr263 (see Fig. 1). The additional or stronger hydrogen
bond to ring D in Pfr-I increases the tilt angle between rings C
and D, explaining the greater angle of the m(C19=O) vibration
in Fig. 4a. Upon excitation, the hydrogen bond to the ring D
carbonyl breaks, resulting in one broad m(C19=O)* vibrational
band in the electronic excited state (see Fig. 4a). Thus, in the
electronic excited state, one can no longer distinguish between
the conformations with different hydrogen bonding, and the
single bleaching recoveries of Pfr-I and Pfr-II cannot be
assigned to individual reaction dynamics. With a fast relaxation
in the electronic excited state (~0.25 ps), the excited-state pop-
ulation splits into a fraction propagating to the conical intersec-
tion, where part of the molecules generate the photoproduct
Lumi-F, while another part relaxes back to the ground state.
The other fraction cannot isomerize and relaxes back to the
ground state with a time constant of about 5 ps. This system
can be tested by studying the dynamics of mutants at position
263. A loss of the additional hydrogen bonds should result in a
disappearance of the two ground states. Up to now, only the
photodynamics of the Pr form of Cph1 mutants at position 263
were investigated (45). The signals at 1635 cm�1

(�)/1660 cm�1 (+) were observed with a time constant of 5 ps
only. Therefore, we assign these to a relaxation process not
involved in the forward reaction. Either the broken hydrogen
bond between m(13C=O)207b and the N-H groups of rings A, B
and C (see Fig. 1) reforms upon excited-state decay, or the bro-
ken hydrogen bond of the m(COO�) propionate side chain at
ring C reforms upon excited-state decay. The origin of the
1635 cm�1 (�)/1660 cm�1 (+) signals can be investigated by
experiments on native Cph1 protein with 13C/15N-labeled PCB
chromophore or by performing pH-dependent investigations.
As the hydrogen bond between the carbonyl group at ring D
and the OH group of Tyr263 is rather weak, we would expect
a less pronounced separation of the two conformations. Conse-
quently, we prefer the system with down- and up-oriented ring
D chromophore conformations.

In summary, we combined femtosecond polarization-resolved
Vis pump–IR probe and femtosecond Vis pump–supercontinuum
Vis probe experiments to elucidate the complex dynamics of Pfr
photoreaction in Cph1 phytochrome. We found consistent time
constants of 0.24 ps, 0.7 ps and 6 ps, describing fast relaxation
processes in the electronic excited state, the isomerization pro-
cess and the excited-state decay of nonisomerizing molecules,
respectively. We identified a new vibrational band pair at
1635 cm�1 (�)/1660 cm�1 (+) with tentative assignment to the
m(13C=O)207b backbone carbonyl vibration of Asp207 hydrogen
bonded to rings A, B and C, or to the m(COO�) propionate side
chain at ring C. Two Pfr S0 substates were identified, with dis-
tinct m(C19=O) ring D absorption frequencies, different ring D
orientations and different dynamics. We assigned the Pfr-I
ground state to the m(C19=O) ring D absorption at 1702 cm�1

with an angle of 47° between its vibrational transition dipole
moment (vtdm) and the electronic transition dipole moment
(tdm). Pfr-II exhibits a m(C19=O) ring D absorption at
1708 cm�1 with an angle of 39°. According to the proposed sys-
tem, Pfr-I is associated with photoisomerization, whereas Pfr-II
is silent. This would explain why only about 35% of the
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chromophores—the Pfr-I* population—exhibit rotation of ring D
to form Lumi-F (26), whereas the Pfr-II fraction represents phy-
tochrome in a S0 Pfr state which can only become photoactive
upon conversion to Pfr-I. The question arises as to the reason for
ground-state heterogeneity in phytochromes. Although it might
have simply physical origins, a possible biological purpose might
be to detain a fraction of the Pfr population from photoconver-
sion to Pr (the active kinase), extending the sensitivity range of
the Cph1 photoreceptor.
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 Visible spectra 

Figure S1: Absorption spectrum of a Cph1 directly after illumination with a 640nm diode (green) and spectrum of 
pump pulse (purple). Inset: structure of the photoreceptor PCB with numbered carbon atoms.  

Simulation of the Vis-IR Decay Associated Spectra with Lorentzian bands To 
elude the nature of each decay-component, each polarization resolved decay associated spectra 
was fitted with the minimal number of Lorentzian-bands necessary for a reasonable fit. Constraints 
for the width and amplitude of the ring-D bleaching band was determined from the perturbed free 
induction decay, a coherent contribution detected for negative delay. While the width and the 
position of the bands was shared for both polarizations, the amplitude could differ between both 
polarizations. The errors presented here were estimated from the hessian of the residual function. 
The errors of the relative tdm angles as presented in paper were calculated by exhaustive 
search analysis, which is less effect by covariance between parameters. The optimization 
was done with Origin 8.  
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Figure S2: Decay associated spectrum (DAS) for the time constant 0.7 ps in the IR spectral range. Data and 
simulation for parallel polarization are presented as black circles and black line, respectively. Data and 
simulation for perpendicular polarization are presented as red circles and red line, respectively. Individual 
Lorentzians are plotted as solid and dashed lines for parallel and perpendicular polarizations, respectively. 

Table ST1: Fit parameters for DAS time constant 0.7 ps as presented in Figure S2. 

Frequency pol FWHM Amplitude 
1638 ║ 19±5 1.6±0.4 
1638 ┴ 1.0±0.3 
1698 ║ 43±4 15±7 
1698 ┴ 9±4 
1702 ║ 9 ±2 -5±2 
1702 ┴ -3±1 
1708 ║ 8±2 -3±2 
1708 ┴ -2±1 
1718 ║ 12±7 -2±4 
1718 ┴ -1±3 
1727 ║ 13 -3±4 
1727 ┴ -2±2 
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Figure S3: Decay associated spectrum (DAS) for the time constant 5.0 ps in the IR spectral range. Data and 
simulation for parallel polarization are presented as black circles and black line, respectively. Data and simulation 
for perpendicular polarization are presented as red circles and red line, respectively. Individual Lorentzians are 
plotted as solid and dashed lines for parallel and perpendicular polarizations, respectively. 

Table ST2: Fit parameters for DAS time constant 5.0 ps as presented in Figure S3. 

Frequency pol FWHM Amplitude 
1604 ║ 17 -2.7±0.3 
1604 ┴ -0.9±0.3 
1632 ║ 22±3 -2.1±0.6 
1632 ┴ -2.6±0.8 
1702 ║ 28±3 5±2 
1702 ┴ 4±2 
1708 ║ 9±1 -3±1 
1708 ┴ -2.1±0.7 
1721 ║ 14±7 -1.4±0.7 
1721 ┴ -1.1±0.5 
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Figure S4: Decay associated spectrum (DAS) for constant component in the IR spectral range, after 
photoisomerization. Data and simulation for parallel polarization are presented as black circles and black 
line, respectively. Data and simulation for perpendicular polarization are presented as red circles and red 
line, respectively. Individual Lorentzians are plotted as solid and dashed lines for parallel and 
perpendicular polarizations, respectively. 

Table ST3: Fit parameters for constant component in the DAS presented in Figure S4. Positions and FWHM 
for bleaching bands at 1702 cm-1 and 1708 cm-1 were taken from the other simulations. 

Frequency pol FWHM Amplitude 
1702 ║ 9 -0.83±0.06 
1702 ┴ -0.68±0.06 
1708 ║ 8 -0.68±0.06 
1708 ┴  -0.34±0.06 
1724 ║ 12±2 1.34 ±0.08 
1724 ┴ 1.05±0.07 
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Excited-state nature of the photoreaction
To further establish the ES-nature of the initial photoreaction of phytochrome, 
additional analysis of the Vis-vis data is presented here. In figure S5, the absorption 
spectra were subtracted from the data to remove the negative bleaching component. 
After removal, the positive band still shows a dip. The origin of the dip can be well 
explained by the presence of stimulated emission at the red edge of the initial bleaching band. 
Figure S6 shows selected transients from the NIR region, where the Q-band to Soret-band 
transition is observed. The observed signal is the region remains for some picoseconds. 
An assumed hot ground state with a spectral large shift of at least 2000 cm-1 would unlikely 
have such a long lifetime. 

Figure S5: Absorbance difference spectra from Figure 5 with added bleaching spectrum (Pfr absorption). The amount 
of added Pfr absorption spectrum was increased to the point where the Lumi-F absorption at 50 ps was all positive. 
Since photoisomerization and Lumi-F formation takes place with ~ 0.7 ps, no additional photoproduct generation 
occurs from 1.5 ps to 50 ps. In Figure S2 we observe a broad absorption at a few picoseconds with a negative 
contribution peaking at 720 nm. This negative contribution is better described by the stimulated emission than the 
absorption of Pfr. This would indicate a contribution from an excited state on the picosecond time scale. Moreover, 
up to about 20 ps Lumi-F absorption narrows with increasing delay time, providing further evidence for photoproduct 
cooling. 
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Figure S6: Transient signals in the near infrared region around 900 nm. The early negative signal displays 
stimulated emission, the positive signal on the picosecond time scale S1→S2 excited state absorption. The 
selected transients are far away from the absorption of Lumi-F. It is clearly visible that after decay of the 
stimulated emission the positive signal remains and stays on a picosecond time scale. 
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Proposed reaction scheme 

Figure S7: Proposed reaction scheme sketch. The given QY is relative to the initial total Pfr-I + Pfr-
II population. Note that the shown model is not the only valid description of the data. Generation of the 
Lumi-F state from the Pfr-II state cannot be ruled out from our data. The relaxation time constant of 
Pfr-II was determined to 5 ps for the IR data and 6 ps for the visible data.
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Calculated structural models, supplementary figures and data 

Figure S8: Stereo view of down conformation model showing the chromophore with ring D on the right, 
the pyrrole water, Asp207 (below), and Tyr263 (above). 

Figure S9: Stereo view of up conformation model showing the chromophore with ring D on the right, the 
pyrrole water, Asp207 (below), and Tyr263 (above). 
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Figure S10: Definition of the down conformation model. The vector from the nitrogen of ring D (right) to its 
hydrogen is pointing downwards. 

Figure S11: Definition of the up conformation model. The vector from the nitrogen of ring D (right) to its 
hydrogen is pointing upwards. 
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Figure S12: Calculated vibrational modes and intensities for both structural models presented as stick plots. Full 
information on the modes is given in the supplemental assign files.
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The primary photoreaction of
channelrhodopsin-1: wavelength
dependent photoreactions induced
by ground-state heterogeneity
Till Stensitzki, Vera Muders, Ramona Schlesinger, Joachim Heberle and Karsten Heyne*

Institute of Experimental Physics, Free University Berlin, Berlin, Germany

The primary photodynamics of channelrhodopsin-1 from Chlamydomonas augustae

(CaChR1) was investigated by VIS-pump supercontinuum probe experiments from

femtoseconds to 100 picoseconds. In contrast to reported experiments on

channelrhodopsin-2 from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (CrChR2), we found a clear

dependence of the photoreaction dynamics on varying the excitation wavelength. Upon

excitation at 500 and at 550 nm we detected different bleaching bands, and spectrally

distinct photoproduct absorptions in the first picoseconds. We assign the former to

the ground-state heterogeneity of a mixture of 13-cis and all-trans retinal maximally

absorbing around 480 and 540 nm, respectively. At 550 nm, all-trans retinal of the

ground state is almost exclusively excited. Here, we found a fast all-trans to 13-cis

isomerization process to a hot and spectrally broad P1 photoproduct with a time

constant of (100 ± 50) fs, followed by photoproduct relaxation with time constants of

(500 ± 100) fs and (5 ± 1) ps. The remaining fraction relaxes back to the parent ground

state with time constants of (500 ± 100) fs and (5 ± 1) ps. Upon excitation at 500 nm a

mixture of both chromophore conformations is excited, resulting in overlapping reaction

dynamics with additional time constants of <300 fs, (1.8 ± 0.3) ps and (90 ± 25) ps. A

new photoproduct Q is formed absorbing at around 600 nm. Strong coherent oscillatory

signals were found pertaining up to several picoseconds. We determined low frequency

modes around 200 cm−1, similar to those reported for bacteriorhodopsin.

Keywords:CaChR1, retinal, isomerization, femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy, reactionmodel, ground-state

heterogeneity

Introduction

Microbial rhodopsins comprise a large family of light-driven ion pumps and sensors. In 2002, a
new functionality of microbial rhodopsins was introduced by the discovery of a light-gated ion
channel (named channelrhodopsin) in the eyespot of the green algae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
(Nagel et al., 2002). A year later, a second channelrhodopsin (CrChR2) was characterized, Nagel
et al. (2003) which paved the way for the new field of optogenetics where action potentials are
elicited in neurons simply by remote illumination (Fenno et al., 2011).

Common to all rhodopsins, the polypeptide folds into the membrane in the form of a seven-
helical bundle with the retinal chromophore covalently attached to a conserved lysine to form
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a protonated Schiff base (SB). Electron microscopy provided
the first structural information on CrChR2 and resolved the
arrangement of the seven transmembrane helices (Muller
et al., 2011). X-ray crystallography provided a high-resolution
three-dimensional structural model of C1C2, a chimera of
channelrhodopsin derived from CrChR1 (helices A–E) and
CrChR2 (helices F, G) (Kato et al., 2012). It was shown by
PELDOR spectroscopy that helices B and F move to open the
cation channel under illumination (Krause et al., 2013; Sattig
et al., 2013). Electron microscopy of the open state confirmed
these helical movements among others (Muller et al., 2015).

All native channelrhodopsins (ChRs) are cation channels
which share sequence homology and similar functionalities but
differ in spectral sensitivity, photocurrent, and desensitization.
The visible absorption of retinal in ChR1 from Chlamydomonas
augustae (CaChR1) is red-shifted by 50 nm as compared to the
widely employed CrChR2 (Hou et al., 2012). This spectral feature
renders CaChR1 advantageous in optogenetic applications where
an increased penetration depth of the excitation light is required.

Illumination of ChRs induces a cyclic reaction (Ritter et al.,
2008; Lorenz-Fonfria and Heberle, 2014). Up to now, the
photocycle of CaChR1 has been recorded only at ns time
resolution. Akin to the photoreaction of CrChR2 (Bamann et al.,
2008; Ernst et al., 2008) an early red-shifted P5901 intermediate
with absorption maximum at ∼590 nm appears, which decays
into the P3802 intermediate with absorption peak at 380 nm.
The long lifetime of the P3802 state in CaChR1 is the most
striking difference to CrChR2 (Sineshchekov et al., 2013) (our
unpublished observations). As the lifetime of P3802 correlates
with the lifetime of the passive channel current, the P3802
intermediate represents the conductive state of CaChR1. A P3
intermediate is not observed in CaChR1 but minor contributions
from an O-like intermediate at 600 nm appear (Sineshchekov
et al., 2013). Intramolecular proton transfer occurs in CaChR1
(Sineshchekov et al., 2013; Ogren et al., 2015a) but with distinct
differences to CrChR2 (Lorenz-Fonfria et al., 2013; Ogren et al.,
2015b).

UV/VIS pump-probe spectroscopy shows CrChR2 relaxation
on the S1 potential energy surface by 150 fs, followed by a decay
with a time constant of 400 fs into a hot ground state P1 and
the parent ground state. The hot P1 relaxes with a time constant
of 2.7 ps to a thermally equilibrated P1, the first intermediate
state of the photocycle (Verhoefen et al., 2010). This intermediate
state is characterized by retinal in a 13-cis conformation and
accompanied by conformational changes in the protein backbone
(Neumann-Verhoefen et al., 2013). A slow relaxation pathway of
200 ps was observed (Verhoefen et al., 2010).

The configuration of retinal in the ground state of CaChR1
was identified by retinal extraction followed by isomer separation
with high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Similar
to CrChR2, the retinal isomer composition of the ground state
result in a mixture of ∼70:30 all-trans to 13-cis retinal (Nack
et al., 2009; Muders et al., 2014). Resonance Raman experiments
showed that the vibrational bands in the C= C stretching region
derive from a mixture of retinals, which were assigned to mostly
all-trans and partially 13-cis retinal. The band assignment in
the C–C stretching region to contributions of 13-cis retinal was

inexplicit, therefore also 100% all-trans retinal in the ground state
was discussed (Ogren et al., 2014).

Here, we present the first femtosecond VIS pump
supercontinuum probe spectroscopic experiments on CaChR1.
Blue-shifted and red-shifted excitations with respect to the
visible absorption maximum were applied to resolve the
early photoreactions of 13-cis and all-trans retinal containing
populations of CaChR1.

Materials and Methods

CaChR1 was prepared as described (Lorenz-Fonfria et al., 2014;
Muders et al., 2014). Briefly, the truncated CaChR1 gene (1–352
aa) was fused with a 10 × His-tag (GeneArt, Life Technologies)
and was heterologously expressed in Pichia pastoris cells. The
solubilized protein was purified on aNi-NTA column (Macherey-
Nagel, Germany) and concentrated to 46mg/mL in buffer
containing 20mM Hepes, 100mM NaCl, 0.05% DDM at pH 7.4.
Two times 150µL of the CaChR1 solution was placed between
two CaF2 windows. The sample cell thickness was 100µm,
and the sample was rapidly moved perpendicular to the beam
direction by a Lissajous scanner to provide a fresh sample at
every shot. The spectral shape of the two selected femtosecond
excitation pulses are plotted with the absorption spectrum of
CaChR1 in Figure 1. Femtosecond laser pulses were generated
starting from a fundamental femtosecond laser pulse delivered
by a 1 kHz Ti:Sa laser system (Coherent Legend USP, 80 fs
pulses at 800 nm). The fundamental beam was split into two
parts for pump and probe pulse generation. The pump pulses
were generated in a non-collinear optical parametric amplifier
(NOPA). A sapphire white light supercontiuum was used as
seed, amplified in a BBO crystal by frequency doubled pulses at
400 nm. We selected energies to excite the sample of about 0.4–
0.5 µJ per pulse with a pump focus diameter of about 300µm.

FIGURE 1 | Absorption spectrum of CaChR1 (black line) as a function

of wavelength. Blue and green lines indicate the shape of the excitation

pulses used in our experiments. The reported chromophore isomer structures

of 13-cis retinal and all-trans retinal are inserted.
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At an optical density of 0.25 OD in the absorption maximum
we excite about 10% of the sample. The fundamental for the
probe pulses were first directed over an optical delay line, then
focused into a 1 cm water cell generating the broadband white
light supercontinuum from ∼400 to ∼1100 nm for probing. We
selected probe wavelengths from 427 to 693 nm. We achieved
fluctuations of below 1% standard deviation with a properly
aligned water white light setup. Both beams were focused into the
sample cell by a curved mirror. Behind the cell, the probe beam is
collimated and passed through a short-pass filter (<750 nm) and
a polarizer. The beam is than focused into a fiber connected with a
grating spectrometer (Andor Shamrock 303i, 600 l/cm) equipped
with a CCD camera system (2000 × 5 pixel, 0.35 nm/pixel,
Stresing GmbH Berlin). The spectral resolution was below
0.5 nm. We used step sizes of 30 fs from−1 to 5 ps, and step sizes
of log10 for longer delay times, and 8000 averages per data point.
Every second pump beam was blocked by a chopper to record
excited and not excited sample volumes alternatively. Since we
found negligible polarization effects, we selected perpendicular
polarization between pump and probe beam to reduce stray light.
The time-zero was determined by recording the signal in pure
CaF2 of the sample window. The delay with a maximal signal for
each pixel was found and the resulting wavelength-delay curve
was fitted with a 3rd order polynomial. For better visibility, the
data shown in the contour plots in Figure 2 were smoothed
in the time domain with Gaussian windows with a width of 4
points of 30 fs step size (corresponding to FWHM of 200 fs). This
strongly reduces the oscillatory features. The unfiltered dataset is
available in Figure S2. The instrument response function (IRF)
determined to be 90 fs is governed by the pump pulse length
(see Figure S6) (Kovalenko et al., 1999). The chirped water white
light supercontinuum has negligible influence on the IRF after
mathematical chirp correction Hence, the low frequency mode
at 316 cm−1 with an oscillation period of 104 fs of our CaF2
windows could be well-resolved, and was used as an internal
standard.

Results

In Figure 1 the absorption spectrum ofCaChR1 is presented with
two spectrally different excitation pulse positions, and the two
retinal chromophore conformations. The absorption spectrum
peaks at 518 nm, exhibits a steeper decline at longer wavelengths
compared to shorter wavelengths, and has a shoulder at around
470 nm. Raman studies showed that the retinal chromophore in
ground-state CaChR1 adopts a mixture of 13-cis and all-trans
conformations with a fraction of ∼30 and ∼70%, respectively
(Muders et al., 2014).

Thus, different absorptions are expected for CaChR1
harboring 13-cis and all-trans retinal (Muders et al., 2014). The
displayed absorption profile is broad and covers about 100 nm
similarly as it was reported for dark-adapted bacteriorhodopsin
and some bacteriorhodopsin mutants (Mowery et al., 1979;
Harbison et al., 1984; Heyne et al., 2000). Assuming the same
protein surrounding, and a simple particle in a box approach
for the direction of the electronic transition dipole moment, the
13-cis retinal is expected to absorb at lower wavelengths due to a

FIGURE 2 | Contour plots of the photoreaction dynamics of CaChR1

upon excitation at 550nm (A), 500nm (B), and the difference of both

datasets (C). Blue colors indicate negative signals, red colors positive signals.

The contour plots display the absorbance difference in mOD upon excitation

as a function of delay time and wavelength. The contour plots were smoothed

in the time domain with Gaussian windows with a width of 4 points (FWHM of

∼200 fs), the unfiltered dataset is depicted in Figure S2. The difference contour

plot (C) is calculated by the direct difference of (B) and (A).

reduced length in one direction of its bent conjugated π-electron
system of the ethylenic moiety compared to all-trans retinal
(Aton et al., 1977; Fodor et al., 1989). Therefore, we expect
complex photoreaction dynamics of CaChR1 with 13-cis retinal
and with all-trans retinal upon excitation at 500 nm, while upon
excitation at 550 nm at the low energy side of the absorption
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spectrum the photoreaction dynamics of CaChR1 containing
all-trans retinal will dominate.

In Figure 2A the absorbance change of CaChR1 upon
excitation at 550 nm is presented as a function of probe
wavelength from 427 to 693 nm for different pump probe delay
times. In this contour plot positive signals are found in the
spectral region around 450 and 600 nm, while negative signals
are visible around 540 nm. Upon excitation the initial absorption
increase of excited state absorption (ESA) is found around
450 nm. The transient at 450 nm is plotted in Figure 3 (blue
dots). The major part of the ESA signal exhibits a fast decay with
time constant τ1 of 100 fs accompanied with a spectral narrowing
displayed in Figure 2A, in conflict with a blue shift of the ESA.
This points to relaxation or isomerization on the electronic
excited state potential energy surface. The negative signal in
Figure 2A exhibits a blue shift and decays at longer wavelengths
on the same time scale. The major fraction of the transient at
550 nm (Figure 3, green dots) decays with τ1, a smaller fraction
exhibits time constants of τ2 = (0.5 ± 0.1) and τ3 = (5 ± 1) ps.
Decay associated spectra (DAS) representing decaying spectral
features with a given time constant are displayed in Figure 4. The
DAS of the time constant τ1 = 100 fs exhibits a positive signal
from 427 to 490 nm, and a negative signal for longer wavelengths.
At short wavelengths the positive signal shows the instantaneous
ESA, while the negative signal represents stimulated emission
decay and the rise of the first photoproduct. Note, there is no
contribution matching the bleaching signal, indicating no back
reaction to the parent ground state on this ultrafast time scale.
We assign the time constant τ1 = (100 ± 50) fs to excited state
decay accompanied by stimulated emission decay, and 13-cis
photoproduct formation. The DAS for time constants of 500 fs
and 5 ps exhibit very similar spectral features with a stronger
signal for long and short wavelengths of the 500 fs component.
This could be interpreted by involvement of the same electronic
ground state showing broader spectral features of a hotter ground

FIGURE 3 | Transients (dots) and simulated transients (black lines)

upon excitation at 550nm: the temporal change in absorption of

CaChR1 is plotted as a function of delay time after excitation. Transient

changes on the 100 femtosecond, sub picosecond, and picosecond time

scales are directly visible.

state at early delay times. A hot ground state is characterized
by population of excited vibrations not relaxed to their thermal
equilibrium. These populated non-thermal vibrations relax via
intra- and intermolecular vibrational redistribution pathways
on a picosecond time scale (Heyne et al., 2004a,b; Rey et al.,
2004; Kozich et al., 2006; Shigeto et al., 2008). The positive
signal contributions around 450 nm occur instantaneously upon
excitation and persist up to 100 ps, as visible by the vanishing
negative signal at 430 nm at 100 ps delay time (Figures 4, 5A).
Since the bleaching signal has negative contribution at this
spectral position, a positive band is also contributing there. Thus,
the first thermally relaxed photoproduct P1 exhibits a broad
spectral absorption from 427 to 693 nmwith amaximum at about
560 nm (see Figure S1).

The rise of the vibrational excited (hot) photoproduct P1
within 100 femtoseconds is visible at 600 nm, and at 650 nm in
Figures 2A, 3. After formation of the hot photoproduct P1 a
relaxation occurs on the low energy and high energy side of the
absorption on a time scale of τ2 = (500 ± 100) fs to a more
cooled, but still hot photoproduct, which relaxes further with a
time constant of τ2 = (5 ± 1) ps to the thermally relaxed P1. As
a result of the cooling processes the positive absorption shifts to
smaller wavelengths and the spectral feature narrows as displayed
in Figure 2A. No stimulated emission signals were observed after
200 fs, corroborating the excited state decay with <100 fs.

The spectral integrated transient upon excitation at 550 nm is
depicted in Figure 7. The spectral integrated transient provides
information on the overall change in extinction coefficient. This
assumption holds for integrated spectral ranges covering the
whole contributing absorption band. This is fulfilled to a high
extend in our measurements. Upon excitation at 550 nm a strong
coherent contribution of the CaF2 sample cell window is clearly

FIGURE 4 | Decay associated spectra (DAS) of the transient data upon

excitation at 550nm of CaChR1. Positive signals indicate decaying excited

state and photoproduct absorption; negative signals indicate decaying

bleaching absorption, rising photoproduct absorption, and stimulated

emission decay. The fast component (blue line) exhibits no signature of the

bleaching signal. The two components at 500 fs and 5ps decay time exhibit

similar spectral shapes with deviations at the high and low energy side. The

red line displays the spectral difference between the bleaching signal and the

photoproduct P1.
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FIGURE 5 | Absorbance difference spectra of CaChR1 upon excitation

at 550nm (A), and upon excitation at 500nm (B). The first spectra at

0.11 ps could still be influenced by the instrument response function.

Comparison of both spectra displays striking differences in the photoproduct

region around 600 nm at picosecond delay times.

visible in Figure 7 around time zero. We observe coherent
oscillations in the first picoseconds with a period of ∼100 fs. As
shown in Figure 7 the overall integrated transient rises within
100 femtoseconds to positive values, and stays nearly constant
for picoseconds. Spectral integrated transients are not affected
by spectral shifting, but are sensitive to new emerging species
with different extinction coefficients. We see no significant signal
change after 300 fs. Therefore, we assign the time constants of
500 fs and 5 ps to cooling processes of the photoproduct. As
presented in Figure 4, the stimulated emission decays with a time
constant of 100 fs. Since, the only detectable transition from the
electronic excited state to another state is connected with the time
constant of 100 fs, we assign this process to the all-trans to 13-cis
isomerization.

It was reported that the initial photoreaction is independent of
the excitation wavelength inCrChR2 (Verhoefen et al., 2010). For
CaChR1, we see significant changes upon changing the excitation
wavelength from the low energy side of the absorption band at
550 nm to the high energy side of the absorption band at 500 nm.
The differences are best visible by comparing Figures 5A,B, as
well as by comparing Figures 2A,B.

In Figure 2B the contour plot of the photoreaction dynamics
upon 500 nm excitation is plotted. Again, there are instantaneous
positive signals around 450 nm, instantaneous negative signals
around 510 nm, and positive signals around 600 nm showing a
delayed emergence. The negative signal exhibits features of a
fast decaying fraction around 560 nm, pointing to a very small
stimulated emission as compared to excitation at 550 nm. In
addition, the bleaching signal peaks clearly at 510 nm continuing
in position. The positive signal around 600 nm is much stronger
compared to excitation at 550 nm. Since we expect to excite
CaChR1 with 13-cis retinal as well as CaChR1 with all-trans
retinal upon excitation at 500 nm, the photoreaction dynamics
should consist of two parts. One part describes the photoreaction
of CaChR1 with all-trans retinal, the other part the photoreaction
of CaChR1 containing 13-cis retinal. Since the bleaching signals
at 100 ps, where the primary photoreaction is nearly finished,
shows identical spectral shape from 430 to 510 nm for excitation
at 550 and 500 nm, we have a handle to compare both
photoreactions directly. Therefore, the dataset excited at 500 nm
was scaled by 1.4 to match the bleaching signals of both datasets
at 100 ps delay time. Then, we subtracted the dataset upon
excitation at 500 nm from the dataset upon excitation at 550 nm.
The resulting difference is plotted as a contour plot in Figure 2C.
The difference dataset has negative signals below ∼520 nm with
a maximum around 480 nm, and positive signals above 520 nm.
Within the first 100 femtoseconds (τ1 < 300 fs) the negative
signal exhibits a strong decay, while the positive signal decays
with a blue shift on this time scale (Figure 2C).

The remaining positive signal decays with time constants
of τ2 = (1.8 ± 0.3) and τ3 = (90 ± 25) ps to zero. The
corresponding decay associated spectra (DAS) and transients are
presented in Figure S7. The positive signal corresponding to τ2

exhibits a maximum at 590 nm and a broad absorption from
520 nm to wavelengths longer than 690 nm. A small negative
contribution is found around 500 nm. The DAS corresponding
to τ3 (DAS3) has a smaller amplitude with a maximum
at 570 nm and positive signals from 490 to 690 nm. Small
negative contributions are found around 450 nm. The spectral
integrated signal in Figure S4 exhibits an instantaneous positive
feature masked by oscillations, decaying with time constants
<300 fs, 1.8 ps, and ∼90 ps. Since spectral integrated signals are
insensitive to spectral shifts, three time constants indicate three
transitions of electronic states. Thus, we assign the significant
DAS2 signal not to a cooling effect, but to a change of the
electronic state properties.

The back reaction of the excited CaChR1 with 13-cis retinal
to the parent ground state is nearly complete within 100 ps. This
explains the nearly identical negative shapes of the absorption
difference signals upon excitation at 500 and 550 nm.

At 100 ps delay time the spectral shape of the negative
bleaching band signals are nearly identical for excitation at 500
and 550 nm (see Figure S5). Upon scaling of the bleaching bands
for both excitations the photoproduct bands are rather similar,
with band integrals differing by about 1.4, and absorption at
longer wavelengths upon excitation at 500 nm. The intensity
and spectral differences point to the existence of different
photoproducts depending on the excitation energy. Increasing
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the excitation energy by shorter wavelengths introduce a
higher amount of excess energy into the CaChR1 protein
allowing for formation of photoproducts with higher ground-
state energy and consequently red-shifted absorption. Ground-
state heterogeneity of chromophore structures were reported for
several photoreceptors (Gervasio et al., 1998; Sineshchekov, 2004;
von Stetten et al., 2008;Mailliet et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Ritter
et al., 2013).

Examination of the photoreaction quantum yield is difficult
and can only be roughly estimated by our data.

We estimated a quantum yield for the CaChR1 with all-trans
retinal upon excitation at 550 nm to be higher than 0.25 and lower
than 0.7. Excitation of the CaChR1 at 500 nm is lower compared
to excitation at 550 nm.

A striking property of the CaChR1 dynamics are the coherent
oscillations visible in the transients (Figure 3), as well as in the
contour plots (Figure S2). We obtained coherent oscillations
up to 3 ps delay time by subtracting the simulated exponential
dynamics from the dataset. The remaining residues were Fourier
transformed and the amplitudes were plotted in Figure 6A.
Figure 6B presents the spectral distribution of the Fourier
components. Upon excitation at 550 nm we were able to identify
oscillatory signals at about 80, 100, 150, 200, and 225 cm−1. The
vibrations around 100, 150, 200, and 225 cm−1 occur at spectral
positions connected to the electronic excited state, and also to
the photoproduct absorption at long wavelengths. This could be
interpreted in a way that these four vibrations constitute a part
of the reaction coordinate in CaChR1, transferring the electronic
excited state population to the first hot photoproduct P1. These
vibrations at 100, 155, 200, and 225 cm−1 were assigned for all-
trans retinal in solution to a ring torsion vibration, a chainmethyl
and ring torsion vibration, a methyl ring torsion vibration, and
a chain bending and methyl ring torsion vibration, respectively
(Prokhorenko et al., 2006). Two similar coherent vibrations at
195 and 226 cm−1 were reported to be crucial to optimize the
photoisomerization reaction, while the coherent vibration of
155 cm−1 were reported to reduce the photoreaction quantum
yield in bacteriorhodopsin (Polli et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2014).

Discussion

Ourmodel for the photoreaction ofCaChR1 with all-trans retinal
is presented in Figure 8:

Upon photoexcitation the all-trans retinal relaxes on the
electronic excited state surface followed by an excited state decay
and isomerization with a time constant of τ1 = (100 ± 50) fs via
a conical intersection to the very hot photoproduct P1. Our decay
associated spectrum (DAS1) in Figure 4 with a time constant of
τ1 = (100 ± 50) fs is the only signature explaining the rise of
the delayed positive signal around 600 nm. The excess energy
is located in retinal and protein vibrations strongly coupled
to the reaction coordinate. We propose a reaction coordinate
consisting of several vibrations including the low-frequency
vibrations at 205 and 225 cm−1. From the vibrational excited
electronic hot P1 the CaChR1 with 13-cis retinal relaxes via
cascaded energy redistribution processes (Heyne et al., 2004a)

to the relaxed photoproduct P1 on a time scale of 500 fs and
5 ps. The initial P1 photoproduct absorption band exhibits a
very broad absorption ranging from 427 to 690 nm. A significant
narrowing of the spectrum especially at the low-energy side
of the photoproduct absorption is observed on a time scale of
500 fs, followed by a narrowing of the spectrum at the high-
energy side of the photoproduct absorption on a time scale
of 5 ps. These spectral shifts without a change of extinction
coefficient are visible in the spectrally resolved data (Figure 4),
but not in the spectral integrated transient (Figure 7). These
processes are indicated by the change of the potential energy
surface shapes of P1 in Figure 8. Narrowing of P1 absorption
upon vibrational relaxation is accompanied with the narrowing
of the photoproduct potential well. Despite the fact, that we
cannot directly detect the photoisomerization process as by time-
resolved infrared spectroscopy, we were able to identify the
excited state decay with a time constant of 100 fs and the emerged
absorption of the photoproduct within 200 fs (Figure 2A). Thus,
we conclude that the photoisomerization process is an ultrafast
process with a time constant of (100 ± 50) fs. The strong red-
shift of P1 absorption with 13-cis retinal can be explained by

FIGURE 6 | Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) amplitudes of the

residuals (A) and the spectral distribution of the components

(B). (B) non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) of the 2D matrix

presented in Figure S3 of the FFT amplitudes mapped to 4

components. The number of components was inferred from the

singular values of the matrix.
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FIGURE 7 | Spectral integrated transient of the complete dataset upon

excitation at 550nm. At delay times around time zero and before 200 fs

strong oscillatory signals are visible. The mean signal directly after excitation is

negative, rising to about 500 fs. On a picosecond time scale the signal stays

nearly constant. The transient is plotted on a logarithmic scale for long delay

times. A small signal decrease is observed. Small oscillatory signals are also

visible for delay times after 200 fs.

protein surrounding that is not equilibrated. The structural
change of the chromophore, change of electric fields around the
chromophore, and redistribution of the excess energy into the
protein surrounding promotes the energy of CaChR1 ground
state, resulting in a red-shifted absorption. These changes lead to
an energetically elevated photoproduct ground-state P1 initiating
the photocycle.

This early photoreaction mechanism is nearly identical to the
photoreaction of rhodopsin (Schapiro and Ruhman, 2014). The
chromophore relaxes from the Franck-Condon region within
100 fs and reaches the conical intersection. Within this time scale
the stimulated emission vanishes completely in rhodopsin, as
well as in CaChR1. In contrast, we see no ultrafast red-shift of
the stimulated emission in CaChR1, probably due to a smaller
extinction coefficient in CaChR1. With the disappearance of the
stimulated emission the photoproduct absorption appears and
shifts to higher energies in rhodopsin and in CaChR1.

The thermally equilibrated photoproduct P1 in CaChR1
absorbs maximally around 560 nm (Figure S1). The quantum
yield of the forward reaction is roughly estimated to be between
0.25 and 0.7, as expected for retinal proteins. The photoproduct
P1 is the first activated protein state of the photocycle of CaChR1.

The photoreaction is strongly influenced by coherent
oscillations. Due to limited time resolution with an IRF of at
least 90 fs we are able to identify strong coherent signals up to
∼320 cm−1. We found oscillations resulted from low-frequency
vibrations coupled to the photodynamics of CaChR1 with all-
trans retinal at 205, 225, and 320 cm−1. We assign the vibration
around 320 cm−1 to Raman vibrations of the CaF2 windows. The
other low-frequency modes could be assigned to all-trans retinal
vibrations (Prokhorenko et al., 2006) but further experiments

FIGURE 8 | Schematic potential energy surface as a function of the

reaction coordinate for the CaChR1 with all-trans retinal. After excitation

(green arrow) the molecules relax within 100 fs on the S1 potential energy

surface (black arrow) to the conical intersection (CI), indicated as straight lines

from S1 to S0. Transition from S1 to S0 is accompanied with all-trans to 13-cis

retinal photoisomerization. The excess energy excites vibrations of the

chromophore and protein resulting in a softer ground-state potential energy

surface (solid orange line) for the photoproduct P1 with 13-cis retinal. Upon

vibrational energy relaxation the ground-state potential energy surface

becomes stiffer and more harmonic, thereby stabilizing the photoproduct

(green line) until the fast relaxation process equilibrates (red curve). This

process is connected with the same time constants as for parent ground-state

recovery of 500 fs, and 5ps.

with higher time resolution have to be performed to allow
a precise assignment of frequency and phase of the involved
vibrational oscillations.

In bacteriorhodopsin constructive and destructive
interference effects of coherent vibrations drives the ultrafast
isomerization process (Polli et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2014).
We expect a similar photoreaction mechanism for CaChR1 with
all-trans retinal. Whether the quantum yield of the CaChR1
photoreaction can be optimized by coherent pulse shaping,
has to be investigated in the future. As a result of the very
fast isomerization process and formation of the hot electronic
ground-state photoproduct, the chromophore and protein
surrounding cannot follow this fast reaction speed. Thus,
intra- and intermolecular energy redistribution processes on
the sub picosecond and picosecond time scale transforms
the system to the thermally equilibrated first photoproduct
P1. Whether the different time scales can be assigned to
intramolecular redistribution within the 13-cis chromophore
and intermolecular redistribution between chromophore
and protein has to be investigated by time-resolved infrared
spectroscopy.

Comparison with reported photoreaction of CrChR2 reveals
several similarities and differences. The photoproduct absorbs
red-shifted to the bleaching band in CaChR1, and in CrChR2.
In CrChR2 the excited state relaxes with 150 fs similar to the
fast time constant in CaChR1 of 100 fs, but decays with a longer
time constant of 400 fs to the photoproduct. The photoproduct
cooling was determined to 2.7 ps, in contrast to CaChR1, where
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we observed two cooling processes with 500 fs and 5 ps. As visible
in Figure 2A the spectral shifting in CaChR1 has not stopped
completely at long delay times. In CrChR2 a similar spectral shift
with a time constant of 200 ps was assigned to protein relaxation.
For both systems the primary photoreaction process is assigned
to all-trans to 13-cis retinal isomerization. Due to the blue-shifted
absorption ofCrChR2with absorptionmaximum around 450 nm
no positive signals from the ESA could be observed on the high
energy side of the bleaching signal. In CaChR1, we detected the
ESA on the high energy side of the bleaching signal, allowing for
a direct separation of electronic excited state and photoproduct
absorption. In contrast to CrChR2 we found strong oscillatory
signals in CaChR1 and a dependence of the photoreaction
dynamics on the excitation wavelength (Verhoefen et al., 2010).

Upon excitation at 550 nm we observe the expected
photoisomerization of CaChR1 with all-trans retinal to the first
photoproduct P1 cooling down on the picosecond time scale.
Changing the excitation energy to 500 nm, results in significantly
different photoreaction dynamics. The initial bleaching band is
blue-shifted with respect to excitation at 550 nm, demonstrating
heterogeneity of the CaChR1 ground state. Whether the origin
of heterogeneity is due to differences in the chromophore
structure or differences in the protein strongly interacting
with the chromophore can be assessed by electronic or
vibrational dynamics. The dynamics of the electronic states
show distinct differences in band positions, time scales, and
extinction coefficients upon excitation at 500 nm and 550 nm.
It was reported that two chromophore conformations appear
with all-trans and 13-cis retinal of 70 and 30% abundance,
respectively. Raman stretching vibrations of the C = C were
determined at 1533 cm−1 for CaChR1 with all-trans retinal and
at 1550 cm−1 for CaChR1 with 13-cis retinal (Muders et al.,
2014). Thus, the differences in the photoreaction dynamics can
be explained by ground-state heterogeneity of theCaChR1 retinal
chromophore.

We determined the absorption maxima of CaChR1 with all-
trans retinal, and 13-cis retinal to be at 540, and ∼480 nm,
respectively. This is in accordance with the reported linear
correlation between the frequency of the retinal C= C stretching
vibration ν(C = C) and the maximum of the visible absorption
spectrum λmax for equilibrated ground-state structures (Aton
et al., 1977; Fodor et al., 1989).

Excitation at 500 nm triggers the photoreaction of CaChR1
with all-trans retinal, and of CaChR1 with 13-cis retinal. After
subtraction of the CaChR1 with all-trans retinal dynamics we
observed the CaChR1 with 13-cis retinal. We found an ultrafast
photoreaction with a positive signal around 600 nm, which
decays on a time scale of<300 fs. This is indicated by the decay of
the negative and positive signals in Figure 2C, S7A at early delay
times around 480 and 600 nm, respectively. A significant positive
signal of the photoproduct Q with a maximum around 590 nm
indicates absorption, decaying with a time constant τ2 = (1.8
± 0.3) ps. The remaining positive absorption Q’ with maximum
around 570 nm decays with τ3 = (90 ± 25) ps. The bleaching
signals around 480 nm are weak compared to the strong positive
signals around 600 nm, indicating a smaller extinction coefficient
for the bleaching signals. This explains the poor dynamics of the

bleaching signal that might overlap with the high-energy part of
the Q spectrum of similar strength. Hence, bleaching recovery
of the Q population result in negligible changes of the bleaching
signal. The dynamics of CaChR1 with 13-cis retinal show three
time constants also visible in the spectral integrated transient in
Figure S4A. Thus, we expect all time constants to be connected
with changes of electronic state properties.

Since the bleaching signals are the same for excitation at 550
and 500 nm after 100 ps, we expect the photoreaction of CaChR1
with 13-cis retinal to be recovered to its parent state at this time.
Thus, several photoreaction mechanism can be discussed:

A photoreaction without isomerization would promote the
CaChR1 13-cis ground state (cis) to its electronic excited state
cis∗, followed by a fast relaxation in the electronic excited state,
decays to cis’ ground state with vibrational excited protein
surrounding, and relaxed back to its parent state cis. The first
time constant of 200 fs (see Figure S7C) would correspond to the
relaxation process, the second time constant τ2 = (1.8 ± 0.3) ps
to the cis∗ → cis’ transition, and the 90 ps time constant to the
recovery of the parent state. The only remaining question is why
is the extinction coefficient so different in cis∗ and cis’ compared
to cis. It seems to be more plausible that the difference of
extinction coefficient is due to different chromophore structures
induces by isomerization.

Possible photoreactions with two isomerizations start with
the promotion of the CaChR1 13-cis ground state (cis) to its
electronic excited state cis∗, followed by a fast relaxation in
the electronic excited state. The first isomerization can occur
either in the electronic excited state (cis∗ → trans∗), or can be
accompanied by the transition from the excited to the ground
state cis∗ → trans∗ or trans∗ → cis’. If a ground state with
trans’ is formed, an isomerization to cis has to take place in the
ground state. The first time constant of 200 fs can be connected
with an excited state relaxation or a cis∗ → trans∗ isomerization.
The second time constant of 1.8 ps can be due to transitions from
cis∗ → trans’ or trans∗ → cis’. The third time constant of 90 ps
reflects the recovery to the parent CaChR1 13-cis ground state
from trans’→ cis or cis’→ cis.

Since isomerization processes in the electronic ground state
are seldom, we prefer the photoreaction with a cis∗ → trans∗

isomerization in the electronic excited state on a time scale of
<300 fs inducing a strong signal change (Q), followed by a back-
isomerization (trans∗ → cis’) with 1.8 ps accompanied with the
transition from the electronic excited to the ground state cis’ (Q’),
that recovers to its parent state by 90 ps. A small fraction can also
decay to a trans’ ground state (trans∗ → trans’).

This would explain the positive signal above 520 nm, upon
excitation at 500 nm, with a significantly higher extinction
coefficient than upon excitation at 550 nm for long delay times.
We tentatively assign this positive signal to a photoproduct
CaChR1 with all-trans retinal. For Anabaena Sensory Rhodopsin,
it was reported that excitation of the ground state with 13-cis
retinal, leads to formation of a first K-like photoproduct with all-
trans retinal, decaying back to ground state with all-trans retinal
(Anderson et al., 2004). The photoreaction of CaChR1 with 13-
cis retinal is completed after some 100 picoseconds. Whether this
photoreaction induces dynamics and structural changes of the
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protein with possible biological function remains unclear, and has
to be clarified in other studies.

In summary, we determined the primary photoreaction
of CaChR1 for the first time. Ground-state heterogeneity of
two isomers of the chromophore, all-trans retinal and 13-cis
retinal leads to deviating photoreaction upon changing the
excitation wavelength. Shorter wavelengths result in an increase
of CaChR1 with 13-cis retinal dynamics, while excitation at
longer wavelength increase the photoreaction of CaChR1 with
all-trans retinal. Our data for CaChR1 with all-trans retinal are
best explained by an all-trans to 13-cis retinal isomerization and
hot photoproduct P1 formation with a time constant of ∼100 fs.
The photoreaction of CaChR1 with all-trans retinal turns out
to be faster than in CrChR2, and exhibit strong oscillatory
signals as reported for bacteriorhodopsin. Our data demonstrate
a heterogeneity of isomers in the ground state with different

photodynamics, but only one reaction pathway seems to be
relevant for biological function.
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1. Supplementary Data 
 
 
Examination of the photoreaction quantum yield is difficult and can only be roughly estimated by our 
data. Upon excitation at 550 nm the DAS at 100 fs indicates no change of the ground-state bleaching 
signal, but a positive signal contribution of ~ 1.5 mOD at 510 nm (Figure 4). At the same time the 
absorption difference spectrum in Figure 5A displays a negative signal of ~ 9.5 mOD. This results in 
a bleaching signal of 11 mOD at 510 nm. For 100 ps the remaining bleaching signal is 2.8 mOD. From 
this ratio a maximal bleaching recovery, and a minimal quantum yield of ~ 0.25 can be estimated. This 
analysis uses directly the negative signal of the absorption difference at 100 ps delay time. Since the 
broad positive P1 absorption band superimposes the bleaching band, the original contribution of the 
bleaching band should be higher. Assuming a P1 absorption profile with a smooth shape connecting 
the positive contributions at 560 nm and 430 nm, we had to scale the bleaching contribution by 2.8 
(Figure S1). This results in 2.8 fold contribution of the bleaching signal at 100 ps, and an increase of 
the quantum yield to ~ 70%. The same rough estimation leads to a quantum yield higher than ~ 25 % 
and smaller than ~ 40% for excitation at 500 nm. This can be explained by the additional 13-cis retinal 
reaction pathway that does not contribute to the forward reaction. 
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Figure S1: Calculated thermally relaxed photoproduct spectrum (blue line): The absorption difference 
at 100 ps (black line) is displayed together with an absorption spectrum of CaChR1. We scaled the 
absorption spectrum by 2.8, and added it to the absorption difference at 100 ps. The result was the 
photoproduct spectrum of P1 (blue line). Smaller scaling factors lead to a double peak structure of the 
photoproduct with peaks at 560 nm and 440 nm. 
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 3 

 
Figure S2: Contour plots of the photoreaction dynamics of CaChR1 upon excitation at 550 nm (A), 500 nm 
(B), and the difference of both datasets (C). Blue colors indicate negative signals, red colors positive signals. 
The contour plots display the absorbance difference in mOD upon excitation as a function of delay time and 
wavelength. The difference contour plot (C) is calculated by the direct difference of (B)-(A).  

. 
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Figure S3: FFT amplitudes of the residues as a function of wavelength and wavenumber for a time 
window of 3 ps. Contributions around 7cm-1, 100 cm-1, 150 cm-1, 200 cm-1, and 225 cm-1 are clearly 
visible.  
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Figure S4: Spectral integrated signals upon excitation at 500 nm (A),(B), and at 550 nm (C). For all 
integrations the spectral axis was transferred to wavenumbers and the different spectral resolutions 
were taken into account. (A) T(1)ransient of the complete spectral integrated signal (blue line), and a 
simulation (orange line) with time constants of (170±70) fs, (1.3±0.5) ps, and 30 ps. The strong 
coherent oscillations around time zero are dominated by nonlinear signals of the CaF2 windows. (B) 
All positive, and negative signals of the dataset were spectral integrated; the P/N transient (blue line) 
is the ratio of the integrated positive to integrated negative transient. P/N signals are sensitive to 
spectral shifts of bands with different extinction coefficient, while the integrated signal is not. The sub 
picosecond and picosecond time components are clearly visible, as well as oscillatory behavior with a 
period of 100 fs. (C) Integrated positive (black line), integrated negative (red line), and integrated P/N 
transient (green line) plotted as a function of delay time. The P/N transient exhibits a small signal 
increase up to 500 fs and stays nearly constant for longer delay times. 
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Figure S5: Absorption difference spectra at 100 ps upon excitation at 500 nm (blue line), 550 nm 
(orange line), and its difference scaled by a factor of 3 (green line). The shape of the bleaching signal 
is nearly identical from 430 nm to 510 nm, indicating not remaining bleaching signal from CaChR1 
with 13-cis retinal. The difference shows signatures of a broad absorbing species with maximum 
around 610 nm. 
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Figure S6: Nonlinear signal in the CaF2 windows at 550 nm probe wavelength. The “glass signal” (blue 
dots) represents the nonlinear signal of the empty sample cell with CaF2 windows. The signal can be 
well simulated (orange line) by a Gaussian (exp(-t2/σ2)) and its first and second derivative as reported 
by Kovalenko et al.(1) This simulation results at an instrument response function (IRF) and cross-
correlation of σ=90 fs. Note, using a standard Gaussian (exp(-t2/[2 σ 2])) would result in an even shorter 
IRF. Hence, the time resolution, given by the IRF or cross-correlation is better than 100 fs. Therefore, 
small oscillatory features of the ~320 cm-1 vibration with an oscillation period of 104 fs of the windows 
are visible, only possible with an IRF below 100 fs.  
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Figure S7: Dynamics of CaChR 1 with 13-cis retinal derived from the data by direct subtraction of the 
dataset excited at 500 nm from the dataset excited at 550 nm. Positive signals are new emerging bands, 
while negative signals show bleaching bands and stimulated emission. (A) Absorbance difference 
spectra for different delay times. For 100 ps delay time a positive signal remains around 650 nm, 
indicating the difference between 500 nm and 550 nm excitation at 100 ps delay time (Figure S5, green 
signal). (B) Transients at selected wavelengths on a logarithmic time scale. Three time constants are 
well visible. Solid lines represent the fits with three time constants of τ1=200 fs, τ2=1.8 ps, and τ3=90 
ps. (C) Decay associated spectra. The positive bands are stronger than the negative bands indicating 
higher extinction coefficients for the new emerging bands compared to the bleaching band.      
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Vibrational dynamics of the retinal all-trans to 13-cis photoisomerization in

channelrhodopsin-1 from Chlamydomonas augustae (CaChR1) was investigated by

femtosecond visible pump mid-IR probe spectroscopy. After photoexcitation, the

transient infrared absorption of C-C stretching modes was detected. The formation

of the 13-cis photoproduct marker band at 1193 cm�1 was observed within the time

resolution of 0.3 ps. We estimated the photoisomerization yield to (60 6 6) %. We

found additional time constants of (0.55 6 0.05) ps and (6 6 1) ps, assigned to

cooling, and cooling processes with a back-reaction pathway. An additional

bleaching band demonstrates the ground-state heterogeneity of retinal. VC 2016
Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/). [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4948338]

I. INTRODUCTION

Light excitation of rhodopsins lead to various functionalities like sensing, ion pumping and

channeling across the biological membrane. Channelrhodopsins (ChR) are the only light-gated

ion channels in nature found so far. Originally, they are located in the eyespot of green algae to

mediate phototaxis. In these days, channelrhodopsins are used in the vibrant field of optoge-

netics1 where the protein is used to elicit action potentials in nerve cells by light. ChR have

been applied to unravel neuronal connectivity2 and to manipulate behavior in ChR-expressing

animals like worms and rodents.3,4 Due to their application in living organisms, the detailed

understanding of the molecular mechanism after light excitation is of high interest.

Common to all rhodopsins, the initial step of photo-activation of channelrhodopsin involves

isomerization of the retinal chromophore. Most spectroscopic analysis has been performed on

channelrhodopsin-2 from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (CrChR2).5 Ultrafast pump-probe experi-

ments6 provided evidence for retinal isomerization and formation of the first photoproduct to

take place with a time constant s of 400 fs. Due to the fast deactivation of the excited state, the

impact of retinal isomerization on the protein surrounding was observed with a time constant of

0.5 ps by Vis-pump/mid-IR probe spectroscopy.7

Much less is known about the photoreaction of the other light-activated cation channel of

C. reinhardtii, CrChR1, due to the difficulties in overexpression. However, channelrhodopsin-1

from related Chlamydomonas augustae (CaChR1) achieves high expression yields in the yeast

Pichia pastoris.8,9 Interestingly, CaChR1 comes with two distinct advantages for optogenetic

application. It has a slower inactivation under sustained illumination than CrChR1 and a

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: Karsten.heyne@fu-berlin.de

2329-7778/2016/3(4)/043208/8 VC Author(s) 2016.3, 043208-1
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red-shifted absorption maximum as compared to CrChR2. Thus, CaChR1 can be activated with

the light of longer wavelength, which is able to penetrate deeper into biological tissue.8

Like in CrChR2, the ground state of CaChR1 exhibits a heterologous retinal isomer com-

position. Retinal extraction and analysis of the isomers by high performance liquid chromatog-

raphy reveals a 70:30 ratio of all-trans to 13-cis retinal. Resonance Raman experiments of the

C¼C stretching modes of the retinal embedded in the functional protein confirmed that mainly

all-trans and to a minor amount 13-cis retinal exists.9 Recently, the heterogeneity of the ground

state was again verified by UV/Vis absorption experiments with femtosecond time resolution

which exhibit different photoreaction dynamics of CaChR1 on varying the excitation wave-

length.10 These experiments revealed an ultrafast isomerization of the all-trans retinal to a hot

and spectrally broad P1 photoproduct with a time constant of (100 6 50) fs, followed by the

photoproduct relaxation with time constants of (500 6 100) fs and (5 6 1) ps.10 UV/Vis absorp-

tion experiments with nanosecond time resolution showed that the appearance of a red-shifted

intermediate P1 absorbing at around 560 nm arises, followed by the rise of a biphasic P2

intermediate matching the time for ion conduction of the channel.11 After the decay of the P2

intermediate, only faint traces of a red-shifted intermediate (P3-like) and a P4 intermediate have

been detected.11

In this study, we focus on identification of the retinal all-trans photoreaction by vibrational

spectroscopy. Time-resolved vibrational spectroscopy proved to be a very reliable method for

characterization of photoisomerization dynamics.12,13 In particular, vibrational modes of retinal

chromophores in photoreceptors are well studied. Vibrational marker bands for the all-trans,

15-anti retinal around 1163 cm�1, 1200 cm�1, and �1240 cm�1 were assigned to mixed C-C

stretching modes of the chromophore. The vibration at �1240 cm�1 was assigned to a vibration

with significant C12-C13 stretching mode character, while the vibration at �1200 cm�1 was

assigned to a mode with significant C14-C15 stretching character.14 In CaChR1, these modes

were observed in FTIR-difference spectra at 1163 cm�1, 1205 cm�1, and 1240 cm�1.15 Upon

photoisomerization, the expected photoproduct has a 13-cis, 15-anti retinal conformation. A

specific vibrational marker band was reported at about 1195 cm�1, assigned to a vibration with

a significant C14-C15 stretching component.16 This marker band for a 13-cis photoproduct was

also observed in CaChR1 by FTIR-difference spectroscopy and, very recently, by impulsive

vibrational spectroscopy,17 confirming all-trans to 13-cis isomerization.15 Here, we focused on

the time-resolved observation of the all-trans marker bands at 1200 cm�1 and 1240 cm�1, as

well as on the 13-cis, 15-anti marker band at �1195 cm�1.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1, the visible absorption spectrum of CaChR1 is plotted. We excited the sample at

�530 nm, where the absorption spectrum is dominated by CaChR1 with retinal all-trans
configuration.

For tracking the retinal photoisomerization from all-trans to 13-cis configuration around

the C13¼C14 double bond, we applied angle-balanced polarization-resolved femtosecond visible

(VIS) pump–IR probe spectroscopy18 to determine the vibrational dynamics on CaChR1 in

H2O in the vibrational fingerprint region from 1174 cm�1 to 1257 cm�1 with a high spectral re-

solution of 1.5 cm�1. The spectral range around 1200 cm�1 exhibits well-characterized vibra-

tional marker bands for retinal all-trans conformation, and retinal 13-cis conformation. These

vibrational modes are dominated by the C14-C15 stretching vibration of the retinal chromophore,

the position where photoisomerization is supposed to induce strongest alterations. Since elec-

tronic spectra of stimulated emission, electronic excited state, product, and ground-state absorp-

tion overlap considerably, the vibrational marker band at 1190 cm�1 is a very suitable tool for

13-cis photoproduct identification.

Upon photoexcitation at 530 nm, spectral changes in the fingerprint region are presented in

Fig. 2 for selected pump–probe delay times. An instantaneous strong negative signal is

observed at 1203 cm�1, reflecting the ground-state bleaching of the C14-C15 stretching vibration

of retinal in the all-trans conformation. A strong positive signal is visible at 1190 cm�1,

043208-2 Stensitzki et al. Struct. Dyn. 3, 043208 (2016)
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representing the C14-C15 stretching vibration of the 13-cis conformation. At time zero, this posi-

tive signal is absent, but at a delay time of 0.35 ps the signal has reached its maximum. This

points to a very fast formation of the retinal 13-cis photoproduct, which is faster than 0.3 ps.

Upon excitation, strong mixing of the C¼C double and C-C single bond vibrations takes place

in the electronic excited state. Thus, we observe no strong positive signal from retinal excited

state absorption in the investigated spectral region. Another significant negative signal is visible

at 1239 cm�1, displaying the bleaching band of C12-C13 stretching vibration in the retinal all-

trans conformation. This band is spectrally shifted in the 13-cis conformation, and has negligi-

ble spectral overlap with strong positive absorption bands. Hence, we can use the bleaching re-

covery of this band to estimate the forward quantum yield of the photoreaction. The high spec-

tral resolution of 1.5 cm�1 allows for identification of spectral substructures. A closer inspection

of the bleaching band around 1239 cm�1 shows that a negative shoulder in the bleaching band

at around 1230 cm�1 exists. Furthermore, we observe a broad positive feature from 1215 cm�1

to 1257 cm�1 at early delay times, which decays within a picosecond completely. In contrast, a

remaining positive band at 1220 cm�1 is observed in the FTIR-difference spectra at 80 K.19

This could point to the trapping of a transient intermediate state at low temperatures which

relaxes back to the parent all-trans ground state on a picosecond time scale at room

FIG. 1. Absorption spectrum of CaChR1. The green bar shows the excitation wavelength. Inset: Retinal all-trans, 15-anti
configuration with protonated Schiff base. Green arrow indicates the photoisomerization.

FIG. 2. Absorbance difference spectra of CaChR1 upon excitation at 530 nm at specific pump-probe delay times. Negative

signals are bleaching signals; positive signals show vibrational absorption of hot ground-states, excited states, or product

bands.
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temperature. The transients at selected spectral positions plotted in Fig. 3 provide information

on the photoreaction dynamics. At negative delay times, i.e., when the probe pulse arrives at

the sample before the pump pulse, we observe signals from the perturbed free induction decay

(PFID).20 This results in an exponential increase at spectral positions of the strong bleaching

bands at 1239 cm�1 and 1203 cm�1 (plotted as red and green lines in Fig. 3), reflecting the

dephasing of these vibrations. The exponential rise of the PFID signal at 1239 cm�1

corresponds to a line width (FWHM) of (10 6 2) cm�1,20 matching the line width of the bleach-

ing signal at 45 ps in Fig. 2, after completion of cooling processes. This supports the absence of

a positive signal superimposed at 1239 cm�1 for long delay times. At time zero, the pump pulse

arrives and populates excited states. Within the system response of 0.3 ps (grey line in Fig. 3)

the all-trans bleaching signal at 1203 cm�1 (green line) appears and decays on a sub-

picosecond to picosecond time scale. This bleaching recovery can reflect either repopulation of

the ground state, or a blue-shift of the adjacent positive C14-C15 stretching vibration of the 13-

cis conformation around 1190 cm�1. The latter is supported by narrowing of the spectral width

of the C14-C15 stretching vibration around 1180 cm�1, and the blue-shift of the zero-crossing

around 1197 cm�1 for increasing delay times in Fig. 2.

The transient of the C14-C15 stretching vibration of the 13-cis conformation (�(C14-

C15)13cis) at �1190 cm�1 (black circles in Fig. 3) displays a positive signal, which rises within

the system response of 0.3 ps. Since the band at 1190 cm�1 is a marker band for 13-cis confor-

mation, we can conclude that photoproduct formation due to all-trans isomerization is finished

after 0.3 ps. This is in line with recent studies on electronic transitions.10 The transient stays

nearly constant in amplitude within the observed time window. All data are well-simulated by

the sum of three exponentials.

We found decay constants of s1¼ (0.55 6 0.05) ps, s2¼ (6 6 1) ps, and a decay constant s3

much longer than our observation time window. We assign s3 to the remaining and constant

signal in our time window of 200 ps. The simulated curves are presented in Fig. 3 as solid lines,

and at spectral positions of 1203 cm�1 and 1239 cm�1 simulations of the PFID are also dis-

played. The transient of the �(C14-C15)trans bleaching band at 1203 cm�1 (green line, Fig. 3)

exhibits a significant decay with 0.55 ps and 6 ps. In contrast, the transient of the �(C12-C13)trans

bleaching band at 1239 cm�1 shows only a small amplitude changes with a decay constant of

6 ps. The decay associated spectra (DAS) of the decay constants s1 (DASs1), s2 (DASs2), and s3

(DASs3) are plotted in Fig. 4.

FIG. 3. Transients of CaChR1 upon excitation at 530 nm for selected wavenumbers. Positive delay times: Solid lines repre-

sent simulations with a sum of three exponentials; negative delay times: Solid lines represent PFID signals at 1203 cm�1

(green line) with a time constant of (0.80 6 0.08) ps, and at 1239 cm�1 (red line) with a time constant of (1 6 0.2) ps.
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The fast component DASs1 exhibits a broad positive signal from 1173 cm�1 to 1193 cm�1,

and a negative signal with similar strength from 1193 cm�1 to 1208 cm�1. The zero-crossing is

exactly at the maximum of the �(C14-C15)13cis absorption, indicating vibrational cooling of the

13-cis product band. Moreover, a broad positive signal from 1208 cm�1 to 1258 cm�1 is visible,

with a negative peak around 1234 cm�1. This feature could be caused by cooling of a vibration

absorbing at higher wavenumbers than 1258 cm�1. We assign the 0.55 ps component solely to

the cooling processes. The slower component DASs2 has also a positive component below

1193 cm�1, and negative contributions from 1193 cm�1 up to 1220 cm�1. In contrast to the fast

component DASs1, the negative signal has more amplitude than the positive one. For pure

vibrational cooling processes, one would expect a stronger positive signal compared to the

negative signal of the same vibration, since the oscillator strength is typically increased by

vibrational excitation. This could point to the cooling processes, overlapped by ground-state re-

covery. This is supported by the positive/negative feature at 1228 cm�1 (þ)/1239 cm�1 (�) in

DASs2. Again, a positive signal is observed at higher wavenumbers (around 1250 cm�1).

Moreover, the DASs2 has negligible contributions at 1193 cm�1, but strong contributions at

1203 cm�1 indicating no increase of the 13-cis photoproduct, but recovery of the all-trans
bleaching band with a decay time of 6 ps. This supports the assignment of back-reaction pro-

cesses with a time constant of 6 ps. The constant signal DASs3 shows the clear positive/negative

signature at 1192 cm�1 (þ)/1204 cm�1 (�) of all-trans to 13-cis photoisomerization with ampli-

tude ratio of 3:2, similar to those observed in light-induced FTIR-difference spectra of CaChR1

at cryogenic temperature.19

Since the �(C14-C15)trans bleaching band at 1203 cm�1 is strongly masked by the �(C14-

C15)13cis absorption, we analyzed the �(C12-C13)trans bleaching band at 1239 cm�1 to estimate

the quantum yield of the forward photoisomerization reaction. In Fig. 5, we present the differ-

ent absorption spectrum at delay time zero (black line) together with the constant component

DASs3 from the simulations. At 1239 cm�1, we see negligible contributions of non-linear spec-

tral features, but a broad positive background at delay time zero. By subtracting the background

approximated by a straight line (grey line in Fig. 5), the bleaching signal strength is calculated

at time zero (green line in Fig. 5). The constant DAS in Fig. 5 (red line) shows the pure bleach-

ing signal at 1239 cm�1 without overlapping the positive contributions. The bleaching signal

strength after the photoreaction is calculated and presented in Fig. 5 (blue line). The ratio of

the two bleaching signals reveals the proportion of CaChR1 not reacting back to the all-trans

FIG. 4. Decay associated spectra of CaChR1. The constant DASs3 (black) represents the difference spectra on a time scale

of hundreds of ps. The fast DASs1 (brown) shows dispersive features of vibrational cooling. DASs2 (dark yellow) exhibits

dispersive features and features of the bleaching bands.
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ground state, but undergo a forward reaction. Thus, the forward reaction quantum yield can be

determined from our data to (0.60 6 0.06).

Closer inspection of the spectral shape of the bleaching band at 1239 cm�1 displays a

shoulder at 1230 cm�1. This shoulder is visible in all difference spectra (Fig. 2) indicating an

additional bleaching band. Whether this bleaching band reflects retinal ground state heterogene-

ity in all-trans, 15-anti conformation, i.e., due to different hydrogen bonding, or is caused by a

sub-population of 13-cis, 15-syn retinal10,21 of ground-state CaChR1 will be investigated in

future studies.

III. CONCLUSION

We present the first femtosecond time-resolved IR study of the photoisomerization of

channelrhodopsin-1 from Chlamydomonas augustae (CaChR1) in the vibrational fingerprint

region of the C-C stretching vibrations. The vibrational dynamics of the retinal chromophore

isomerization from all-trans to 13-cis was investigated by polarization-resolved VIS pump mid-

IR probe spectroscopy at a high time resolution (about 300 fs). After photoexcitation at 530 nm,

the transient infrared absorption was probed in a spectral region with dominant C-C stretching

mode absorption. The photoproduct C14-C15 vibrational marker mode at 1190 cm�1 that is

indicative for a 13-cis, 15-anti configuration of the chromophore rises within the time resolu-

tion. Investigations in the visible spectral range reported photoisomerization time constants of

100 fs.10 This is in line with our observations that provide direct evidence for the isomerization

taking place faster than 0.3 ps, faster than in bacteriorhodopsin13 or in channelrodopsin-27 from

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (CrChR2). Vibrational dynamics show additional time constants of

(0.55 6 0.05) ps and (6 6 1) ps, identical to those observed in ultrafast VIS pump supercontin-

uum probe experiments.10 We assigned the 0.55 ps time constant predominantly to vibrational

cooling, while the longer time constant of 6 ps probably also consists of a back-reaction path-

way. We estimated the photoisomerization reaction yield by the bleaching signal of the C12-C13

stretching band at 1239 cm�1 to (60 6 6)%, very similar to other rhodopsins. Our high spectral

resolution of 1.5 cm�1 allows for identification of an additional bleaching component at

1230 cm�1. This finding strongly supports ground state heterogeneity of the retinal chromo-

phore. Further studies should be performed to assign this bleaching band to either heterogeneity

of the all-trans, 15-anti retinal or to a 13-cis, 15-syn (dark-adapted) retinal conformation. Our

study clearly demonstrates various different photoreaction processes in retinal photoreceptors.

CaChR1shows a significantly faster isomerization dynamics as CrChR2 at a high yield. Further

FIG. 5. Absorbance difference spectra at time zero (black line), and at long delay times represented by DASs3 (red line). At

1239 cm�1 the amplitudes are taken at time zero and for long delay times, represented by the green and blue bars, respec-

tively. Grey line: Baseline for subtraction of the positive broad background at time zero.
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studies will be performed to identify the molecular origin of these differences, in order to truly

understand the optimization of photoreactions in photoreceptors.

IV. METHODS

CaChR1 was prepared as described previously.9,22 Briefly, the truncated CaChR1 gene

(1-352 aa) was fused with a 10xHis-tag (GeneArt, Life Technologies) and was heterologously

expressed in Pichia pastoris yeast cells. The solubilized protein was purified on a Ni-NTA col-

umn (Macherey-Nagel, Germany) and concentrated to 46 mg/ml in a buffer containing 20 mM

Hepes, 100 mM NaCl, 0.05% dodecyl maltoside at pH 7.4. Two times 150 ll of the CaChR1

solution was placed between two CaF2 windows. The spectral line-width of the femtosecond

excitation pulses is sketched with the absorption spectrum of CaChR1 in Figure 1.

Femtosecond laser pulses were generated starting from a fundamental femtosecond laser

pulse delivered by a 1 kHz Ti:Sa laser system (Coherent Legend USP, 80 fs pulses at 800 nm).

The fundamental beam was split into two parts for pump and probe pulse generation. The

pump pulses were generated in a non-collinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA). A sapphire

white light supercontinuum was used as seed, amplified in a b-barium borate (BBO) crystal by

frequency doubled pulses at 400 nm. We selected energies to excite the sample of about

0.4–0.5 lJ per pulse with a pump focus diameter of about 300 lm.

Angle balanced femtosecond polarization resolved VIS pump–IR probe measurements were

applied as described elsewhere.18 In short, the mid-IR probe beam is generated by a difference-

frequency mixing of near-infrared signal and idler pulses generated by 800 nm fs pulses in a

BBO crystal. Two reflections of the fs mid-IR pulse are taken as probe beams with different

polarizations used at the same time in the same sample volume to detect absorbance changes.

The system response was about 300 fs (shown in Fig. 3, grey line). We measured the system

response in a thin Ge plate in identical sample holders, as were used for the experiments on

CaChR1. Absorbance changes with mid-IR polarizations parallel (Apa) and perpendicular (Ape)

to the VIS pump beam polarization were detected. Isotropic absorbance changes (Aiso) were

calculated by Aiso¼ (Apaþ 2 Ape)/3. Here, we presented only isotropic data.
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1. Schematic View of Alcoholysis Reactions 

 
Supplementary Figure 1: Upper panel: Sketch of the alcoholysis reaction of phenylisocyanate (PHI) with 

cyclohexanol (CH-ol) forming the product cyclohexyl-carbanilate (CC). Lower panel: Absorption spectra of PHI solved 
in tetrahydrofuran (THF, red curve), CH-ol solved in THF (black curve), and the pure solvent THF (blue curve).   

The alcoholysis reaction of phenylisocyanate (PHI) and cyclohexanol (CH-ol) is a thermal driven 

reaction and occurs upon mixing of PHI and CH-ol. Strong vibrational marker bands were found for 

CH-ol, the OH-stretching vibration, measured at 3500 cm-1 and calculated at 3816 cm-1, and for PHI, 

the NCO stretching vibration, at 2270 cm-1 (calc. 2362 cm-1), the CH bending vibration at 1600 cm-1 

(calc. 1648 cm-1), and the NCO stretching vibration and CH bending vibration at 1512 cm-1 (calc. 1560 

cm-1). These vibrations are visible in Supplementary Fig. 1 and 2 and are not masked by 

tetrahydrofuran (THF) vibrations and can be used to follow the reaction time-resolved.  
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 3 

 

 
Supplementary Figure 2: (a) Absorption spectra of CH-ol in THF (black line), PHI in THF (red line), and THF (blue 
line) in the spectral range around 3000 cm-1 (a) and around 2000 cm-1 (b). (a) The OH-stretching vibration of CH-ol at 
3500 cm-1. The calculated IR transition dipole moment (orange arrow), and the displacement of the atoms (blue arrows) of 
this normal mode is shown next to the absorption band. (b) The NCO-stretching vibration of PHI at 2270 cm-1. Moreover, 
the CH-bending vibration of PHI at 1600 cm-1, the NCO-stretching & CH-bending vibration of PHI at 1512 cm-1, and the 
CH-bending vibration of CH-ol at 1450 cm-1.  The calculated dipole derivative unit vectors (orange arrows), and the 
displacement vectors (blue arrows) of the normal modes are shown next to the absorption bands. 
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Supplementary Figure 3: Absorption spectra of a 1:1 mixture of CH-ol and PHI in THF for different waiting times of 
0 min, 60 min, 120 min, 180 min, and 300 min after mixing. Two identical samples were mixed, one was illuminated at ~ 
3470 cm-1 (FWHM ~ 50 cm-1) at a repetition rate of 2 kHz (red lines), the other one was not illuminated (black lines).With 
increasing waiting time the cyclohexyl-carbanilate (CC) product rises. CC marker bands were identified: at 1730 cm-1 
(calculated 1784 cm-1) the CO stretching vibration; at 1545 cm-1 (calc. 1653 cm-1) the CH-bending vibration, and at 1505 
cm-1 (calc. 1566 cm-1) mainly the NH-bending vibration. 

The progress of the alcoholysis reaction can be monitored by the CC product absorption bands at 

1730 cm-1, 1545 cm-1, and 1505 cm-1 presented in Supplementary Fig. 3. In addition, the NH-stretching 

vibration at 3300 cm-1 (calc. 3630 cm-1) (not shown in Supplementary Fig. 3) can also be used to follow 

CC formation. The CC absorption bands increase, while the PHI and CH-ol bands decrease. 

Illumination around 3470 cm-1 accelerates the otherwise thermal driven reaction as can be seen by 

comparison of the illuminated sample (red lines) with the not illuminated sample (black lines). 
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 5 

 
Supplementary Figure 4: Alcoholysis reaction of toluene-2,4-diisocyanate (TDI) and 2,2,2-trichloroethane-1,1-diol 

(TCD) and the first step towards a polymer by chain elongation. 

 

2. Theoretical Methods and Additional Results 

The initial step of the polymerization reaction has been mimicked by the alcoholysis reaction of 

PHI with CH-ol in explicit THF. Here, the experimental Arrhenius activation energy was found to be 

6.7 kcal/mol [1]. First, geometry optimization and thermochemistry of stationary points, i.e. reactant, 

transition state, and product, have been performed in gas phase using DFT/B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) [2]. 

The results are summarized in Supplementary Fig. 5 and Supplementary Tab. 1. Two different spatial 

conformations for the reactant (R1 and R2), one transition state (TS), and one product (P) have been 

obtained (see Supplementary Fig. 6). It was observed that the two reactant (or precursor) geometries 

for the reactive system (PHI + CH-ol), R1 and R2 are almost isoenergetic (their energy difference is 

around 1.4 kcal/mol). However, their structure is rather different. While R1 has a (nonlinear) N-H-O 

Hydrogen bond, R2 is similar to the TS, which has a cyclic, -C-O-H-O-, structure. Apart from this 

fact, the structures differ by the orientation of the CH-ol. We did not locate a transition state between 

R1 and R2, but it can be anticipated to exist. Similar to data reported in literature, the calculated 
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activation energies for R1 and R2 are found to be 30.1 to 31.5 kcal/mol, that is, 4.5 to 4.7 times the 

experimental values [1]. 

Due to this manifest discrepancy between the experimental results and the corresponding theoretical 

ones in gas phase, we included the effect of an explicit solvent, i.e. THF in the present case. 

Specifically, the stationary structures (PHI + CH-ol) of reactant, transition state, and product have been 

solvated with 26 THF molecules using a cluster model. Full geometry optimization for each system 

has been performed using the hybrid ONIOM model [3]. Here, the reactive molecular system (PHI + 

CH-ol) is studied at the B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory, while the solvent molecules (THF) are 

described by the semi-empirical PM3 method.  

For the ONIOM model the total energy is calculated as 

𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵3𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 + 𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃3𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 + 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡      (1) 

which can be rewritten as 

𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵3𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 + 𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃3𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡+𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 − 𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃3𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡      (2) 

where 𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 is the total electronic energy, 𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵3𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡  is the electronic energy of the reactive system (PHI 

+ CH-ol) using DFT/B3LYP, 𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃3𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡  is the electronic energy of the solvent (THF) using PM3, 

𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃3𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡+𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 is the electronic PM3 energy of the reactive system and solvent molecules (PHI + CH-

ol + THF), and 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 is the interaction energy between the reactive system and solvent. 

During the optimization process, structural changes occur for the solvent molecules that are not 

directly related to the reaction coordinate, but, e.g., reflect the flexibility at the surface of the cluster 

model. To avoid spurious effects due to such changes, the energy of the solvent is omitted from the 

total energy, thus giving the corrected energy 

𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵3𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 + 𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃3𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡+𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 − 𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃3𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 − 𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃3𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡.    (3) 

Thermochemical calculations are performed for the reactive system only, assuming the validity of 

the harmonic approximation. The results of the ONIOM calculations are summarized in 

Supplementary Tabs. 1-5. 
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Supplementary Figure 5: Energetics of the reaction of PHI and CH-ol at the DFT/B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level in gas 

phase and in solution (treated by the ONIOM approach); numbers are given in kcal/mol. 

In solution, Supplementary Figs. 5 and 7 show that there are also two reactant geometries for the 

reactive system (PHI + CH-ol), R1 and R2. However, R1 is more stable than R2 (using the corrected 

energy, Eq. (3)) by about 9 kcal/mol. This means that in solution the cyclic nuclear conformation R2 

is the minor fraction, whereas R1 is the major fraction. Given the similarity in structure between R2 

and TS, as depicted in Supplementary Fig. 7, we expect that these are the relevant configurations that 

give rise to the rather low activation energy observed in experiment for this reaction (6.7 ± 0.2 

kcal/mol) [1]. This is in accord with the observed small urethane product yield that points to either an 

ineffective excitation process or a minor fraction of nuclear conformations capable of reacting. Further 

support for the responsibility of R2 for the observed activation energy in experiment is the 

conformational change between R2 and TS. This change is mainly negligible for CH-ol compared to 

PHI (see the dipole moments of PHI and CH-ol in Supplementary Tab. 2). Conformational changes 

from R2 to TS show an NCO angle change of 0.6° (see Supplementary Tab. 3), a shortening of the 

distance between the NCO carbon and the OH oxygen by 0.1 Å, and a shortening of the distance 

between the NCO nitrogen and the OH hydrogen by 0.02 Å (see Supplementary Fig. 7). Moreover, 
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the interaction of the solvent with the R2 and TS conformations is stronger for CH-ol than for PHI (see 

Supplementary Tab. 4). These findings indicate to the stronger influence of the NCO-stretching 

vibration to the reaction coordinate as compared with the OH-stretching vibration, in accord with 

experiment. Furthermore, the shortening of the C-O distance is more pronounced than that of the N-H 

distance due to the stronger electrostatic interaction between the C and O atoms as compared with the 

N and H atoms (see the Mulliken partial atomic charges in Supplementary Tab. 5) 

Concerning the energetics, we note that there is a substantial difference between the gas phase and 

solution results. Given the experimental activation energy of about 6.7 ± 0.2 kcal/mol the gas phase 

results are too large by factor of about 4.6. It turns out that the present ONIOM approach almost 

quantitatively reproduces the experimental value. In view of the various approximations such a 

quantitative agreement could be rather fortunate. However, it can be taken as an indication that the 

essential aspects of this part of the reaction are covered by the model. 

 
Supplementary Figure 6: Geometries of the reaction of PHI and CH-ol at the DFT/B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level in gas 

phase. 
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 Supplementary Figure 7: Geometries of the reaction of PHI and CH-ol at the DFT/B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level in 

THF solution described by the ONIOM model. 

 
Comparing the reactive systems in gas phase and in solution, one notices that the structural changes 

follow the order P < R1 < TS < R2. This can be seen by comparing the geometries in Supplementary 

Figs. 6 and 7. In addition, the change in dipole moments of gas phase and solution reactive systems 

(Supplementary Tab. 2) and the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of geometries between gas phase 

and solution reactive systems (Supplementary Tab. 3) confirm the same order. In addition, much of 

the change of the dipole moment of PHI is due the structure and here most notably the NCO angle, 

which changes from 145° (gas phase) to 174° (solution). An interesting observation concerns the TS 

geometry, which is much tighter in gas phase as compared with the solution phase. For instance, the 

C-O distance in the TS changes from 1.6 Å to 3.0 Å upon solvation. This also can be observed from 

the Mulliken partial atomic charges on the interacting atoms (see Supplementary Tab. 5).  

It is important to mention that all configurations R1, R2, TS and P are stabilized in solution as 

compared with the gas phase. This is due to the strong interaction between the solvent molecules and 

the reactive systems (PHI + CH-ol) and their constituents PHI and CH-ol. This reactive system-

solvent-interaction increased in the order TS < R2 < R1 < P. Therefore, if we calculate the energy of 

reactive systems (R1, R2, and TS) relative to energy of P according to Eq. 3, we observe a stabilization 

of TS and a destabilization of R2 (see Supplementary Fig. 5), leading to the observed experimental 

activation energy. 
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In a more detailed analysis of the reactive system (PHI + CH-ol) itself, it was observed that the CH-

ol-solvent-interaction is stronger than the PHI-solvent-interaction for all reactive systems (see 

Supplementary Tab. 4).  Further, the solvation shell around CH-ol is tighter as compared to PHI, thus 

pointing to the stronger (attractive) interaction.  

Supplementary Table 1: Energetics (in kcal/mol) of the reaction between PHI and CH-ol in gas phase and in THF solution 
(according to Eq. (3); the uncorrected energies are given in parentheses). 

  R1  TS  P reaction pathway R2  TS  P reaction pathway 
  R1 to TS R1 to P R2 to TS  R2 to P 

gas phase 

ΔE 32.1 -19.6 33.6 -18.2 
ΔH 29.5 -18.3 30.9 -17.0 
ΔG 33.8 -13.7 34.8 -12.7 
Eact 30.1 - 31.5 - 

solution 

ΔE 15.3 (2.2) 21.9 (27.1) 6.2 (7.5) -31.0 (-21.7) 
ΔH 14.2 (1.0) 20.5 (25.7) 5.6 (6.9) -29.1 (-19.8) 
ΔG 13.4 (0.2) 17.3 (22.5) 6.8 (8.1) -23.9 (-14.6) 
Eact 14.8 (1.6) - 6.2 (7.5) - 

 
 
Supplementary Table 2: Dipole moment of reactive system (PHI + CH-ol) and its constituents in gas phase as well as in 
THF solution.  

dipole moment (Debye) 
 gas phase solution 
R1 reactive system 2.27 2.56 

PHI 2.64 2.61 
CH-ol 1.78 1.77 

R2 reactive system 1.72 3.45 
PHI 2.86 2.77 
CH-ol 1.78 1.76 

TS reactive system 3.62 3.29 
PHI 0.99 2.74 
CH-ol 1.63 1.76 

P reactive system 2.50 2.54 
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Supplementary Table 3: NCO angle for reactive system in gas and solution as well as root mean square deviation 
(RMSD) between gas phase and solution reactive systems. 
 

 NCO angle RMSD (Å)  
 gas phase solution 
R1 173.2 173.3 0.33 
R2 173.7 173.4 0.89 
TS 145.9 174.0 0.60 
P 126.5 126.1 0.25 

 
 

Supplementary Table 4: Interaction energy of reactive system (PHI + CH-ol) and its constituents with the solvent (in 
kcal/mol).  

 reactive system-solvent-interaction PHI-solvent-interaction CH-ol-solvent-interaction 
R1 -29.9 -10.5 -19.5 
R2 -23.2 -7.8 -15.5 
TS -17.3 -5.6 -11.9 
P -32.6 - - 

 
 
 
Supplementary Table 5: Mulliken partial atomic charges on the interacting atoms for reactive system in gas phase and in 
THF solution. 
 

 Mulliken partial charges  
 gas solution 
 PHI CH-ol PHI CH-ol 
 N C O H N C O H 
R1 -0.39 0.66 -0.44 0.47 -0.37 0.67 -0.42 0.50 
R2 -0.28 0.73 -0.46 0.42 -0.29 0.60 -0.42 0.40 
TS -0.45 0.58 -0.30 0.49 -0.26 0.62 -0.42 0.40 
P -0.44 0.43 -0.22 0.37 -0.42 0.39 -0.22 0.36 
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3. Experimental Methods and Additional Results 

The formation of urethanes is a thermally driven reaction, which starts immediately after the 

components are mixed. CH-ol and PHI react forming the urethane product CC. For all experiments, 

we used equimolar concentration of CH-ol and PHI in THF with various concentrations and sample 

thicknesses. 

The formation of polyurethanes is a thermally driven step-growth reaction, which starts 

immediately after the components are mixed. At the first step, TCD and TDI react forming the urethane 

product. The remaining unreacted functional OH and NCO groups allow a strain elongation by further 

urethane formation. In subsequent reaction steps a polyurethane polymer is formed. To get as large as 

possible polymer molecules the reactants should be of the equimolar concentration. 

3.1. Sample preparation 

3.1.1. Sample preparation for acceleration measurements of CH-ol & PHI 

We dissolved 163 μl PHI in 337 μl THF resulting in a concentration of 3 mol/l. Accordingly 158 μl 

CH-ol were mixed with 342 μl THF to a concentration of 3 mol/l. For measurements with lower 

concentrations, we reduced the amount of PHI and CH-ol accordingly. 

For the acceleration measurements 200 μl of both solutions were taken and mixed in a CaF2 sample 

cell with 0.1 mm spacer thickness. The sample for the experiment had a concentration of 0.75 mol/l. 

The absorption of the ν(OH) vibration of CH-ol was about 1 OD at 3470 cm-1 (see Fig. 3a in the article). 

In the acceleration measurements, we tracked the formation of the ν(CO) of CC to determine the 

reaction rate upon excitation around 3470 cm-1 (with a laser pulse of 50 cm-1 FWHM). Typical 

absorptions are depicted in Fig. 3b. The absorption change at 1512 cm-1  of the ν(NCO)&δ(CH) of 

PHI was used to estimate absorption changes in the fs IR-pump IR-probe experiments (see Section 

3.5.5). In these samples the ν(NCO) absorption was above 10 OD. 

3.1.2. Sample preparation for acceleration measurements of TCD & TDI 

TCD mother solution:  

We dissolved 82,7 mg of TCD (165.4g/mol) in 500 μl of nitrobenzene yielding a mother solution with 

1 mol/l. 

TDI mother solution:  

We mixed 71.9 μl of TDI (174.2g/mol) with 428.1 μl solvent, consisting of CHCl3:CH in a ratio of 

1:1. The resulting mother solution has a concentration of 1 mol/l. 
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We mixed 100 μl of both mother solutions (TDI and TCD) and diluted them with 400 μl 

nitrobenzene and 400 μl of the mixture CHCl3:CH resulting in a concentration of 0.1 mol/l of both 

reactants. This solution was used for the acceleration measurements with pumping at 2270 cm-1 and at 

3070 cm-1. The dilution was necessary to track the vibrational NCO absorption band decrease within 

some hours. 

The acceleration measurements upon excitation of the ν(OH) of TCD at 3470 cm-1 had to be 

performed in a mixture consisting of 100 μl of each mother solution (TDI and TCD), diluted with 100 

μl of CHCl3:CH and 100 μl of nitrobenzene (total volume of 400 μl) resulting in a reactant 

concentration of 0.25 mol/l. The adaption was necessary because the absorption in the 0.1 mol/l sample 

was too low for measuring any differences in the reaction rate. 

3.1.3. Sample preparation for fs IR-pump IR-probe experiments 

In all ultrafast measurements, the concentration ratio of CH-ol and PHI was the same (1:1). The 

extinction coefficient in the maximum of the ν(OH) absorption band of CH-ol is about 14 times and 6 

times smaller than the extinction coefficient of the ν(NCO) absorption band of PHI, and the ν(CO) 

absorption band of CC, respectively. Thus, different concentrations and thicknesses were used for 

measurements in different spectral observation windows, otherwise the sample would absorb nearly 

all probe photons.  

• In the 1500 cm-1 region, 50 μm of 0.75 mol/l CH-ol and 0.75 mol/l PHI solved in THF were 

used. 

• For the measurements of the PHI NCO-band at 2260 cm-1, 50 μm of 0.375 mol/l CH-ol and 

0.375 mol/l PHI in THF were used. 

• The rise of CO-band at 1730 cm-1 was detected within 100 μm of 1.5 mol/l CH-ol and 1.5 

mol/l PHI in THF. 

 

3.1.4. Drawing of polyurethane squares 

Solution for photolithography:  
We mixed 250 μl of both mother solutions (TDI and TCD), yielding in a concentration of 0.5 mol/l. 

From the resulting mixture 100 μl were taken and filled in a home build cuvette (two CaF2 windows) 

with a 50 μm (or 25 μm) thick PTFE spacer (see Supplementary Fig. 8). 
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3.2. Cuvette for acceleration measurements 

 

Supplementary Figure 8: Home built cuvette for acceleration and photolithography measurements. Two different 
spacers were tested: (i) One spacer exhibits two chambers filled with the same sample. One of the chambers is excited with 
IR light, the other one is not illuminated. (ii) One spacer exhibits only one big chamber. Here, two identical samples and 
cells were used, one was excited with IR light, the other one was not. 

3.3.  Acceleration measurements 

All acceleration measurements were performed in the following way: The sample mixture was 

merged and within one to two minutes the sample was filled into two identical sample cells both 

consisting of two CaF2 windows (25 mm diameter) with a Teflon spacer of 100 µm (or sometimes 50 

µm) thickness. (i) The IR spectrum of both samples were taken (0 min) and then sample A was 

illuminated with the already running IR pulse OPA [4]. The other sample B was put next to the sample 

scanner, keeping the conditions as similar as possible. After a given time (e.g. 60 min) the procedure 

(i) was repeated. The acceleration measurements were stopped when about 30%-40% of the sample 

was consumed. The absorption of the investigated band was always smaller or about 1 OD.  

Concentrations of CH-ol and PHI were in the range of about 0.75 mol/l in THF with a 0.1 mm 

spacer thickness, providing a reasonable absorption around 3500 cm-1 and 1730 cm-1. Here, we chose 

a high concentration because the high activation energy results in a slower reaction. 

Concentrations of TCD and TDI were in the range of about 100 mmol/l, resulting in a concentration 

of NCO and OH groups of about 200 mmol/l. Since absorption of the NCO stretching vibration is 

stronger than the OH stretching vibration, we increased the concentrations by 2.5 times to get 

reasonable absorption strengths for excitation at 3490 cm-1 (50 cm-1 FWHM).  

We developed a sample holder for the IR spectrometer Bruker Equinox 55 to ensure a very 

reproducible positioning of the sample.  

The reaction rates were determined by 
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- CH-ol & PHI mixtures:  following the integral increase of the CO absorption at 1730 cm-1 upon 

excitation around 3470 cm-1 for CH-ol and PHI mixtures (see Fig. 3b in the article) 

- TCD & TDI mixtures: following the decrease of the NCO absorption band (at 2270 cm-1) upon 

excitation around 2270 cm-1 (Supplementary Fig. 11a) or the integral decrease of the OH 

absorption band (at 3500 cm-1) upon excitation around 3070 cm-1 (Supplementary Fig. 10) or 

around 3490 cm-1 (Supplementary Fig. 9a and 9b).  

The IR laser pulses were generated by a home built OPA. The IR pulses had energies between 2 µJ 

and 4 µJ, a repetition rate of 2 kHz and a spectral width (FWHM) of 50 cm-1 around its central 

frequency. A typical IR pulse spectrum is plotted in Supplementary Fig. 11a. For more information on 

the IR pulses see Kozich et al. [4] 

For more information on analysis of the reaction rates and how we determined the activation energy 

see Kössl et al. [1] 

The acceleration of the reaction was determined by calculating the ratio of the rate constants with 

illumination and without illumination. Since experimental errors or sample fluctuations can occur, we 

repeated the measurements several times by following the same procedure to obtain a statistic for the 

results. The distribution of results is presented in Supplementary Fig. 11c-e and 11g. 

Changing the IR pulse focus in the sample from 150 µm to 75 µm or to 1-2 mm does not influence 

the acceleration of the reaction. Thus, we conclude that the observed acceleration effect is not due to 

a multi-photon process. 
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Supplementary Figure 9: Absorption spectra of a 1:1 mixture of TDI and TCD in nitrobenzene at delay times of 0 

min, 45 min, and 90 min after merging without (black curves) and with IR pulse excitation at around 3490 cm-1 (red curves); 
a) the OH stretching vibration of TCD around 3500 cm-1 decreases, while the NH stretching vibration of the urethane 
product around 3300 cm-1 increases with time and illumination; b) the CO stretching vibration of the urethane group around 
1760 cm-1 increases with time and illumination. 
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Supplementary Figure 10: Absorption spectra of a 1:1 mixture of TDI and TCD in nitrobenzene at delay times of 0 

min, 45 min, 90 min, and 180 min after merging without (black curves) and with IR pulse excitation at around 3070 cm-1 
(red curves); the OH stretching vibration of TCD around 3500 cm-1 decreases, while the NH stretching vibration of the 
urethane product around 3300 cm-1 increases with time. Illumination has no or negligible effect on the increase or decrease 
of the absorption bands. 
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Supplementary Figure 11: Acceleration measurements: TCD & TDI upper panel, CH-ol & PHI lower panel. (a) 
Reaction as a function of time with IR pulse excitation (red lines) at 2270 cm-1 and without illumination (black lines); 
pump pulse spectrum (blue line), structures of TCD and TDI; (b) Reaction as a function of time with IR pulse excitation 
(red lines) at 3490 cm-1 and without illumination (black lines); structure of the formed urethane product; (c)-(e) measured 
acceleration ratios upon excitation at different vibrations. CH excitation is dominated by the solvent absorption at 3070 
cm-1, and leads to no acceleration.  (f) Reaction as a function of time; illumination with IR pulses at 3470 cm-1 (red lines), 
without (black lines); vibrations are indicated. (g) Measured reaction rates.  
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3.4. Temperature effects 

3.4.1. Thermal Imaging 

To check whether the sample is heated by the IR excitation pulses at a repetition rate of 2 kHz over 

time, we measured the spatially resolved average temperature distribution within the sample with a 

FLIR A600 thermal imaging camera, while exciting the sample. For this experiment the sample was 

not moved, and the IR pulses illuminated the same sample spot. The thermal sensitivity of the camera 

from spot to spot was better than 0.05°C. We observed no temperature increase of the sample at the 

illuminated spot higher than 0.1 °C. Thus, no average thermal heating of the sample over time takes 

place. Note, this does not show whether a transient temperature change on a ps to ns time scale occurs, 

that completely equilibrates on a time scale of 0.5 ms to 33 ms. 

 

Supplementary Figure 12: Temperature scan of the sample upon IR illumination; resolution (0.1 x 0.1 mm, frame rate 
30 Hz); diameter of IR focus of 0.3 mm. The IR pulse with energy of 4 µJ hits the sample at the spot SP5. The measured 
average temperature was 22.2°C, not deviating from other spots in the sample (22.2 °C – 22.3 °C, see upper left inset). The 
camera measures the temperature with a frame rate of 30 Hz.  
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3.4.2. Thermal CO-band shift 

 

Supplementary Figure 13: Difference spectra of the CO-stretching vibration after heating the sample by 2.5K. The 
CO-band shifts to higher energies. 

3.5. Estimates 

3.5.1. Calculation of the temperature effect of 6°C for 24% acceleration (CH-ol & PHI) 

The reaction rate k is given by the Arrhenius equation 

𝑘𝑘 = 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒
−𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎
𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏𝑇𝑇  

where Ea is the activation energy, kb the Boltzmann constant and A the pre-exponential factor. The 
influence of the temperature on the reaction rate changes Δk are given by 

∆𝑘𝑘 =
𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟
𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏𝑇𝑇2

𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒
−𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎
𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏𝑇𝑇 ∙ ∆𝑇𝑇 

 
A change of 24% reaction rate for an activation energy of about 2300 cm-1 is  

∆𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘

= 0.24 =
𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟
𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏𝑇𝑇

∙
∆𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇

 

∆𝑇𝑇 = 0.24 ∙
200 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐−1

2300 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐−1 ∙ 295 𝐾𝐾 ≈ 6 𝐾𝐾 

From this estimation, we can conclude that an increase in reaction rate of 24% can be achieved by 

heating the sample by some Kelvin.  

3.5.2. Heating the CH-ol & PHI in THF by fs IR pulses acceleration measurements 

The heat capacity of THF Cp(THF) is 124 J/(molK), and of PHI Cp(CH-ol) is 157 J/(molK). The 

IR pulse energy can be calculated that is necessary to increase the temperature of the sample by 6 K. 

For simplicity, we assume only THF molecules to be in the volume (adding CH-ol or PHI does not 
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change the results significantly). In the acceleration experiments the focal radius was 0.15 mm, the 

sample thickness 0.1 mm, resulting in an excited volume V = 0.007 mm3 per IR pulse.  

The amount of substance in this volume is n = 8.72 ×10-8 mol, and the effective heat capacity 

Ceff = Cp(THF) × n(THF) is ~ 11 µJ/K. Since we excited the sample with about 3 µJ, we would expect 

an average temperature increase of 0.3 K, in agreement with our temperature measurements (see 

Supplementary Fig. 12). 

Upon increasing the focal radius, the temperature increase is strongly reduced at constant IR pulse 

energy. Since we observed no change in reaction acceleration upon increasing the focal diameter to 

1-2 mm, we can exclude heating effects as the origin of reaction acceleration. 

3.5.3. Heating the CH-ol & PHI in THF during fs IR-pump IR-probe experiments 

The heat capacity of THF Cp(THF) is 124 J/(mol K), and of PHI Cp(CH-ol) is 157 J/(mol K). The 

IR pulse energy can be calculated that is necessary to increase the temperature of the sample by 6 K. 

For simplicity, we assume only THF molecules in the volume (adding CH-ol or PHI does not change 

the results significantly). In the IR-pump IR-probe experiments (probing the ν(NCO) range, Fig. 4b) 

the focal radius was bigger or equal to 0.075 mm, and the sample thickness 0.05 mm resulting in an 

excited volume V = 0.00088 mm3 per IR pulse.  

The amount of substance in this volume is n=1.1 × 10-8 mol, and the effective heat capacity 

Ceff = Cp(THF) × n(THF) is ~ 1.33 µJ/K. We excited the sample with about 3 µJ at an optical density 

of ~0.2 OD at 3500 cm-1 (the pump pulse spectrum in shown in Supplementary Fig. 14a), resulting in 

an effective pulse energy of 1.1 µJ. This would lead to a temperature increase of 0.8 K. 

Experiments probing the ν(CO) (Fig. 4c) were performed with 0.1 mm spacer thickness and focal 

radius of 0.095 mm (and optical density of the ν(OH) of about 2OD). 

3.5.4. Number of photons per OH group 

Here, we estimate how many photons per OH group are available at the IR focus during the fs IR-

pump IR-probe experiments. 

We used CH-ol and PHI concentrations of 0.75 mol/l (probing the ν(NCO)& δ(CH) around 1500 

cm-1, Fig. 4a), 0.375 mol/l, or 1.5 mol/l and sample thicknesses of 0.05 mm, 0.05 mm, or 0.1 mm, 

respectively. For the OH groups with 0.75 mol/l we have to 4.5*1020 groups per cm3. The volume that 

we excited by the pump pulse with focal radius of about 0.075 mm or bigger at a sample thickness of 

0.05 mm is V = π(0.0075)2 cm2 × 0.005 cm = 8.8 × 10-7 cm3. This results in a number of OH groups 

in the pump pulse volume of about 4 × 1014 or more. 
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With an average pump energy of 3 mW at 1 kHz repetition rate (3 × 10-6 J/pulse) at 3500 cm-1, and 

an absorption of  1.0 OD we have an effective pump energy per pulse of 2.7 µJ. We get the number of 

photons per pump pulse N from the energy per photon Ep: 

Ep = h × υ = h × c × 3500 cm-1 = 7 × 10-20 J/photon results in N = 3.9 × 1013  

On average, less than every 10th OH group was excited by a photon.  

3.5.5.  Estimation of fs IR-pump IR-probe signal strength 

Here, we roughly estimate the signal change by a single IR pulse. At the beginning of the reaction 

between CH-ol and PHI the change of optical density of PHI is at least ~0.04 OD / hour. This change 

is directly visible from Supplementary Fig. 14b. We illuminated the sample (radius of 12 mm) with fs 

IR pulses of  ~0.3 mm (0.25 mm – 0.35 mm) focal diameter and 2 kHz repetition rate by scanning the 

sample volume line by line. Thus, the illumination is spatially and temporally (on a minute time scale) 

averaged over the complete sample by this method, resulting in an averaged reaction rate increase of 

24% (see Supplementary Fig. 11g). The average OD change due to illumination is at least 0.24 x 0.04 

OD/hour ~0.01 OD / hour.  

Supplementary Figure 14: Absorbance change as a function of time (acceleration measurements) of a CH-ol and PHI 
mixture in THF with IR pulse illumination at 3470 cm-1 (red lines) and without illumination (black lines). (a) Magnification 
of the spectral range of the ν(OH) and ν(NH) (from Fig. 3a). Pump pulse spectrum at 3500 cm-1 (blue line) of the fs IR 
pump – IR probe experiments presented in Fig. 4. (b) Magnification of the peak at 1512 cm-1 of Fig. 3b. Here, the decrease 
in absorption with (red lines) and without illumination (black lines) as a function of time are clearly visible. Without 
illumination, we see an absorption change from 0.97 OD to 0.93 OD in the first hour (0.04 OD / hour).  

In our fs IR-pump IR-probe experiment we used a focal beam radius of about (0.075±0.01) mm and 

a cell radius of 12 mm. We illuminate the complete sample cell by scanning the pump beam over the 

sample line by line. The laser repetition rate is 1 kHz with every second pump pulse is blocked. The 

expected OD change in the illuminated volume could be a factor of ~2.5 × 104 higher, if the light 

intensity in the focus would be applied to the complete sample volume at the same photon density. 
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With this photon density we can compare the signal from the acceleration measurement with the signal 

from the fs IR-pump – IR-probe measurement.    

During the measurement of 1 hour we emit about 0.5x 1000 × 3600 = 1.8 ×106 pump pulses, while 

scanning the sample. The estimated change in OD per pulse is about 

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 =
0.01 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂/ℎ𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝐴𝐴 ∙ 2.5 ∙ 104

1.8 ∙ 106 𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴/ℎ𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝐴𝐴
~0.14 ∙ 10−3 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂/𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒 

 

Thus, we expect a signal change in the ν(NCO)&δ(CH) bleaching band at 1512 cm-1 in the order 

of some tenth of mOD, (~ 0.1 mOD) as observed in Fig. 4a.  

Another possible way to estimate the signal strength of the ν(NCO)&δ(CH) bleaching band at 1512 

cm-1 is to assume that only the number of photons and the number of illuminated molecules are 

responsible for the acceleration. 

In the acceleration measurements we used a pump pulse with 2 kHz and a pulse energy of 3 µJ at 

3470 cm-1 (50 cm-1 FWHM). The focal diameter was about 0.3 mm and the sample thickness 0.1 mm 

at a concentration of 0.75 mol/l of PHI and 0.75 mol/l of CH-ol in THF. The observed signal change 

due to acceleration was 0.01 OD in the first hour. We already concluded that every reaction was 

initiated by absorption of one photon.  

Now, we can simply compare the number of photons and number of molecules in the excited 

volume in the acceleration and fs IR-pump – IR-probe measurements (fs IR-IR): 

The repetition rate of the pump pulses in the acceleration measurements is 4 times higher than in 

the fs IR-IR. The focal Volume is 8 times bigger in the acceleration measurements. This results in an 

estimated signal change of 0.01 OD / 32 = 0.0003 OD = 0.3 mOD in good agreement with the results 

displayed in Fig. 4a.  

3.5.6. Estimation of the overall quantum yield upon fs excitation at 3500 cm-1 

Here, we estimate the overall quantum yield upon fs excitation at 3500 cm-1 from Fig. 4c displaying 

the rise of the ν(CO) vibration of CC. In Fig. 4c the final ν(CO) signal is about 0.75 mOD. In this 

experiment, we used CH-ol and PHI concentrations of 1.5 M and a sample thickness of 0.1 mm. The 

focal pump diameter was about 0.19 mm and the probe diameter was smaller about 0.13 mm. We do 

not take the different diameter sizes of pump and probe beam into account and estimate the number of 

OH groups in the excited volume. The volume is V=π(0.0095)2 cm2 x 0.01 cm = 2.8 x 10-6 cm3. Since 
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we used a concentration of 1.5 mol/l = 1.5 x 10-3 mol/cm3, with 6.023 x 1023 OH groups per mol, we 

had 9.0 x 1020 OH groups per cm3. The number of OH groups N in the excited volume is  

N = 2.5 x 1015. 

The pump beam had an excitation energy of 3 x 10-6 J. We assume all photons to be absorbed. Thus, 

about 4.3 x 1013 photons (see Sec. 3.5.4) were absorbed. About every 60 th OH group absorbs a photon. 

Since the total absorption of the OH-stretching vibration at 3500 cm-1 in the sample was about 2.0 OD, 

we would expect a total bleaching signal of about 33 mOD.  

The observed signal at 1730 cm-1 was about 0.75 mOD. The extinction coefficient of the CC ν(CO) 

vibration is about 6 times higher than that of the ν(OH), hence the corresponding signal at the ν(OH) 

vibration resulting from the alcoholysis reaction is expected to be about 0.125 mOD.  

The comparison of 33 mOD and 0.125 mOD results in a overall quantum yield of about 0.3 %.  

 

Note, this is an estimation of the overall quantum yield. The error of this estimation is huge and we 

expect the overall quantum yield to be in the range of 0.05% to 0.6%. The main error source is the 

focal diameter.  

Direct comparison of the absorption strengths of the ν(OH) vibration at 3500 cm-1 and the 

ν(NCO)&δ(CH) at 1512 cm-1 (see Supplementary Fig. 14a, 14b, and 3) shows, that both are of similar 

strength. Thus, the estimated bleaching signal is about 0.1 mOD, in agreement with the bleaching 

signal in Fig. 4a. 
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3.6. Femtosecond IR pump – IR probe results 

3.6.1. Hydrogen bonding between CH-ol and CC 

 

Supplementary Figure 15: Left: Comparison of the CC CO-stretching vibration for two different CH-ol:CC ratios, 
both solvated in THF. The sharp features in both spectra are caused by vapor water lines and can be ignored. Increasing 
the amount of CH-ol leads to a rise of the red-shifted and broadened shoulder. This is a strong indicator for H-bond 
formation. Right: The difference of both is presented. The H-bonding causes a peak shift of around 10 cm-1 and broadens 
the band by factor of 2 to 3. 

 

3.6.2. Comparison to pure relaxation dynamics (IVR) 

 

Supplementary Figure 16: (a) Transient spectra of CH-ol in THF after excitation of the OH-stretching vibration at 
3500 cm-1. We assign the broad feature as the tail of changes of δ(CH)-vibration at 1450 cm-1 (Supplementary Fig. 2b), or 
δ(OH)-vibration at lower wavenumbers. No sharp features are observed, neither at 1515 cm-1 nor at 1505 cm-1. Right: IR 
pump – IR probe data at magic angle. (b) Transient data of CH-ol in THF upon excitation of the OH stretching vibration 
at 3500 cm-1. The time axis is linear up to 1 ps, logarithmic from 1 ps to 100 ps. Excited state absorption (positive signal) 
is visible around 3250 cm-1, bleaching signals at 3470 cm-1, and ‘hot’ ground state absorption around 3530 cm-1 for longer 
delay times. Excitation energy of 1.5 µJ, 0.75 M CH-ol concentration, focal pump diameter about 200 µm, probe diameter 
about 150 µm, 0.05 mm thickness. 
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Supplementary Figure 17:  a) Transient spectra of CH-ol & PHI in THF after excitation of the OH-stretching vibration 
at 3500 cm-1 as shown in the article (Fig 4a). b) Transient spectra of PHI in THF after excitation of the NCO-stretching 
vibration at 2270 cm-1. The positive band of pure PHI is nearly featureless and decays on a fast time scale. Hence, the 
observed signals in the mixture is not due to heating of the PHI or excitation of the NCO-stretching via VER. 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 18: a) Transient spectra of CH-ol & PHI in THF after excitation of the OH-stretching vibration 
at 3500 cm-1 as shown in the article (Fig. 4b). b) Transient spectra of PHI in THF after excitation of the NCO-stretching 
vibration at 2270 cm-1. The positive and the negative band of pure PHI exhibit a different shape and decay much faster 
within some ps. Additionally, the bleaching position is different due to the different ESA. Thus, we conclude that the 
observed signal in the mixture it not due excitation of the NCO mode, or heating the NCO mode via VER.  

3.6.3. Subtraction of the CH-ol & CC relaxation dynamic 

As shown in Section 3.6.1, CH-ol and CC are forming an H-bond. The H-bond leads to an effective 

coupling between both molecules. This coupling causes visible signals in the ultrafast dynamics even 

for small concentrations of CC as presented in Supplementary Fig. 19 and 20.  
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We mixed a 10:1 mixture of CH-ol and CC to record the pure CC relaxation dynamics 

(Supplementary Fig. 19a, and Supplementary Fig. 19b red line). In Supplementary Fig. 19a the ν(CO) 

vibration of CC upon excitation of the ν(OH) of CH-ol at 3500 cm-1 is shown. Since, we observe clear 

signals, energy is transferred from the CH-ol ν(OH) to the CC ν(CO) via the H-bond coupling: We 

observe a fast positive component around 1700 cm-1 decaying on a time scale of ~ 4 ps. On this time 

scale the bleaching band has negligible strength, and we attribute the positive signal to the decay of 

the excited ν(CO)* vibrational mode of CC overlapping with the bleaching band. With the decay of 

the ν(CO)* vibration, the bleaching band increases and a blue-shifted band emerges around 1740 cm-

1 with about 8 ps. We assign this process to heating of CC via IVR (see Supplementary Fig. 13).  

Since, no formation of a product occurs in the CH-ol & CC mixture, we compared the dynamics of 

CH-ol & CC with CH-ol & PHI upon excitation of the OH-stretching vibration at 3500 cm-1.The 

transient signal of the CH-ol & PHI mixture was subtracted from the transient PHI & CH-ol data. Prior 

subtraction, the spectra were scaled to have the same strength at the blue-shifted hot band around 1740 

cm-1. This is shown in Supplementary Fig. 19b. As a result, we receive the formation of the ν(CO) 

vibration of CC due to alcoholysis of CH-ol and PHI. 

To give more validity to this approach, we also compared the first half of our scans from the PHI 

& CH-ol data with the second half (see Supplementary Fig. 20, left column). In Supplementary Fig. 

20 left column, the absorbance difference spectra of the first half (thick lines), and second half (thin 

lines) are presented for different delay time intervals. Since the CC product concentration is increasing 

with time, the signal around 1700 cm-1 is stronger in the second half of the experiment (thin lines). 

Moreover, a significant difference between the first and second half of the experiment is observed at 

1730 cm-1 with a strongly reduced bleaching signal in the first half of the experiment. After scaling of 

the first half of the experiment (Supplementary Fig. 20, left column) to the same signal strength around 

1740 cm-1 (and 1700 cm-1) of the second half of the experiment (see also Supplementary Fig. 19b), 

and subtraction of the second half a new absorption rises at the CO position indicating product 

formation, shown in Supplementary Fig. 20, last column. Due to short time difference between both 

halves, the resulting signal is weaker compared to the CC&CH-ol subtraction presented in 

Supplementary Fig. 19b, because part of the rising product signal is also subtracted.  
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Supplementary Figure 19:  (a) Transient spectra of CH-ol & CC upon excitation at 3500 cm-1 for different delay times. (b) 
Transient spectra of CH-ol & PHI and CH-ol & CC, both solved in THF after excitation of the OH-stretching vibration at     
3500 cm-1.  The spectra were averaged from 30 ps to 100 ps to minimize noise; both signals are constant over the averaged 
time range. A scaling factor of 1.5, determined by minimizing the difference of the positive bands, was used to compensate 
for variations in the sample concentrations.  After scaling, both signals are almost identical except at 1730 cm-1. By 
subtracting CH-ol & CC from the CH-ol & PHI signal, we removed the unwanted contribution of the CH-ol & CC 
interaction. Thus, the resulting difference mainly shows the formation of the CO-stretching band.  

 
Supplementary Figure 20: Comparison of the averaged transient spectra of the first half hour and second half hour of 
measurement. Left: Unscaled averaged spectra, thick lines display the first half and thin lines the second half. The gross of 
the signal, attributed to the CC relaxation, grows with time. This is expected, as the CC concentration rises with time. 
Middle: The same signals, scaled to match in the hot-band of CC, small differences are only observed around 1730 cm-1. 
Right: Subtraction of the scaled scans (fresh sample – old sample) shows a positive signal at the position of the υ(CO) 
mode, revealing the rise of the product. The time constant of the rise is consistent with the other data ((10 ± 3) ps.). 
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3.6.4. Selected transients 

 

Supplementary Figure 21: Selected transients of CH-ol & PHI after excitation of the OH-stretching vibration at 3500 cm-1. 
Top left: PHI υ(NCO) bleach increases around 2260 cm-1, no rise of a hot-band is observed. Top right: Rise of the PHI 
υ(NCO)&δ(CH) bleach at 1515 cm-1 and rise of the CC δ(NH) band at 1505 cm-1. Bottom left: Difference of the 
measurements of CH-ol and PHI and CH-ol and CC: Rise of the CC υ(CO)-stretch at 1730 cm-1. All observed bands show 
changes with a (10±3) ps time constant. The larger noise for the NCO-bleach at 2260 cm-1 originates in the high absorption 
of the band and is due to a lower number of shots (only 4000 shots) compared to the other spectral ranges (around 30 000 
shots).  
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3.6.5. Reproducibility – NCO region 24h old sample  

 
Supplementary Figure 22: Selected transients and averaged spectra of 24h old CH-ol & PHI sample after excitation 

of the OH-stretching vibration at 3500 cm-1. The concentration of CH-ol and PHI of the fresh was two times higher than 
after 24 h. Since, around 2260 cm-1 there are no contributions of the CC product, these data should show the same dynamics 
as presented in Fig. 4b. The absorbance difference spectra agree well with the spectra in Fig. 4b, but exhibit a better signal 
to noise ratio due to longer averaging. Transients also corroborate the data shown in Fig. 4b and Supplementary Fig. 21. 

3.7. Photolithography 

Polyurethane squares were written in a solution of TCD/TDI mixture solved in nitrobenzene, 

cyclohexane, and chloroform. This specific solution enabled us to solve TCD and TDI, but the polymer 

was poorly solved. The polymer square is not visible in the sample cell if the solvent is still present, 

due to low scattering. Thus, we opened the cell and removed the solvent (see Supplementary Fig. 23). 

The special alcohol with three Cl groups were chosen, because of their strong electronegativity and 

scattering cross-section. Electron microscopy experiments enable to visualize the chlorine atoms. 

Unfortunately, the polymer structure was not detectable, since the sample melted during the 

experiment. 

Measurements with a Raman microscope are presented in Supplementary Fig. 24. We determined 

20 times higher Raman signals with the focus located on the polymer square compared to 

measurements with the focus next to the polymer square. 
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Supplementary Figure 23:   Polymer squares generated by femtosecond IR pulse illumination at 2270 cm-1. Distances 

were determined with the dnt DigiMicro Mobile camera.  The solvent is removed to visualize the squares. Left panel: 4 x 
4 mm square written with a focal diameter of 150 µm.  Right panel: 3 x 3 mm square written with a focal diameter of 
75µm. A small remaining part of the solvent and its effect on the transparency of the sample is visible in the upper left 
corner. 

 

Supplementary Figure 24: Raman intensities on the polymer square (blue line) and next to the polymer square (black 
line) measured by a Raman microscope. The grey line displays the 26 times amplified intensities of the black line.  
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